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Preface 

This research is a case study in the joint “Pamphlet” project of the Helsinki Institute for 

Information Technology (HIIT), the Helsinki University of Technology and 

Keskuslaboratorio (KCL), the research center for the Finnish paper and pulp industry. 

This case study was ordered by KCL from the Department of Social Psychology in the 

University of Helsinki. In practice, the study was conducted in the Digital Content 

Communities research group at HIIT. The overall research project aims for developing a 

design process for paper-based product concepts integrated with digital media 

communities. Involving the users of the products in the design process, i.e. taking a 

user-centered approach, is central in this project. Moreover, the participation of the 

members of a digital community in producing content to or customizing the hybrid 

media products plays an essential part in the concepts. Therefore, IRC-galleria, where 

the members produce the content themselves, is a relevant case study for this project. 

This study contributes to the project by offering information about the meanings given 

to a digital community from the viewpoint of its members' social networks, and how the 

changes in the society and in the ways to use the internet are reflected in this. This 

information is to be utilized in developing a design process for the community-created 

hybrid media products.  
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1 Introduction 
IRC-galleria and other photo galleries in the internet have received considerable 

attention in the media, but academic research is just beginning to take part in the 

discussion. The attention of the media often centers around popular phenomena and 

IRC-galleria is one of these. According to the company maintaining IRC-galleria 

(Dynamoid Oy), sixty percent of the Finnish youth aged 13–19 are registered to IRC-

galleria. The public discussion about the amazingly popular photo galleries is 

characterized by worries about teenagers who publish private information and risqué 

photos of themselves, and therefore put themselves in danger. Both in the media and 

everyday discussion people keep wondering the reasons for publishing personal 

information for everyone to view. Nevertheless, the popularity of internet's photo 

galleries remains a mystery to the parents of the active users as well as to scientific 

discussion. This research fills this gap by exploring the significance of IRC-galleria 

concerning the social networks of its members.  

Services like IRC-galleria, where people interact with each other through computer 

networks, has often been conceptualized as virtual communities. Virtual communities 

have typically been approached, in both everyday and academic discussion, as entities 

separate from the life outside the internet. Not much attention has been paid to what 

kinds of connections its members might have to "real-life" communities or even to other 

communities in the internet. However, some social scientists find problematic treating 

communities - either "real-life" or virtual - as separate and exclusive entities distinct 

from other spheres of social interaction. Rather, they claim that things traditionally 

understood as communities should be approached as social networks, which can extend 

outside the borders of the immediate social circle. Similarly, social networks were 

chosen as the viewpoint of this study, since it is presupposed that social relationships in 

IRC-galleria are in some ways connected to the relationships outside it. 

The need to treat communities as social networks has been backed up by arguing that 

the traditional notion of community and other categories of social integration have been 

in turmoil in the post-industrial era. For example, Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002), 

German theorists of the transition to post-industrial societies, claim that we are living 

the time of second modernity, characterized by individualization and globalization. 

Central categories of social integration, like family, community, and class, which kept 
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the industrial society together, are in their view "zombies" in the post-industrial era. 

People hold on to these categories which, however, are not functional in a global and 

individualized society. We who live in societies that are in the stage of the second 

modernity have been freed from traditional roles and constraints. Social categories are 

not thought to remain constant anymore, from birth to death, but social ties as well as 

personal and group identities are seen as something that have to be individually formed 

and maintained as well as constantly renewed. Rather than by belonging to groups, 

people fulfil their social needs by maneuvering globally dispersed networks (Beck & 

Beck-Gernsheim, 2002.)  

This discussion about the loss of community and the transition to global networks has 

also concerned closely the research and public discussion about the internet. Internet has 

been viewed both as a destroyer of the local community and a tool for building a global 

village. Nowadays the hype around the internet has abated, but it has changed to a hype 

about the “new internet”, which has been characterized with slogans like social media, 

participation and interaction. It refers to the transition from the internet consisting 

mostly of read-only content to new technologies, which allow the internet users to 

create content easily and to interact with others. The “new internet” was conceptualized 

as Web 2.0 by Tim O'Reilly and Dale Dogherty when they needed a name for a seminar 

covering the new consumer-created media (Bulik & Snyder, 2006). The concept has 

been criticized for being just a new name for an old phenomenon or a bait for inducing 

business partners back after the burst of the "Web 1.0" bubble at the turn of the 

millennium (Holtz, 2006), but on the other hand it is considered a useful term for 

describing the transition (Millard & Ross, 2006). In addition to IRC-galleria, typical 

examples of Web 2.0 technologies are other social networking sites, community-created 

dictionaries called wikis, or photo sharing services like Flickr. Considering the claims 

of Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002), community is paradoxically an issue in internet 

research even more than before. 

Even though community is a buzzword, it might have undergone changes in the 

direction proposed by Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002). The Canadian sociologist 

Barry Wellman (e.g. 1999, 2001a, 2001b), who has studied social networks in urban 

neighbourhoods and virtual communities, agrees with Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002) 

that categories like community are not relevant for examining the forms of social 
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integration in today's societies, and claims that instead they should be treated as 

networks. This concerns especially the question of “virtual communities” that have 

traditionally been understood as entities separate from their members' “offline” social 

networks. This study shares this view of networks characterizing the form of social 

relationships in today's society, and explores what kind of significance IRC-galleria has 

from the point of view of its members' social networks both offline and online. 

Moreover, the forms of reconstructing these networks in IRC-galleria are analyzed. 

These forms of social interaction are approached as rituals, along with the principles of 

symbolic interactionism and the cultural approach to communication. The concept of 

performance, which Goffman (1959) originally used in his theories about self-

presentation, is applied here to the presentation of social networks and relationships.  

The presentation of this research begins with introducing the origins of IRC-galleria, 

current statistics of its members and the features it offers. The theoretical and 

conceptual viewpoints utilized in this study are presented thereafter, starting from the 

discussion concerning the position this research takes to the relation of technology to 

society. Further, central social scientific theories of community are covered in order to 

be able to compare them to the concept of virtual community, and to show that 

community may not be the exclusive concept for defining social integration of people. 

The adequacy of the concept of social networks to function as a complement is therefore 

considered after this. Moreover, the concept of a social networking site is introduced to 

specify the characteristics of IRC-galleria. Next is covered the discussion about the 

transformation of social relationships from tightly bound communities to diverse 

networks, and how these networks can have a great significance in transmitting and 

offering important resources for its members.  

To clarify the theoretical background of the concepts of performance and rituals, ritual 

view on communication and the perspective of symbolic interactionism are presented 

next. In addition, previous research that has focused particularly on social networks in 

internet's photo galleries is presented. After the theories and previous research, the 

detailed research questions and arguments for constructing them are presented in 

chapter 4. The methodology utilized in this research as well as the analysis process are 

covered in chapter 5, before the results of the analysis. In the analysis chapter, the 

subchapters are organized in line with the research questions. The subchapters are 
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further divided in accordance with the categories constructed in the analysis. Under the 

title of Discussion, the research process and its generalizability are evaluated and ideas 

for further research are suggested. Finally, in Conclusions the results of the analysis are 

recapitulated and reflected to the questions posed in the Introduction.  

2 IRC-galleria 
IRC-galleria is a commercial service maintained by Dynamoid Oy1. Originally, it was 

developed for the people, who chatted on the channels of IRC (Internet Relay Chat), by 

a couple of people who were active users of IRC themselves. IRC is a chat system 

whose users can chat with each other on different channels using a program designed 

for this. In IRC the conversation is text-based, whereas IRC-galleria offered a way to 

check how the interaction partners looked like. In the beginning, the members of IRC-

galleria consisted solely of IRC users, but during the last couple of years, the service has 

grown to form an integral part of Finnish youth culture.  

IRC-galleria is currently among the most popular websites in Finland with over 400 000 

registered users (irc-galleria.net, 14.2.2007) and over 700 000 weekly visitors (TNS 

Metrix, 40/2006), being amongst the ten most popular websites in Finland. The age 

limit for the service is 12 years. This used to be controlled by asking the social security 

number when registering, but this was prohibited, since collating this kind of register is 

illegal in Finland. According to the statistics of IRC-galleria, the biggest user group is 

16-year-old females and the average age of the registered users is somewhat over 19 

years (irc-galleria.net/dob.php, 14.2.2007).  

IRC-Galleria is still a service meant for sharing photos for the other visitors of the 

service to view. Further, the option to comment on them and to join communities makes 

it also a possible medium for social interaction. In IRC-galleria, every member has his 

or her own profile, where one can load up to 30 photos for free. An example of a profile 

is presented in Picture 1. Everyone can view the public photos, but registered members 

can comment each other's photos, and join and establish communities and send 

comments to their discussion forums. The communities to which a member belongs are 

                                                 
1  Dynamoid Oy announced 23.4.2007 that they have sold the company to Sulake. Sulake is the Finnish 

company behind a virtual community concept popular among subteens around the world, Habbo Hotel 
(www.sulake.com). In Habbo the user creates a character with which to play and communicate in a 
virtual hotel. 
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shown on the left side of the profile. Under the communities is the ihkuboksi, where the 

profile owner can add content.  

The service is free, but you have to pay for additional features, for example for VIP 

membership. VIP members can for example publish more photos and send private 

messages. Each member has to choose one's own nickname, which is often a variation 

of the person's real name, or representing something that is important for the person and 

respecting the codes of a subculture, like names of songs. The service is maintained by 

the personnel of Dynamoid and its voluntary assistants. Members who disobey the rules 

of the community, for example publish prohibited photos or harass other people, are 

banned if detected. 

 

Picture 1: An example of a profile in IRC-galleria (Permission for publishing granted from the 
profile owner) 
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3 Theoretical and Conceptual Viewpoints  
This chapter clarifies the concepts and theories that are utilized in this research, and 

positions the research to the scientific discussion about online communities and social 

networking in the era of dispersed communities. As this research is concerned with both 

society and technology, the first subchapter defines how this research understands the 

relationship between them. Subchapters 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 cover the central theories 

utilized in the analysis of this research and shed light on the ideas behind choosing the 

perspectives of social networks and ritual performances for exploring the meanings 

given to IRC-galleria. The last subchapter presents the research which has been 

conducted about social networks in the photo galleries of the internet. 

3.1 How Technology and Society Could Get Along 

Before situating this research to the theoretical discussion about (virtual) communities 

and social networks, this chapter determines the stand to be taken in this research on a 

central issue in the social scientific studies of technology, namely the causal relationship 

between technological and social factors affecting the design and use of technology. 

This chapter represents Grint and Woolgar's (1997) constructionistic solution to the 

issue and discusses how this research utilizes its ideas with certain precautions.  

Technological determinism represents the other extreme of understanding the causal 

relationship between social and technological. It views technology as having 

inescapable effects on its design, uses, users and their relationships, as well as the whole 

society. Social determinism, on the other hand, is the other extreme that reverses this 

causal relationship, and regards socio-cultural factors as essential in the relationship 

between humans and technology. (Grint & Woolgar, 1997, 14.) Grint and Woolgar 

(1997, 23–24) approach this relationship with an extreme form of social determinism, 

that is, social constructionism. It claims that material objects have neither any intrinsic 

properties nor are automatically affected by the features of a culture. Instead, we 

construct our reality in social interaction. (Grint & Woolgar, 1997, 23–24.) 

Grint and Woolgar's (1997, 70) solution to the dualism between social and technical is 

to treat technology through a metaphor of technology as text. Technology is treated as 

texts “written” by the developers, and “read” by the users. Although the writers might 

include their own preferred interpretations to the artifacts, the readers interpret them in 
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their own social contexts. In a sense, they write them again. (Grint & Woolgar, 1997, 70, 

32.) By referring to Foucalt's ideas they argue that truths are constructed in discursive 

action which is always affected by power relations. Truth is not contained in the essence 

of reality, but rather it is determined by representations of it. The interest is in the 

process in which technology comes to have different interpretations and why some 

interpretations are more popular than others. (Grint & Woolgar, 1997, 32–33, 36.)  

Although this theory covers the cultural construction of hardware technology, Hine 

(2000, 35) argues that a constructionist viewpoint is useful also when examining the use 

of different services of the internet, as a perspective which takes into account the social 

construction of the meanings attached to them. 

This approach has many interests in common with the cultural studies of media (e.g. 

Hall, 1999) that criticize the tradition of mass communication research, which asserts 

that products of mass communication have certain consequences regardless of the active 

interpretation of the audience. Although in the case of technological artefacts the 

question is of users instead of audiences, the interests of sociology of technology and 

cultural studies of media are quite similar (Hine, 2000, 36). Especially the studies of the 

internet mix up the concepts of producer, user and audience, since the audience can act  

as producers as well (Hine, 2000, 38). As producing content becomes easier and easier, 

like in IRC-galleria, this question becomes even more relevant. 

IRC-galleria is approached in this research from the standpoint of social 

constructionism in the sense that the focus is on how its members interpret, and what 

kinds of meanings they give to, this technology. These interpretations and meanings are 

not considered to be determined by the features of IRC-galleria. On the other hand, the 

material side of the technology is acknowledged in the sense that it offers a particular 

frame for communication. IRC-galleria’s features support mediated social interaction: 

publishing your own pictures, joining communities and interacting with other members 

through computer networks is made easy, but at the same time it has to be done in quite 

a narrow frame. IRC-galleria is a platform developed and maintained by a company and 

the terms of use constrict the nature of communication. Even though the medium is to 

some extent open for interpretations, these interpretations are constructed in interaction 

with the socio-cultural context of the users. Here the socio-cultural context refers to the 

sphere of social relationships and the networks these form. This context has to be taken 
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into account when exploring the use of a technological artifact, in order to see its 

significance in social interaction.  

3.2 Controversial Concepts of a (Virtual) Community and a Social Network 

IRC-galleria refers to itself as an “internet community ” (IRC-galleria). This term can be 

considered equal to the concept of a “virtual” community, which is a term generally 

utilized when referring to aggregates of people interacting through computer networks. 

In this chapter the concept of virtual community is clarified by first scrutinizing how the 

second half of it, namely the community, has been understood in social sciences. After 

this, the first part, “virtual” is taken along and the notion of “virtual community” is 

reflected to the presented notions of community, and it is discussed how suitable this 

concept is when studying IRC-galleria. To specify the definition of IRC-galleria in this 

research, the third subchapter presents the concept of a social networking site. In this 

concept is already explicit the vantage point of this study, namely the concept of a social 

network, which is presented and situated to this study in the last subchapter.  

3.2.1 Community  

Lehtonen (1990, 12–23) presents a comprehensive review of the ways in which 

community has understood in social sciences. He notes the complexity of the concept of 

community in both everyday and scientific discussion. Community has been a general 

and vague concept, which refers to various group formations. Different disciplines also 

define the concept in their own ways. In social sciences, three ways to understand 

community can be distinguished. Firstly, community has been understood as based on 

locality. Locality can be taken even to explain the formation of a community or, 

community can be equalled to the people living together in a certain area. In many 

languages, community refers exactly to local communities. Secondly, communities have 

been understood as units of social interaction. Without interaction between the members, 

no community exists. Thirdly, sense of togetherness has been a very prominent issue in 

the definitions of community. (Lehtonen, 1990, 15–17.)  

It can be concluded that community therefore requires that its members have something 

in common, and Lehtonen (1990, 23) refers to this issue of having something common 

with the term communality. As noted above, communality can manifest itself in 

interaction or feelings. Lehtonen (1990, 23) aims to specify the concept of community 
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by suggesting two developmental processes of communality based on these two aspects. 

Local communality, for its part, can express itself only in these two modes, so it is not 

necessary to cover it separately. Firstly, communality and group identity can be 

developed through concrete interaction. This can result in a functional community. In 

this case talking about a community necessitates that there exists a group of people 

interacting with each other. In this relatively constant and immediate interaction are 

developed the relationships between the members, the level of accepting deviant 

behavior and attitudes towards outsiders. (Lehtonen, 1990, 23–26.) 

Secondly, communality can be understood as feelings of affinity developed in 

consciousness, which results in symbolic communality and fosters group identity. In this 

case communality is manifested in shared beliefs, feelings and experiences. The factors 

creating communality are therefore ideas, and on the grounds of this, one can speak 

about ideological or symbolic communality. The origin of symbolic communality can 

be cultural, which means that is developed in immediate interaction and cultural 

practices. The origin can also be ideological, when it is reproduced by "ideological 

machinery", like the mass media. Symbolic communality can connect people beyond 

the limits of functional communities, but also divide a community. (Lehtonen, 1990, 

23–27.) 

These two processes are not mutually exclusive, but instead they can strengthen each 

other (Lehtonen, 1990, 24). Lehtonen (1990, 24) claims that community always 

necessitates interaction and argues that communality which is not concretized in action, 

remains a form of communality. This does not mean that symbolic communality based 

on a feeling of affinity would be less significant than community as interaction. 

Actually, in modern societies characterized by division of labor this kind of community 

is considered increasingly significant, because the ideologies of symbolic community 

compensate for the norms and values generated in the immediate interaction of local 

communities. (Lehtonen, 1990, 24, 27.) 

3.2.2 Functional and Symbolic Virtual Communities 

The concept of community has been applied to online services, like discussion forums 

or multi-player online games where people gather to interact through computer 

networks, with the prefix virtual. However, virtual community has at least as many 
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definitions as community. Wellman (2004) notes that almost every kind of interaction in 

the internet has been conceptualized as a virtual community. The study of virtual 

communities has often been more like presenting anecdotes rather than producing 

generalizable data (Wellman & Gulia, 1999). Rheingold (1993, 5) was the first to give a 

definition to the concept of a virtual community. According to him, they are “social 

aggregations that emerge from the Net when enough people carry on those public 

discussions, with sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in 

cyberspace”. In this definition, the functional aspects of community are apparent even 

though the communication is mediated through computer networks. Porter (2004) also 

pays attention to the fact that virtual communities are often functional communities 

including concrete interaction. She presents virtual communities as groups of people 

who interact with each other around a shared interest, through a mediating technology. 

(Porter, 2004.) 

Instead, Fornäs (1999, 45–47) emphasizes the symbolic communality of virtual 

communities. He supports the view of the cultural studies of communication in claiming 

that symbolic communality can connect people separate from each other, and that 

mediated communication can foster this communality. The term virtual community 

should in his view refer to all sorts of imagined communities, that is, to communities 

whose members will never meet all of their fellow-members, but whose communality 

exist in their consciousness. The concept of imagined community originally introduced 

by Anderson (1991, 6) is therefore very similar to the concept of symbolic communality.  

Nevertheless, following Anderson who emphasized the role of print technology in 

constructing imagined communities, Fornäs (1999, 46) underscores that also virtual 

communities are formed by real people with shared characteristics. In virtual 

communities as well, functional and symbolic aspects may develop and exist in parallel. 

Moreover, people can belong to both imagined and "real" communities. (Fornäs, 1999, 

45–47.) Both functional and symbolic aspects of community can be applied to IRC-

galleria, but the research of virtual communities has often focused on the groups of 

people who strongly share a common interest, for example on discussion forums. 

Discussion areas around a certain topic can also be found inside IRC-galleria, but it is 

not one as a whole. IRC-galleria differs from “traditional virtual communities” since it 
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is a huge collection of profiles and smaller communities. A more precise category for 

IRC-galleria would therefore be a social networking site.  

3.2.3 Social Networking Sites 

A special type of virtual communities are social networking sites, which have gained 

enormous popularity especially among teenagers during the last couple of years, the 

trend beginning about from the year 2004. Social networking site is defined as an 

internet community where individuals interact through profiles, representing themselves 

and their connections to others through comments and friend lists (Acquisti & Gross, 

2006; boyd, in press). IRC-galleria does not have friend lists as such, but presenting 

one's social networks is still possible through comments, photos and friend communities. 

IRC-galleria is conceptualized here as a social networking site because it very much 

resembles the services like MySpace, Facebook or Friendster, which have been 

considered as social networking sites in previous research (see chapter 3.5). The specific 

goals of using a social networking site can vary notably across different services, but 

ability to communicate and interact is common for them (Acquisti & Gross, 2006). 

Ellison, Steinfield and Lampe (2006), who have studied Facebook (a social networking 

site for college students), note that social networking sites differ from the virtual 

communities the earlier research has covered, in the sense that in addition to initiating 

new relationships, they allow maintaining existing relationships. If the earlier research 

on virtual communities paid attention to the relation between online and offline life, 

they at the most studied how online communities facilitated connections in offline 

environments. When studying social networking sites, the attention should be paid as 

well to how offline relationships are maintained in online contexts (Ellison et al., 2006.) 

Here the concept of social networks becomes useful, because it offers a way to explore 

social networking sites in the context of both online and offline relationships.  

3.2.4 Social Networks 

The concept of a social network has many definitions as well. Johanson, Mattila and 

Uusikylä (1995, 4–5) present three ways how the concept of network has been 

approached in social sciences. Firstly, the concept has been used as a metaphor for 

complicated social organizations. This metaphor does not in their view have any clearly 

defined content, but it refers to dispersed and complicated, non-hierarchical social 
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systems of several actors. Johanson et al. consider this solely as confusing the concept 

of a network. Hall and Wellman (1985, 33) criticize this metaphor approach as well, 

arguing that ignoring the available methodology of social network analysis leads to 

neglecting the difference between the structure and the resources flowing through a 

social network.  

Secondly, the concept is utilized as a part of scientific theories, like when studying the 

informal coordination mechanisms in organizations. Thirdly, Johanson et al. (1995, 4–5) 

themselves regard social networks as an analytical concept associated with a certain 

method of collecting and handling – often quantitative – data. This approach and the 

methodology associated to it is called social network analysis. The interest is on 

observational units, called nodes, and relations between them, which are called ties. Ties 

are defined based on how some particular resource, like information, flows from one 

node to another. With social networks analysis it is possible to explore how the structure 

of a network affects this flow of resources. (Hall & Wellman, 1985, 25.)  

In social network analysis social networks can be studied by treating them as whole, 

closed groups. In this case, the aim is to describe the complete structure of role 

relationships in a certain population, and then for example structurally similar roles can 

be found among the members. (Wellman, 1999, 18–19.) Yet Wellman (1999, 18–19) 

notes that for analyzing the network as a whole, the researcher should be able to define 

the borders of a population and include all the relationships in this population to the 

analysis. He prefers instead the analysis of personal, or ego-centric networks, where the 

information about networks is gathered from a large sample of focal persons. This 

allows the analysis of personal networks as not limited to a closed community, but 

attention can be paid to how social ties extend over the predefined communities. 

(Wellman, 1999, 18–19.) Therefore the ego-centric approach which takes into account 

that an individual may have multiple, overlapping group memberships, fits well also to 

the analysis of the relationship between online and offline social networks.  

Understanding virtual communities as aggregates of social networks allows approaching 

them as bound to other spheres of life, not as separate clumps in some imagined 

“cyberspace”. This research rejects the dichotomy of “virtual” and “real” life. Instead, 

this dichotomy is referred to using the concepts of online versus offline worlds and 

direct versus mediated interaction, suggested for example by Pauwels (2005). He argues 
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that the notion of virtual has connotations of “imaginary” or “fake”, and social life 

mediated by technology should not be considered as more or less socially constructed 

than direct interaction (Pauwels, 2005). 

However, although the research examining social networks and the internet takes the 

individual as the center of these networks and considers the internet as a part of 

everyday life (e.g. Boase, Horrigan, Wellman & Rainie, 2006;  Hampton & Wellman, 

2002), the meaning and significance of these networks to the individual are left out from 

these sociological approaches, as well as the more detailed descriptions of the forms of 

constructing and maintaining these networks. Contrary to quantitative social network 

analysis, this study does not pay attention to the structure of the network people 

maintain in IRC-galleria, but instead on what kind of meanings the members give to the 

Gallery considering their social networks. Social networks are defined here as the 

meaningful and important social relationships one has. The sentiment about belonging 

to a network is valued here more highly than what Wellman (1999, 15–18) would 

prefer, but Wellman's (1999, 21) suggestions of searching for community in dispersed 

networks rather than local, exclusive groups are taken as a vantage point. Moreover, this 

study will shed light on the actual practices through which contacts in social networks 

are maintained.  

3.3 From the Idyllic Community to the Power of Networks 

In addition to the vagueness of the concept of community, its value in modern societies 

has been a central question in the theories of social science. Modernization and 

industrialization raised worries about the loss of local and secure community, but also 

celebration of individual autonomy. New, faster communication and transportation 

media have been one scapegoat to be accused for the changes in community (Wellman, 

1999, 6). This chapter presents what kind of controversial effects modernization was 

argued to entail, and how the internet raised very similar concerns. Next, the alternatives 

for treating online communities as utopias or dystopias are discussed. These alternatives 

derive from a larger theoretical context, which concern the whole post-industrial society: 

the perspective of networked individualism is presented after the considerations about 

the traditional notion of community. Moreover, the possibility of social networks to 

maintain community in post-industrial societies is discussed.  
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3.3.1 Community in Turmoil Before the Internet 

Concerns about the threatened position of communities have flourished in social 

sciences long before the internet. Lehtonen (1990, 123) even notes that worries about 

the weakening of communities occurred already in the 16th century, when Bodin and 

Machiavelli did not believe that communities and tradition could sustain societal order. 

Especially these concerns came prominent during the shift from traditional, local 

societies to mobile market societies (Wellman, 1999, 4). The attitudes towards the 

anticipated effects of industrial revolution on individuals ranged from conservative 

indignation about the collapse of moral order to the celebration of individual autonomy. 

The controversy between the autonomy of an individual and the anomy of having 

nothing to rely on was a central question. In any case, the guidance and burdens of 

communities based on locality and kinship were contrasted to modern societies based 

on complex contracts about the division of labor. (Wellman, 1999, 4.) 

Among the conservative thinkers was Tönnies (1887/1955), who separated the warm 

village-like gemeinschaft where everybody knew each other from the industrialized 

gesellschaft based on contractual, economic relationships. Gemeinschaft was associated 

with the traditional societies, and gesellschaft with urban environments. Tönnies 

described the social relationships in cities of industrial societies as characterized by 

loose ties of friend- and acquaintanceships, contrasted to the dense kinship relations of 

gemeinschaft. The essential concern of Tönnies was that this kind of dispersion of 

social ties would lead to the lack of the normative regulation.  

Other theorists have been more controversial about the effects of industrial revolution 

on community. Durkheim (1893/1933, 129–130) separated two forms of solidarities, 

which distinguish communities on the basis of how much individual freedom their 

members have. A community characterized by mechanical solidarity is functioning only 

as a whole and the individuals forming it do not actually exist as separate entities. 

Division of labor, instead, produce organic solidarity which allows the realization of 

individual freedom outside society's total control. Modern societies are typically 

characterized by the organic form of solidarity and division of labor. (Durkheim, 

1893/1933, 129–130.) Although Durkheim appreciated the freedom of organic 

solidarity, he was worried of the serious malfunctions of modern societies. He utilized 

the concept of anomy to refer to the feelings of anxiety caused by the lack of a 
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community which would provide guidelines for how one should live. Therefore people 

cannot know what they should be confident with, and they strive for everything with no 

limits, which leads to unhappiness and meaninglessness. This could be prevented by 

having a sentiment of interdependence with other people and by seeing one's actions in 

a larger context. (Durkheim, 1893/1933, 353, 368–370.)  

Simmel (1903/1950) interpreted this worthlessness and indifferent attitude of urban 

dwellers in modern societies deriving from the necessity to adapt oneself to the hectic 

rhythm of metropolitan life. When the amount of stimuli is excessive, individual's 

personality protects itself by devaluating its surroundings. Finally, the personality itself 

is included in the same worthlessness. This reserve still secures to the individual an 

amount of personal freedom, which would be impossible in smaller circles. However, 

freedom does not generate comfort. Instead, in the indifferent crowds of urban 

environments the individual feels loneliest. (Simmel, 1903/1950.) Nevertheless, as Beck 

and Beck-Gernsheim (2002, 13) notes, both Durkheim and Simmel still believed in the 

power of values to support the integration of the dispersed and individualized society.  

Neither Durkheim nor Simmel themselves used the term social network, but Eisenberg 

and Houser (2007) present them both as central contributors in developing social 

networks into an important idea in social sciences. They both examined how changes in 

the social world, like industrialization or urbanization affected the connections between 

people as well as their interaction. For Durkheim, meaningful connections between 

people allowed a society to function well. Integration of the society means for 

Durkheim the flow of ideas and feelings, as well as the creation of shared moral beliefs, 

experience and rituals, through social networks. (Eisenberg & Housen, 2007.)  

3.3.2 From Utopias and Dystopias to an Everyday Communication Medium 

The invention and dissemination of new modes of transportation and media of 

communication was a highly debated issue at the end of the 19th century. Similarly, the 

appearance of the internet for public use in the beginning of the 1990s raised 

contradictions about its effects on local communities and the integration of people. The 

same contradiction between local community and individual autonomy was apparent. 

On the one hand, this new medium aroused worries about the deteriorating effect of 

mediated interaction on close relationships and psychological well-being (e.g. Kraut et 
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al., 1998). On the other hand, it was argued to entail autonomy and new possibilities for 

constructing community based on other things than locality. The utopian views (e.g. 

Rheingold, 1993; Turkle, 1995) celebrated the dream-like possibilities of the virtual 

world for connecting the whole globe into a community where everyone can be 

whatever they want and communicate with whoever they like.  

Whether the early internet research was characterized by suspicion or enthusiasm, it still 

examined the “virtual” world in isolation from the “real” world (Wellman, 2004). 

Moreover, it was assumed that the social consequences of internet use depended on the 

features of the technology and that these consequences could be applied universally 

(Woolgar, 2002, 4). Only recently social scientific internet research has started to pay 

attention to the connections between offline and online life and how the internet is 

embedded in our everyday interaction (e.g. Wellman, 2004; Boase & Wellman, in press). 

In addition to Ellison et al. (2006) whose studies were mentioned earlier, Boase and 

Wellman (in press) stress the need to study internet use in its social contexts, of all 

social relationships, not just those online. This is the viewpoint taken in this study as 

well.   

This study follows this way of regarding the internet and in this case specifically IRC-

galleria as embedded in our society and our everyday lives. IRC-galleria is seen as a 

part of everyday life, not as a separate entity. Similar approaches to the everyday use of 

information technology or communication media have been used for example by Talsi 

(2005), who examined the women's relationship to information technology and Oksman 

and Turtiainen (2004), who covered the meaning of mobile phone in the everyday life 

of Finnish youth. They both applied participatory observation and interviews to 

studying the use of a new technology. 

3.3.3 The Transformed Nature of Social Relationships  

The fears of the internet destroying community and close relationships have not been 

realized, nor has the internet connected the whole world into a global village (Herring, 

2004). Survey studies show that interaction in the internet does not substitute but 

actually adds to the amount of socializing (e.g. Boase, Horrigan, Wellman & Rainie, 

2006). Nevertheless, although community has not disappeared, the nature of social 

bonds has changed. Wellman (1999, 2001) argues that this change is characterized by 
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“networked individualism”. The term refers to the change in the nature of social bonds 

from the local, densely knit and tightly bounded communities into more spatially 

dispersed and sparsely knit personal networks, which may nonetheless include densely 

knit groups (Boase & Wellman, in press).  

From this point of view, groups are only one type of social networks, where people are 

typically directly connected to each other (densely knit) and which are exclusive of 

relations outside its boundaries (tightly bounded) (Wellman, 1999, 16). As already 

Simmel (1903/1950) argued, in modern societies people necessarily interact with other 

people from various social backgrounds. These relationships are probably weaker in the 

sense that they are more temporary and not based on emotional intimacy. The 

relationships are more transitory, so that they are more easily formed and abandoned. 

On the other hand, people can maintain more diverse social relationships through which 

they can acquire new resources. (Boase & Wellman, in press.) Although the shift to 

individualized networking began well before internet, internet both reflects and might 

have accelerated this change (Boase et al., 2006, 42–43). This view is very similar to 

Beck's and Beck-Gernsheim's (2002) theories of the second modernity as well as 

Castells's views of networked society (2000). They all argue that in post-industrial 

societies exclusive communities have changed to individualized networks. 

Wellman (1999, 19–21) claims that community can be found also from networked 

societies, if we look for it from “personal communities” rather than tightly bounded 

groups. Personal community consists of the important people with whom the person is 

in contact, but these social ties are not necessarily based on locality, social class or other 

social characteristics. Rather than belonging to a single community, individuals actively 

build and maintain their social networks to reach social support, information and other 

useful substances, also with the help of the internet. (Wellman, 1999, 19; Hampton & 

Wellman, 2002.) Neither, as Hampton and Wellman (2002) argue, should virtual 

communities be understood as an entity bounded to a certain place in ”cyberspace”, but 

as connected to existing social networks and means of communication. This view fits 

the research of social networking sites like IRC-galleria because the structure of IRC-

galleria is based on a network of the personal profiles of the members, not on a single 

forum to which all the members would contribute. I have taken the idea of personal 

community and individualized network to describe the social integration in IRC-galleria 
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better than a densely knit, tightly bounded community, which has been the subject of 

earlier research on virtual community.  

3.3.3.1 The Value of Weak Ties 

The research on social networks has often concentrated on the flows of different kind of 

resources among the network members (Wellman, 1999, 20–21). These resources refer 

to different kinds of advantageous things for the well-being of an individual or a 

community. In addition to emotional support (Hall & Wellman, 1985), these resources 

can be very practical, like help in finding a job (Granovetter, 1973) or in sending a 

postcard to an unfamiliar target person through a chain of people (Milgram, 1992a). 

Moreover, often interest has been paid to the ability of the social network to offer social 

capital and to transmit cultural capital. French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1986) 

emphasizes that economic capital is neither the only form of capital nor the only 

resource which flows through social networks. In addition to economic capital, people 

can collect social and cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1986). 

Cultural capital refers to a kind of cultural education, like the knowledge of how one 

should act in a culture or the ability to use certain technologies. Social capital, for its 

part, refers to the mutual relationships and connections, a network of social obligations, 

which are produced through the exchange and grant actual or potential, material or 

symbolic resources. (Bourdieu, 1986.) In this research, the characteristics of the social 

or cultural capital that might flow in the networks is left open to be analyzed with a 

grounded approach. This is because the ready-made categories traditionally used when 

researching the flow of different resources in networks would have constrained the 

interviewees when they produced stories about their networks. 

In the analysis of social networks, attention has been paid to how the strength of ties in 

a network affects the flow of resources in and the integration of the network. The central 

division considering the strength of a tie has been between weak and strong ties. 

Marsden and Campbell (1984) and Haythornthwaite (2001) have reviewed the criteria 

by which strong and weak ties are distinguished. For example, these include the 

“closeness” (e.g. acquaintance/close friend) and the source of the relationship (e.g. 

relatives/team mates), the frequency of the contact and the reciprocality of support 

(Marsden & Campbell, 1984; Haythornthwaite, 2001). One of the classics of social 

network analysis, American sociologist Mark Granovetter (1973) operationalized the 
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strength of ties “intuitionally”, by the time used for the relationship, the level of 

emotional intensity, mutually confiding intimacy and reciprocal favours. Marsden and 

Campbell (1984) were instead devoted to operationalizing the strength of ties, but 

finally they came to support the same “intuitive” definitions Granovetter (1973, 1983) 

had utilized, especially the emotional intensity. It was measured simply by asking 

whether a person was an acquaintance, a good friend or a very close friend. The 

“closeness” of a relationship was concluded to be the best indicator for the strength of 

the tie. (Marsden & Campbell, 1984.) 

Granovetter (1973) argued that weak ties are very valuable in offering resources for 

individuals, over the boundaries of different social spheres. They also foster social 

cohesion since they can establish links between formerly separate social spheres. Strong 

ties, on the other hand, cause fragmentation because they foster the existence of local 

groups, which do not have weak ties that would function as bridges to new social circles. 

This is because the strong ties of an individual tend to know each other, but weak ties 

more likely function as bridges. (Granovetter, 1973.) For example, using the frequency 

of contact as a measure of tie strength, Granovetter (1973) studied the role of weak ties 

in finding jobs and found out that jobs were attained more often through casual 

acquaintances than from the closest social circle.  

However, Granovetter (1983) does not totally jettison the usefulness of strong ties. Both 

strong and weak ties have their functions for the well-being of both individuals and their 

communities. For example, strong ties are often more reliable when in need of urgent 

help. (Granovetter, 1983.) Moreover, strong ties can be important in fulfilling 

expressive needs, i.e. helping in personal problems and in sharing life experiences 

(Walker, Wasserman, Wellman, 1993). Putnam (2000, 22–24) refers to the same issue 

with concepts of bonding and bridging social capital. Weak, or, bridging, ties are 

important in connecting together separate social networks and attaining new resources, 

and strong, or bonding ties, for their part, keeping the network together and maintaining 

existing capital. (Putnam, 2000, 22–24.)  

Wellman (2001b) argues that computer networks can be treated as social networks, 

through which resources, like cultural capital, are flowing. For example, Boase et al. 

(2006) apply Granovetter's theory of the strength of weak ties to online social networks. 

Net makes it easy to rely on distant acquaintances and strangers for help and support, if 
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these cannot be provided by strong ties. Net is encouraging the expansion of community 

networks, and here the mediating and connecting links between different social circles 

are of importance. The internet is a good way to maintain weak ties, and here is the 

strength of virtual communities in expanding social networks. (Wellman & Gulia, 1999, 

356; Boase et al., 2006; Boase & Wellman, in press.) Putnam's (2000) fears of the 

diffusion of community should be relieved by this notion (Castells, 2000, 389).  

Fine and Kleinman (1979) also emphasize the strength of weak ties, considering the 

diffusion of information and the construction of something that is conceptualized as a 

“subculture”. Similarly as in the network approach to communities presented above, 

they claim that subcultures should not be treated as separate entities consisting of a 

given population sharing particular values. Rather, its referent should be the social 

network where cultural ideas or in Bourdieu's (1983) terms, cultural capital, are diffused. 

The origin of a subculture is therefore in interaction, even if all the members would 

never meet each other. Bridging weak ties are profitable for the functioning of 

subcultures since through them information can spread from a separate subgroup to 

another. (Fine & Kleinman, 1979.) Fine and Kleinman (1979) used youth subcultures as 

an example of the rapid dissemination of cultural ideas, and they already argued that 

“the childhood pastime of having pen pals” is a central factor in this dissemination. 

They add that socialization to a subculture does not happen automatically, but 

identification with the subculture is essential for it. In the study at hand, the strength of 

the ties, similarly as social capital, is not defined with premade categories, but instead it 

is taken as an interpretative concept when constructing the categories from the 

interviewees' speech about their social networks. 

3.3.3.2  Gossips in Dispersed Communities 

Wellman and Gulia (1999, 340) argue that in online social networks, lay information 

spreads quickly because they straddle the rapid dissemination of mass media and the 

persuasiveness of personal communication. Granovetter's (1973, 1984) theory of the 

strength of the weak ties can be applied here as well. Since people from distinct social 

circles can be connected to each other through computer networks, there is presumably 

more weak ties which can function as bridges between separate social circles. This 

allows the diffusion of information from different social circles to others. Consequently, 
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according to Wellman and Gulia (1999, 342), for example folk humour spreads more 

easily in the internet. I would add the more easily spreading gossips.  

Koskinen (2000, 101–120) emphasizes the functions of gossiping in social networking. 

He presents that in small and local communities, gossips may function as a form of 

social control. Gossips are often stories of deviant behavior of a community member 

and the possibility of being the subject of gossips functions like Foucault's (1975) 

panopticon. One can never know if he or she is under surveillance and therefore one has 

to behave all the time in a way that would not result in rejection from the community. 

(Koskinen, 2000, 101–120.) Koskinen (2000, 126–146) claims that in dispersed modern 

societies gossips do not have much significance in maintaining the social order, because 

they are not easily transferred from social circle to another as the urban citizen has 

many divergent roles. Social networking sites contradicts this assumption in a curious 

way, because there the separate circles may converge when people unfamiliar to each 

other comment to the profile of a common acquaintance. 

In any case, gossips can serve as important sources of information that we can rely on in 

orientating in our social surroundings. In this sense, gossips have cognitive significance 

by mediating information whereby we can form conceptions of people around us. This 

information about others' identities and reputations can be utilized to master one's social 

networks. By knowing more about the interaction partner, we can avoid embarrassing 

topics in discussion and on the other hand, the relationship can be deepened by knowing 

the topics the other is interested in. Moreover, people who know the same person from 

different social circles may exchange gossips of that person in order to complete their 

conception of him or her. (Koskinen, 2000, 131.)  

Gossips can even maintain friendships in the sense that they help to keep track of what 

is going on in the lives of people not seen otherwise. They function as a way to update 

information about what is going on in the constantly changing social spheres. 

Friendships can be maintained as deep as they have been because through gossips it is 

possible to in a way be a part of the other's life and knowing how the other is doing. 

(Koskinen, 2000, 141.) Koskinen (2000, 151) notes that this especially applies to 

societies which are geographically dispersed and where it is hard to be in personal 

contact with everyone. On the other hand, one can be rejected by his or her friends if the 
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rumours tell about things that are considered inappropriate by them (Koskinen, 2000, 

141).  

To summarize, the perspective of social networks is relevant when studying IRC-

galleria and its significance in social interaction, since according to it, communities 

consist always of social networks, where different resources may flow and affect the 

well-being of the community as well as its members. Most importantly, viewing IRC-

galleria from the perspective of social networks considers it as one way to interact with 

social networks, not as an entity separate from the other ways of being in contact. The 

meanings given to IRC-galleria considering its members social networks remain to be 

found in this study. In addition to the role of IRC-galleria in social networking, this 

study explores the forms in which the social networks are reconstructed there. The 

theoretical perspective used in analyzing these is presented in the next chapter.  

3.4 Rituals of Maintaining Social Networks 

This chapter presents the other vantage point of exploring IRC-galleria in this study.  

The interaction in which social networks are maintained is approached in this research 

as performances and rituals. These concepts provide a way to explore how social 

networks are reconstructed in IRC-galleria and the meanings given to the service in the 

process. The concepts derive from the perspectives of symbolic interactionism and ritual 

view on communication, whose central ideas are presented below. 

3.4.1 The Perspective of Symbolic Interactionism 

Symbolic interactionism is a branch of sociological social psychology (Charon, 1995, 

20). It is also considered representing an early stage of social constructionism, in the 

sense that it views reality being constructed in social interaction (Helkama, Myllyniemi, 

Liebkind, 2001, 69). Symbolic interactionism is a typical social-psychological approach, 

because it differs from the perspectives of both psychology and macrosociology. It 

rejects the psychological conceptualization of the individual mind as a stable structure, 

and instead regards it as formed in social interaction. It differs also from 

macrosociology which considers social structures as the main factor influencing the 

behavior of individuals and determining their role positions. Instead, symbolic 

interactionism regards individuals as active actors interpreting their surroundings and 

able to act according to their definitions of the situation. George Herbert Mead is 
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considered as the first developer of the ideas of symbolic interactionism, in the 

University of Chigaco in the turn of the 20th century. (Charon, 1995, 20–24.) 

From the viewpoint of symbolic interactionism, individuals can interpret the intentions 

of others because they understand that the others are sharing the same system of 

meanings. Therefore we can also anticipate what kind of consequences and meanings 

our own acts have to others. (Burr, 2002, 66–67.) Taking the role of the other, seeing 

oneself from others' perspective, is enabling social interaction and therefore also the 

emergence of self and the development of culture (Charon, 1995, 110, 173–174). The 

concept of a role refers here rather to the part that an individual plays in a certain 

situation than to achieved positions. To be able to perform a role, we need to define the 

situation together with other participants, and for that we need the ability to view 

ourselves in relation to the roles others are performing. However, definition of the 

situation is not definite, but continuously negotiated in the interaction between people. 

(Burr, 2002, 69–72.) Nevertheless, all this necessitates symbols and the ability to 

understand them, since symbols are meaningful to us only when we understand what 

they represent. Symbols do not have any intrinsic meaning, but what a symbol 

represents is determined by common negotiation. In addition to words, symbols can be 

any objects used for representation and communication. Acts can be symbols as well if 

they are intentional. (Goffman, 1967, 40–44.)  

3.4.2 Goffman's Dramaturgical Perspective and Interaction Rituals 

American sociologist Erving Goffman is one of the classics of symbolic interactionism, 

who paid attention especially to how people present themselves in everyday life, and 

how they manage the impressions they give to others in interaction with them (Cahill, 

1995, 187). Even though Goffman built his theories on face-to-face interaction, they are 

of use in studying the mediated interaction in the photo galleries of the internet as well, 

as will be shown in the analysis of this study. Goffman's approach is dramaturgical, in 

the sense that he treats social life as a stage where people engage in a common 

performance of different roles. Another central point in Goffman's theories is ritual, 

which as well is essential in the common construction of the social world and the roles 

individuals are acting in it. (Cahill, 1995, 187.) Goffman's roots are in Chicago school, 

which brought qualitative ethnography into studies of urban communities (Peräkylä, 
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2001, 347). Like Mead, he has been influenced for example by the sociology of 

Durkheim (Cahill, 1995, 186).  

Goffman's arguments are based on the presumption that it is hard to define what the real 

motives of the numerous people we encounter casually are, and therefore we have to 

base our decisions on impressions we have on them. Even people familiar to us might 

be in different moods on different occasions and we always have to interpret their 

feelings from their overt behavior and from our definition of the situation. Since we 

have the ability to take the perspective of others, we realize that they are making the 

same evaluations of us. Therefore we try to influence the impressions others have of us. 

(Goffman, 1959, 13–14.) These efforts Goffman (1959, 32) calls performances. 

Goffman (1967, 5) uses the concept of face to refer to the image of self consisting of 

socially valued attributes which a person tries to maintain in social interaction. Face is 

maintained when the actions of a person are consistent with face (Goffman, 1967, 7).  

Usually performing is a mutual process where the common interpretation of a situation 

and everyone's roles in the play are cherished, because if one fails, the whole situation 

needs reinterpretation. That would leave the participants feeling unruled, unreal or in 

durkheimian terms, anomic. (Goffman, 1959, 166.) For the interaction to succeed, in 

addition to maintaining one's own face, people have to show considerateness to others' 

performances. Goffman (1967, 94–95) argues that even though religions might seem to 

have lost their meaning in modern societies, the individual performance is respected 

with equal seriousness. Face is according to Goffman (1967, 19) a sacred thing, and 

therefore the acts to maintain it are utilized for showing how worthy one is or how 

much one respects others.  

Burr (2002, 82) argues that Goffman's views fit quite well in the postmodern and 

existentialistic view of the self without a static point of reference or a predefined place 

in the social world. Still, the point is not to deceive others as well as we can, which is a 

common misunderstanding of Goffman's theories. (Burr, 2002, 74.) A central point is 

rather that performance is everything we have, so there is no reason to detach roles from 

the self. Symbolic interactionism withdraws from the views of psychology which treat 

the self as separate from the social interaction. There is no real self hiding behind an 

arbitrary role, but people are what they perform to be in a social world. In addition to 

individuals performing themselves in interaction, groups can also cooperate for 
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maintaining their common performance to an audience (Goffman, 1959, 83–108). 

Goffman (1959, 85) uses the concept of performance teams when referring to these 

kinds of groups. To act a performance together requires teamwork: a team is dependent 

on the loyalty of each member, because everyone in the performance team usually 

possesses some information which might be detrimental to the performance if revealed. 

(Goffman, 1959, 83–108.)  

Goffman (1963, 8) has as well explored how we attempt to maintain social order, the set 

of moral norms which specifies the modes in which we may pursue our objectives, 

when encountering people in urban environments. He argues that our interaction is 

modified by how we define our acquaintanceship with the other participants in a certain 

situation. By acquaintanceship, Goffman (1963, 112) refers to the duty or right 

regarding face engagement when coming into the same social situation. In common 

sense terms, this means the right to initiate social contact and holding an accessible 

position towards each other. Each of the interaction participants acknowledges the state 

of mutual information about identifying the other, which gives rise to social bondedness 

(Goffman, 1963, 112).  

Nod line is a term Goffman (1963, 132–133) uses for describing how in communities of 

certain size it is polite to exchange greetings with anyone belonging to the community. 

In urban settings, on the contrary, people need rituals which protect them for having to 

be in contact with everyone, like Simmel (1903/1950) noticed. On the other hand, 

greeting acquaintances is a ritual for showing regard for the mutual relationship 

(Simmel, 1903/1950). Goffman (1963, 113) distinguishes between cognitive recognition 

and social recognition. Cognitive recognition is about knowing about and identifying a 

person. Social recognition, on the other hand, refers to the act of revealing mutual 

cognitive recognition, for example by greeting the other ceremonially. (Goffman, 1963, 

113.) With acquaintances recognized socially, one needs to have a reason for not 

entering into face engagement with the other, that is, for not approaching him or her in 

some way. With unacquainted people, on the contrary, one needs a reason for 

approaching them (Goffman, 1963, 124).  
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3.4.3 Ritual View on Communication 

The cultural studies of communication shares with symbolic interactionism and 

Goffman the view of interaction as a way to define the social reality together and to 

build a common performance of social relationships in it. The cultural studies of 

communication therefore challenge the tradition of mass communication research which 

emphasizes the power and control that communication can exert to influence the 

thoughts and behavior of its recipients. Within mass communication research, 

communication was conceptualized as transmission from the sender to the receiver. 

According to the transmission view of communication, the efficacy of this influence is 

the criterion whereby the communication act is evaluated. On the contrary, in the 

cultural studies of communication, communication is conceptualized as a ritual. 

Communication is not conceptualized as an attempt to exert power over the 

communication partner but rather as an invitation to participate in a common 

performance. (Rothenbuhler, 1998, 123–126; Carey, 1989, 13–35.) 

A central theorist of the ritual view on communication, James W. Carey (1989, 18–19), 

suggests that communication both constructs and represents the ideals and shared 

beliefs of a community. Through communication, we construct and maintain a common 

cultural world. Ritual communication is a representation of an underlying order of 

things and serves as confirmation of the values and ideas of the community. (Carey, 

1989, 18–19.) Rothenbuhler (1998, 129–131) adds that in this sense, it is a way to 

constitute reality and social order. Rothenbuhler (1998, 4–5) describes how the concept 

of ritual can be used both as a noun and adjective. As a noun, ritual refers to special 

events marking for example big changes in social relationships. As an adjective, ritual 

emphasizes the ceremonial aspects of these relationships in everyday life. The ritual 

view of communication emphasizes that both of these are equally important and serious 

and that all communication has ritual characteristics. (Rothenbuhler, 1998, 1998, 4–5.) 

This notion of communication is utilized in this research. The communication in IRC-

galleria is approached here as a ritual constructing and representing the social 

relationships between the communication partners.  

Ritual is always a performance of something, for someone. The success of performances 

in everyday life should be given applauses as well, since putting up a play with others 

requires effort. The performance is guided and evaluated by the conceptions that exist in 
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the culture. Rituals are performances of a prewritten script, therefore they are customary 

and repetitive. Ritual action includes a contradiction between its voluntary and 

conscious nature and a certain social compulsion, and the participants have to perform 

the acceptance for this compulsion. (Rothenbuhler, 1998, 9.) In the ritual view on 

communication, ritual is about performing rather than informing. Ritual does not follow 

the rationale of technics or science, but still its social functions are just as practical. 

They function for attaining concensus, inspiring action, socialization and reinforcing 

social relations. (Rothenbuhler, 1998, 22–23.) Actually, rituals are not indicative but 

subjunctive, in the sense that they construct the conceptions of how things ought to be 

and perform imagined ideals (Rothenbuhler, 1998, 14–15). 

Rituals refer to social relationships and social positions and are therefore symbolic 

expressions of social orders (Rothenbuhler, 1998, 14–15), or at least of how the 

participants idealize them to be. Gluckman (1962, 22) includes rituals and ceremonies 

in the concept of ceremonials, which are expressive acts of social relationships and roles. 

Trost and Levin (2004, 144–147) for their part conceptualize these serious and 

repetitive events as ritual dances. Behavior that seems superficially meaningless can 

have important function for strengthening the feelings of solidarity and certainty about 

the future. The participants of a ritual dance focus on the same event with the 

consciousness that the others are focusing on the same event as well, and the 

participation enhances a feeling of belonging to a group. (Trost and Levin, 2004, 144–

147.) 

Couldry (2006, 61, 67) instead criticizes the way of understanding rituals solely as 

unanimous affirmation of communality, and asserts that rituals should be understood 

equally as management of conflict and masking of social inequality. He emphasizes that 

in rituals all participants may not be equal, and rituals have power to influence how 

reality is to be defined. He also notes that rituals are not solely a matter of preserving 

old forms of action, but new rituals are generated all the time, especially through media 

(Couldry, 2006, 61). Actually, Couldry's views are not so contradictory with Goffman's 

arguments, since Goffman (1967) also emphasized that interaction order does not mean 

that interaction would be free from the participants' inequal chances to define the 

situation.  
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To summarize, this study regards humans as intentional beings, who act according to 

how they together with others define the situations they engage in. This necessitates the 

use of symbols, which are the essence of ritual performances as well. Ritual 

performance is taken as an interpretive concept in approaching the communication in 

IRC-galleria. Communication is understood as construction and confirmation of the 

shared reality of its participants. The different kinds of rituals of performing social ties 

in IRC-galleria found in this study will be presented in the analysis chapter. The next 

chapter reviews the findings of the previous research that has focused on social 

networking in internet photo galleries  

3.5 Research on Social Networking in Internet Photo Galleries  

Despite their popularity and vast media coverage, social networking sites have not yet 

been covered much in academic publications (Ellison et al., 2006). Internet photo 

galleries popular among young people have not been studied much either, but the few 

studies that exist offer valuable background information for this study. The Mannerheim 

League for Child Welfare (MLL, 2006) conducted a survey about young people's 

experiences in three Finnish internet photo galleries: IRC-galleria, Kuvake.net and 

ii2.org. The survey is not an academic publication, but for the moment it is the only 

public research about the Finnish photo galleries. Swedish educationalist Enochsson 

(2005) has studied LunarStorm, which is similarly a photo gallery and the most popular 

social networking site in Sweden. She studied the significance of LunarStorm for the 

social relationships of young teenagers by interviewing and observing two school 

classes.  

Both studies provide information about how social relationships are maintained and 

initiated through the galleries and what the relation between maintaining existing 

relationships and initiating new ones is. In both it was found that photo galleries are 

used primarily for chatting with existing friends. In the MLL survey (2006) almost all 

(90 %) of the respondents reported using galleries mainly to chat with their friends. In 

the case of LunarStorm as well, most of the informants used the site for being in contact 

with their friends familiar from other contexts (Enochsson, 2005). New friendships can 

be initiated, but this does not happen nearly as often as communicating with friends 

known from elsewhere. Half of the users of Finnish photo galleries has made new 

friends in galleries and 10 percent have even found a mate. Half of these new friends 
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have been met face-to-face. (MLL, 2006.) In Enochsson's (2005) study, new 

relationships remained mostly in the online context. Unlike the Finnish photo galleries, 

in LunarStorm people have public lists of their friends on their profiles, like in MySpace 

or Facebook. Through these lists, networks can be widened outside the closest social 

circle, as one can get closer acquainted with friends of friends.  

In both studies, it became evident that negative behavior, like bullying or unwanted 

comments from strangers exist, but that was reported happening more to others than 

oneself. The alarming conclusion of the writers of the MLL (2006) report was that 

people view bullying as an unavoidable part of using the galleries, and do not consider 

it serious. They argue that this might lead to accepting it also outside the internet. 

Despite the drawbacks, the writers note that galleries are a new way to go through 

important developmental tasks. (MLL, 2006.) One of the writers, Anu Mustonen, has 

argued elsewhere (Mustonen, 2001) that young people compare different identities 

presented in media when constructing their own, which is an important developmental 

task during teenage years. 

This argumentation is quite similar to boyd's (in press) views of the networked publics 

of the internet as an important socialization agent and a place to try out identities. She 

has explained youth's enthusiasm to reveal details of their life publicly and still wanting 

to hide them from their parents by arguing that young people engage in risky behavior 

because they seek access to adult society, and aim to learn the ways of impression 

management it requires. Social networking sites are comparable to any other publics 

where young people are socialized to a culture through testing their identity 

performances against others' judgements. (boyd, in press.)  

Boyd and her colleagues (boyd, 2004; boyd & Heer, 2006) have also approached social 

networking sites from the perspective of symbolic interactionism and studied self-

presentation through the profiles. Boyd (2004) suggest that one way of self-presentation 

is through articulating one's social network. The people represented in one's profile offer 

additional information of the person and especially, his or her social relationships. 

Boyd's research, although very interesting, is still limited to the conversational context 

of the social networking sites, without much considering the significance of offline 

contexts for online interaction. In addition, boyd's approach is quite individualistic in 

claiming that the value of networks is primarily in offering material for self-presentation. 
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In this study, on the contrary, the attention is on how social relationships are performed 

using IRC-galleria as a platform or, using the terms of symbolic interactionism, as a 

stage. These presentations of social relationships may of course have functions for self-

presentation as well, but here the emphasis is on how they serve as a way to reconstruct 

relationships. 

Ellison et al. (2006), for their part, have conducted a survey research on the ability of 

Facebook to provide social capital. The ability of a network to transmit cultural and 

social capital was operationalized for example with questions like “I could ask an 

acquaintance to do a favor for me” or “I feel I am part of the community”. It was found 

that the use of Facebook was significantly correlated to higher levels of social capital. 

Unfortunately, based on this research it is impossible to say which is the cause and 

which is the effect – do people who have social capital engage more likely to Facebook 

or is it really enhancing the possibilities to accrue social capital. It was notable that the 

members used Facebook overwhelmingly for communicating with friends known from 

elsewhere, and this was also related to having social capital. (Ellison et al., 2006.) 

Perhaps this tells exactly that knowing people who already are members is a 

prerequisite for accruing social capital through using IRC-galleria or even for joining 

the service.  

4 Research questions 
From the theoretical discussion and social scientific internet research presented in the 

previous chapter it can be concluded that community has been in turmoil long before 

the discussion about how the internet will affect it. Theorists of social networks have 

claimed that it is about time to throw aside the notion of both online and offline 

communities as closed groups with no connections outside them. Instead, social ties 

between people should be understood as networks, which may cross the boundaries of 

communities. Based on this discussion, IRC-galleria is approached as a medium for 

maintaining and extending social networks, not treating it as a community a priori. The 

general aim of this research is to find out the meanings given to IRC-galleria in the 

context of social networking. The specific research questions are presented below.  

1. What are the meanings given to IRC-galleria in forming and maintaining social 

networks? 
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The first research question places this study to the research on computer networks as 

social networks, although the methods and ontological perspective are different. It also 

makes possible a detailed analysis of this certain aspect of a communication medium in 

everyday interaction. Utilizing the concept of a social network also allows taking into 

account the possible and casual encounters with unfamiliar people.  

2. How do social networks in IRC-galleria relate to the networks outside it (offline)? 

The concept of social networks is also central considering the relation between offline 

and online social networks. The second question is inspired by the discussion and 

research which claims that the internet should be treated as intertwined with everyday 

life. Especially the theories of Wellman and his colleagues (e.g. Wellman & Gulia, 1999; 

Hampton & Wellman, 2002; Boase et al., 2006) presented in the previous chapter 

functioned as inspiration for this research question. Therefore in this research social 

networks are explored by paying attention to the relative meaning of online and offline 

social networks in being a member of IRC-galleria. 

3. In what kinds of ways are these networks performed in IRC-galleria? 

The third question was specified during the analysis process. The first two questions 

explore the meanings given to IRC-galleria in forming and maintaining different kinds 

of social ties, and the third finds out how these ties are reconstructed in symbolic 

interaction in IRC-galleria. This interaction is of course framed by the features IRC-

galleria offers, but these features are utilized for maneuvering the social networks 

considered meaningful. In what kind of ways, remains to be explored. This approach 

can support the understanding of the conclusions made from the solutions to the first 

two questions, and vice versa, their approach may shed light on the findings concerning 

this third question.  

5 Methodology  
This chapter presents the process of this research. Ontological and epistemological 

vantage points are first presented to clarify how this research understands its topic, i.e. 

the meanings given to IRC-galleria, and what sort of idea of human this understanding 

implies. The question of the nature of knowledge achieved with this research is covered 

as well. The other subchapters present how the generation and the analysis of the 
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research material were conducted in practice, and what kinds of principles affected the 

choices made during them.  

5.1 Ontological and Epistemological Standpoints 

Qualitative methods were chosen as the methodology of this research because its aim is 

to understand the meanings of IRC-galleria in everyday interaction from the viewpoint 

of its members. This is especially important because academic research on IRC-galleria 

or other Finnish internet photo galleries has not been published before this. By using 

qualitative methods, it is possible to find out what kinds of categories can be 

constructed from the interview material where the members themselves describe their 

use of IRC-galleria. The significance of IRC-galleria in the everyday interaction of its 

members could not have been possible to grasp with premade categories of quantitative 

research. When studying meanings, it is essential to let people speak in their own words 

instead of forcing them to choose from options developed by the researcher (Alasuutari, 

1995, 83). 

This research approaches its subject from the viewpoint of phenomenologico-

hermeneutical tradition since it aims to understand the meanings of everyday 

experiences, and to bring things into consciousness from underneath matters-of-course 

(Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, 35). The subjects of phenomenologico-hermeneutical 

approach are the meanings people give to their experiences. The presupposition here is 

that human action is intentional, which implies that everything we perceive has a 

meaning for us. (Laine, 2001, 26–27.) Intentionality and meanings, for their part, derive 

from our ability to use culturally shared symbols (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 45–46). To 

understand human behavior, we have to find out what the meanings people give to their 

actions are (Laine, 2001, 27).  

I consider it impossible to get inside the minds of the members of IRC-galleria, but I 

believe that it is possible to interpret and understand the meanings given to IRC-galleria 

by analysing material generated through the methods chosen for this study, i.e. 

interviewing and participant observation. Taking a phenomenologico-hermeneutical, 

interpretive approach always implies interpreting analytically the interpretations the 

studied actors have made about their experiences (Laine, 2001, 30). The aim of this 

research is to make well-grounded interpretations of the symbolic actions of the 
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members of IRC-galleria in order to understand what kind of significance this new kind 

of interaction medium has from the viewpoint of their social networks.  

Various meanings are given to a single phenomenon even inside the same culture. 

However, the intersubjectivity of meanings, in other words understanding each other, 

requires shared meanings (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 45–46). Even though this research 

is focusing on subjective interpretations when searching for meanings given to IRC-

galleria, it is admitted that subjective interpretations as well are constructed based on 

shared meanings. Subjective meanings cannot be detached from the culture where they 

take place, but instead they are constructed in the community where the individual lives 

(Laine, 2001, 26–27). According to Eskola and Suoranta (1998, 45), studying meanings 

and interpretations is especially interesting when interpretations and meanings given to 

a certain cultural artifact are contradictory. In the case of IRC-galleria, this contradiction 

is between the worried interpretations of adults and the central part it plays in young 

peoples' lives. In this research, I do not cover the interpretations of adult non-users, but 

it is admitted that the adults' views might be reflected in the meanings the members give 

to the Gallery. 

Meaning is not a straightforward concept. The way it is conceptualized in this research 

is clarified by relating it to the three ways of using the concept of meaning in social 

sciences represented by Heiskala (1995, 281–282). Firstly, the concept of meaning can 

be used by relating it to intentionality, in which case the meaning of behavior is 

explained by the intentions of the actors. One representative of this approach is 

Goffman, who studied how people orient in social situations by acting according to the 

meanings they attach to their environment. (Heiskala, 1995, 281–282.) This way of 

understanding meaning comes closest to this research. IRC-galleria is approached as a 

thing to which its members give meanings that guide their intentional actions relating to 

it.  

Nevertheless, the meaning of intentions cannot be understood without considering how 

they relate to their cultural context (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 50). Actually, the second 

way to understand the concept of meaning is the structural approach, which treats 

meaning as a structure of relations that makes intentions possible. This kind of approach 

to meaning is based on structuralistic or post-structuralistic perspective, which asserts 

that things derive their meaning through their relations to other things. (Heiskala, 1995, 
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281–282.) Although it is admitted in this study that the meanings given to IRC-galleria 

cannot be detached from their cultural context, the cultural construction of these 

meanings is left out from the scope of this study, and the focus is on the kinds of 

meanings are given to the Gallery. Thirdly, Heiskala (1995, 281) borrows the term 

cathectic meaning from Freud, referring to things which are emotionally touching or 

sacred. When approaching the concept of meaning in this sense, the meaning of any 

aspects of life can be studied as meaningful parts of individual's life (Eskola & Suoranta, 

1998, 46). These emotionally laden meanings are not the topic of this study, even 

though it is not denied that IRC-galleria could evoke feelings in its members. 

5.2 Methods of Generating Material 

Since the aim of this research is to find out what the members regard meaningful in the 

service considering their social networks, the explanations are searched from the speech 

of the interviewees, with the support of material collected by participant observation. 

The material is analyzed with theory-bound qualitative content analysis to give voice for 

the viewpoints of the interviewees. These methods and their implementation are 

presented in the following subchapters. 

5.2.1 Thematic Interviews  

Thematic interviews were chosen as a method of collecting material because with them, 

it is possible to access the meanings and interpretations people give to the issues 

covered by this study. Instead of structured and detailed questions, the interview 

consists of certain themes, which allows the interviewee's own voice to be heard. Still, it 

has to be remembered that these meanings are constructed in the interaction between the 

interviewer and the interviewee. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, 48–49.) Therefore, the title 

of this chapter refers to “generating”, not “collecting” material. Thematic interview is a 

half-structured method of interviewing in which the themes of the interview are similar 

to all the interviewees, but the exact questions can vary (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, 48). 

Before constructing the interview themes for this research, preliminary interviews were 

conducted. Two registered members of IRC-galleria were interviewed to get 

familiarized with the features and the ways to use the Gallery. A meeting was also held 

with the representatives of Dynamoid Oy, to get information about the history, users 

and cultural phenomena in IRC-galleria from the viewpoint of the administrators. These 

interviews were not transcribed word by word. 
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The final interview themes were constructed based on the preliminary interviews and 

the observations I had made through participant observation when getting familiarized 

with the service. The outline of the interview can be found in Appendix 1. The 

interview included questions of the history, present-day and future as a registered 

member of IRC-galleria. First, the interviewee was asked how she or he had started 

using the service and gotten integrated into it. When the interviewees were asked to 

describe their present use, they were asked to describe the last time they, for example, 

used the Gallery or commented to a stranger. This was based on Trost’s (1993, 52) 

suggestion for presenting concrete questions about a situation in order to get detailed 

information about their use, rather than summaries of it. 

Moreover, this was to encourage the interviewee to tell about their behavior without the 

feeling of being a suspect (Trost, 1993, 57–58).  For example, asking “have you ever 

commented to a stranger?” might have given the impression of accusing the 

interviewee for risky behavior. That is why the question was formulated “when was the 

last time you commented to a stranger?”. Questions about future use covered 

interviewees' anticipation about how they will use IRC-galleria in the future. In addition, 

various questions were posed about how the interviewees define IRC-galleria, its 

members and their behavior. During the period of generating the research material, the 

interview structure was modified slightly based on the previous interviews.  

In order to clarify how the online networks relate to offline networks, the interviewee 

was asked to draw two “sociograms”. Sociogram is a quantitative technique developed 

by Moreno (1951) to map the relationships in a group by exploring the connections 

between its members. The relationships can be based on various criteria, for example, 

with whom one prefers to talk, or to whom one turns to in need of help. Here the 

sociograms are maps of the groups the interviewee both considers oneself belonging to 

and communicates with. The interviewees drew two separate maps. The first map the 

interviewee drew was of the important groups in his or her whole life, and the second 

map was drawn of the important groups in IRC-galleria. Rather than to map the social 

structure of a group, the maps were utilized as a way to plot the important relationships 

of the person. It was presumed that the interviewees mention the groups or people who 

are the most meaningful to them. With the help of the sociograms, the interviewees 

could illustrate how their offline relationships were related to the ones maintained or 
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established in IRC-galleria. The maps were not predefined in any way, to allow the free 

recall of all the possible groups, for example different friend groups. Free recall was a 

relevant method also because the aim was to generate material that could be constructed 

into categories with a grounded approach, not to collect data to be analyzed with 

quantitative methods. Sometimes though, examples were given to support the 

generation of the maps, for example “who do you see on your summer holiday?”.  

5.2.2 Realization of the Interviews 

The only criterion for being interviewed was that the person was an active member of 

IRC-galleria, which was defined by that the person had sent and received comments 

during the previous week. The initial purpose was to recruit the interviewees by sending 

comments or e-mail to members selected by browsing through the profiles, looking for 

active members living in the capital city area. However, making contact this way did not 

succeed. The randomly selected members of IRC-galleria did not answer to the 

comments or e-mails, even if the contact information for the maintenance of IRC-

galleria was offered to enhance the credibility of the enquiries.  

In my own immediate social network IRC-galleria is not used, but the dispersed quality 

of networks and the strength of weak ties luckily became realized here. To my surprise, 

practically always when discussing with acquaintances about the subject of this research, 

somebody mentioned that they knew a person who is a member of IRC-galleria and 

therefore functioned as a bridge to the interviewees. Hence, the interviewees were not 

people I knew personally, but acquaintances of these people. In two cases the snowball 

sampling method was used, when the interviewee mentioned that his or her younger 

sibling uses the gallery and then gave their contact information. These methods also 

offered information of about how widespread the use of IRC-galleria is. The methods 

could be criticized for that it is hard to get very far away from one's own social circles 

when people are just one or two bridges away. This could be answered with Milgram's 

(1992a, 259–275) small world theory about six degrees of separation, which claims that 

you can contact any person in the world through only five people in between.  

The number of the people to be interviewed was not determined beforehand, but the 

sampling was conducted following the principles of grounded theory. The idea is to take 

new directions when new factors emerge in the interviews. The only thing decided in 

advance was that the interviewees have to differ from each other as to their age, gender, 
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and dwelling place. New guiding principles, for example the phenomenon of dedicating 

photos, arose when interviewing the younger (under 15 years) ones. That is why I still 

searched for younger interviewees, until I considered that the phenomena found began 

to be repeated and new issues were not brought up. In deciding the amount of the 

interviewees, I therefore followed the principle of saturation: new interviews are 

conducted until new issues come up. This required keeping careful watch on how the 

material becomes saturated. (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 61–63.) It has to be admitted 

that a researcher cannot ever be sure if the next interview would bring totally new 

perspectives, but I consider the saturated material sufficient to resolve the puzzles of 

this research, since it offers valuable cues for finding out the meanings given to IRC-

galleria in forming and maintaining social networks.  

When the interview material was considered to be saturated, it consisted of interviews 

of 13 people, aged 12–25, the median age being 17. Eight of the interviewees were 

female and five male. The composition of age and gender of the interviewees was 

loosely based on their composition in IRC-galleria. The statistics of the registered users 

were derived from IRC-galleria's own statistics (irc-galleria.net/dob.php), which are 

based on the information the members have reported themselves. The purpose was not 

to get a statistically representative sample, but to get variety and different perspectives 

to the research material, still taking into account the facts that the amount of members 

over 25 is comparatively small and the biggest member group is 16-year-old females. 

Among those interviewees who had completed elementary school there were people 

from both upper secondary schools and vocational schools, as well as both 

undergraduates and people in working life. One of the interviewees was not a native of 

Finland and did not have Finnish as the first language, but spoke fluent Finnish. The 

heterogeneity of the interviewees was enhanced also by choosing them not only from 

the capital city area. Four of them were from provincial towns, and two more from 

towns about 30 kilometres from Helsinki.  

The interviewees were recruited and the interviews conducted in November-December 

2006. All the interviews were conducted in front of a computer, where using the Gallery 

was possible. The interviews were conducted, if possible, in the place where the 

interviewee normally uses the Gallery. This place was either interviewee's own or his or 

her friend's home in all interviews except one. During the interview, the interviewee 
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presented his or her profile in IRC-galleria, so as to be able to show the things she or he 

was talking about. The screen of the computer was taped with a video camera and the 

speech was recorded with a voice recorder. The interviews lasted from 40 to 95 minutes. 

The interviewees got an Ihkuseteli2 worth of 10 euro and in addition, the travelling 

expenses were paid by KCL if the interviewees came to Helsinki for being interviewed. 

The interviews were transcribed with a text editor, including expressions of hesitation 

(e.g. uhm, mm), mumbling, laughs and sighs. Moreover, unexpected incidents that 

occurred during the interview were explained, for example a person entering the room. 

Shorter pauses were marked with commas, and longer pauses with dots. Unclear 

expressions were put in brackets, and transcriber's comments in double brackets. Square 

brackets marked the spots where the interviewer and the interviewee spoked on top of 

each other. The interviews were conducted and transcribed in Finnish. Altogether, 

transcribed interviews made 743 205 characters of text. Only the citations chosen for the 

presentation of the analysis were translated into English. In the translations, the 

expressions of hesitation and most of the expletives (e.g. well, like) are cleaned out to 

improve the readability of the citations. The original quotes in Finnish are presented in 

Appendix 3. The interviewees are individualized by reporting their age and gender. One 

interviewee who turned 18 three days after the interview is referred to as an 18-year old 

female to distinguish her from the other 17-year old female.  

5.2.3 Participant Observation 

The contents of IRC-galleria offer another kind of symbolic presentation for the 

meanings given to IRC-galleria in the social lives of its members. These symbolic 

presentations can be acquired with participant observation. However, since in IRC-

galleria new symbols are developed and old ones are used in new ways, the 

interviewees' explanations are still crucial for understanding the meanings the members 

give to the phenomena observable in the Gallery. Participant observation is a method of 

generating material by being an active actor together with the informants (Tuomi & 

                                                 

2 A voucher with which a member can purchase items from the shop in IRC-galleria, like VIP 

membership, time for presenting one's photo on the front page, or trinquets. Trinquets are movable 

“accessories“ you can attach to a profile, often symbols of a certain youth culture.  
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Sarajärvi, 2002, 84). It enables getting first hand experience of the research setting by 

immersing oneself into the action being studied. Through participant observation, 

research material can be generated as it occurs instead of having to rely on the 

reconstructions of the interviewees. (Mason, 2002, 84–85.) Grönfors (2001, 129) argues 

that observation is a justified method when the research subject has not been studied 

before, which is the case with IRC-galleria.  

I registered to IRC-galleria when beginning this research in September 2006. Before 

that, I had not been familiar with it. Being a registered member was necessary in order 

to get a detailed picture of the features the site offers and how members are taking 

advantage of these features. Without registering, it would not have been possible to 

observe the content that is not visible to unregistered users, like the comments. Through 

IRC-galleria it was also possible to communicate with my interviewees when arranging 

the interviews or when asking specifying questions after the interviews. With other 

people I commented only very occasionally.  

According to the principles of grounded theory, if things considered relevant to the 

research questions are found during the research process, the focus is turned to them 

(Flick, 2002, 40–45). For example, when the interviewees talked about dedicating 

photos, I browsed through the Gallery to find instances of them. These instances were 

captured as screen shots, which were stored as image files along with the information of 

the context they had been published in. After this, I took them as a subject of discussion 

in the following interviews. Likewise, I took up in the interviews phenomena I had 

myself noticed occurring in IRC-galleria, for example the phenomenon of referring to 

other comments in one's own comments. Therefore, the triangulation of the methods of 

generating material enabled constant comparison between the materials gathered with 

different methods. Flick (2002, 227) presents that triangulation has often been viewed 

as a method to increase the validity of qualitative research through gathering material 

from different sources. Nowadays, the point of triangulation is rather in enriching the 

knowledge gained (Flick, 2002, 227). Like Grönfors (2001, 129) points out, observation 

can simply be a method for giving variety to the information generated by interviews.  

Moilanen and Räihä (2001, 50) emphasize the importance of being conscious of your 

own presuppositions which might affect the research process, and they advise writing 

these down before beginning the work. My own conception of IRC-galleria was based 
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on what one single person using the Gallery had said and how the Gallery had been 

represented in the media. The image I had about IRC-galleria was a prejudiced and 

stereotyped one, and if someone had asked me “how would you describe IRC-galleria 

for a person that doesn't know anything about it”, I would have said that it is a place 

where teenagers publish horrible photos with way too scanty clothes and talk nonsense.  

My prejudices disappeared quite quickly when I started browsing through the profiles 

and communities in IRC-galleria as a registered member. It turned out that people 

publish much more variable photos than just of themselves posing as good-looking as 

possible. As a member it was also possible to notice that most of the comments were not 

related to the photos at all, which further diminished my presuppositions that people 

would publish photos only to get admirable comments from others. To make sure that 

the initial prejudices would not affect the research process, the interview questions were 

designed so that they allowed the interviewees to freely produce speech of their use 

instead of forcing their views into predetermined categories. Moreover, the interview 

material was analyzed systematically with qualitative content analysis, which will be 

presented further below. 

5.2.4 Ethical considerations 

The essential ethical issue in the research of online behavior is the question whether 

those observed should be informed that they are being viewed by the researcher. Of 

course, the question is aroused in every kind of research which involves observing 

behavior in a natural situation. The specific characteristics of the public sphere in 

internet environments make the issue more complicated. The blurring between the 

private and public spheres of life is apparent also in IRC-galleria. In Paggagnella's 

(1997) view conversations in the internet are public acts, comparable to other public 

mediums and public places. Therefore, in utilizing the conversations for research 

purposes, the instructions to be applied are the same as in any other public action. For 

example Helkama (1991, 233) argues that observing people in a public place is not 

ethically controversial. Even though conversations in the internet are personal, they 

cannot be equated with private letters. This is how this research considers IRC-galleria 

as a communication medium. I did not have access to any content that would not have 

been public otherwise, so I consider there being no ethical problem in observing the 

contents of IRC-galleria. 
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Sharf (1999, 245–255) emphasizes that important ethical elements of research like 

privacy, confidentiality, informed consent and appreciation of personal stories have to 

be considered also when studying mediated communication. Publishing the results may 

affect the whole community in addition to the private lives of its members (Sharf, 1999, 

245–255). In any case, protecting the anonymity of the subjects is essential. Hine (2000, 

24) suggests that it is common practice to treat nicknames like real names, i.e. to censor 

them for protecting the privacy of the interviewees. She also advises us to take 

precautions when using quotations from discussion forums, because they are easy to 

find with search engines. (Hine, 2000, 24.) 

In IRC-galleria, particular comments cannot be found with the search option, so there is 

no problem with anonymity when representing them in the analysis. On the contrary, 

captions can be searched, and therefore they are censored if they exist in the quotes. 

Likewise, the names of the communities are changed or censored, because otherwise it 

would be easy to find out who has established a community and who the members of it 

are. Written permissions for using the material collected during the interviews for the 

purposes of this research (Appendix 2) were asked from the participants. In the case of 

minors (under 18 years), the permission was asked also from their parents. At the 

beginning of the interviews, the interviewees were informed that they can hide anything 

they do not wish to show from their profile, and that they are free to quit the interview 

situation at any time.  

5.3 Methods of Analysis and the Analysis Process 

This chapter introduces the analysis method applied in this study, namely, the 

qualitative content analysis. The first subchapter covers the possibilities of the method 

and the logic of reasoning utilized in this study. In the other subchapter, the phases of 

the analysis process are described in detail and the principles of classification are 

presented with the support of examples.  

5.3.1 Qualitative Content Analysis 

Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002, 107) argue that quantitative and qualitative content analysis 

should be considered as two separate methods of analysis. Qualitative content analysis 

differs from quantitative content analysis in that it describes the contents of documents 

verbally rather than quantitatively (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, 107). In this research the 
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qualitative form of content analysis is utilized. According to Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002, 

13, 93), content analysis can technically be utilized in every kind of qualitative research 

traditions. However, content analysis differs from discourse analysis in that content 

analysis is a method for finding out the meanings of a text, whereas discourse analysis 

focuses on how these meanings are constructed in it (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, 106). 

The aim of qualitative content analysis is to arrange fragmented material into sensible 

information in order to make reliable conclusions about the subject of research (Tuomi 

& Sarajärvi, 2002, 110).  

Eskola (2001) distinguishes grounded, theory-bound and theory-driven approaches, 

each of them having a different relation to the role of theories in the analysis process. 

The approach in this study is grounded in the sense that significance is given to the 

speech of the interviewees and the material is categorized into themes being faithful to 

the material. The material is not forced into any theoretical model, which would be the 

aim of the theory-driven approach. In addition, grounded approach is utilized when the 

instances of speech which are relevant to the research question, are highlighted from the 

whole material, not solely from answers to questions where social networks were 

particularly covered. However, the idea of theory-bound research presented by Eskola 

(2001, 137) is applied in this study when interpreting the data. In theory-bound analysis 

theories, in this case for example about social networks and rituals, are used as helping 

hands. They offer concepts which are useful in the interpretation of the data. 

Description of meanings should be as independent as possible from theories, but when 

moving on from the descriptive level to the level of conceptualizing, the theories 

become invaluable. (Eskola, 2001, 137.)  

Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002, 99) suggest that theory-bound analysis usually follows the 

logic of abductive reasoning. In abductive reasoning perceptions and interpretations are 

never claimed to be theory-free, but researcher's preconceptions always influence them. 

Actually this is conceived as a strength, and it is asserted that forming a new theory is 

possible only when there is a guiding principle related to making observations. The 

guiding principle can derive from the empirical material generated, and lead to 

comparing the empirical material to a theory developed earlier. This guiding principle 

can vary from a vague intuition to a clearly defined hypothesis. It is a helping hand, a 
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thought with which the empirical world can be examined and the generated material 

analyzed. (Grönfors, 1982, 33–37.) 

5.3.2 Analysis Process  

Qualitative content analysis is about interpretation and drawing conclusions. The 

process develops from concrete empirical material to a more abstract and 

conceptualized view of the research subject. A classification of the three phases of 

grounded qualitative content analysis by Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002, 110–115) are 

represented in the following subchapters. However, it has to be noted that qualitative 

analysis process always includes constant comparison, both at the same level of 

abstraction as well as between the abstract and the more concrete levels (Tuomi & 

Sarajärvi, 2002, 115). Before going to the phases, the practical details of the analysis 

process are described shortly in the following paragraph.  

In the analysis I utilized ATLAS.ti, a computer program for organizing qualitative 

material. It offers a quicker way to code and categorize textual material, which is 

traditionally done with coloured pencil and copy–paste techniques. It allows the naming 

of separate parts of the text with descriptive codes, and attaching these codes to 

different parts of the textual material. When raising the abstraction level, the network 

manager function came to be especially handy. With it, it was possible to make visual 

maps of the classifications and to add upper categories in a way similar to mind-

mapping.  

5.3.2.1 Reduction of the Material  

The first phase of grounded qualitative content analysis is the reduction of the material. 

It includes highlighting the expressions which are relevant to the research questions and 

naming them with codes which are reduced although descriptive expressions of the 

content of the original expressions (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, 111–112). I focused on 

the parts of the material where the interviewees talked about other people related to their 

use of IRC-galleria. This was based on the epistemological assumption that it would be 

possible to find the meanings given to IRC-galleria concerning the social life of its 

members by analyzing how they talk about their Gallery-related social networks. The 

sociograms the interviewees had made became important at this point by offering 

material to which the speech of the interviewees could be compared. Instances of 
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expressions about social networks were coded by naming them with summaries of the 

things the interviewee talked about. For example, quotations  

V: Do you have that kind of then, anyone you had made friends with like, just 
through the Gallery? 
Female, 17: No I don't really have anyone like that. Nobody comes to my mind 
now. Maybe more like, just some half, acquaintances. And then, I haven't really 
made friends with them because I have usually first met them elsewhere and then 
afterwards happened to put something but. I haven't actually made friends with 
anyone there.  

and  

V: So you have made acquaintance with quite many, there in the Gallery. 
Male, 25: Well not so much but there is like, half-acquaintances. To whom I 
have more probably perhaps gone to talk to when have talked first here a bit. 

were both coded as "Mostly familiarized oneself with half-acquaintances". The length of 

the coded instances of text varied from one sentence to a question–answer pair. The 

question was included in the code if the answer would not be understandable without it. 

The same instance of the text might be coded with several different codes, especially 

when the quotation was stretched to contain a whole answer to make it understandable. 

For example, the first quotation above was coded in addition with codes “commented to 

half-acquaintances”, “not familiarized with strangers”, “no purely IRC-galleria 

friends”. According to Eskola & Suoranta (1998, 156), this kind of summarizing is 

already interpreting. The interviewees may not express things in exactly the same way, 

hence the researcher's interpretation is always the foundation already for the 

construction of the codes and categories (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, 173). After 

reduction, over half of the total interview material was left uncoded, because the 

material was consciously generated with a wider scope to allow the research questions 

to be specified during the research process. 

5.3.2.2 Clustering the Reduced Material into Categories 

The second phase of qualitative content analysis represented by Tuomi and Sarajärvi 

(2002, 112–115) is clustering. This was done by looking for similarities and differences 

between the codes. The codes which were considered to relate to the same issue were 

grouped under the same category, as Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002, 112) suggest. The 

categories were named with a title which described the contents of the category, in quite 

the same way as when naming the codes. For example, the code “Mostly familiarized 
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oneself with half-acquaintances”, along with, for example, the code: “Possibility of 

half-acquaintances viewing your profile” were categorized into the constructed category 

named “Enhanced contact with half-acquaintances".  

The amount of the codes or categories constructed did not remain the same during the 

analysis process, since it followed the principles of grounded analysis about constant 

comparison (Flick, 2002, 40–45) between the more concrete and abstract levels of 

categorization. When I had made tentative categories of the codes, I went through the 

material again to check if there were more instances which might fit the categories or on 

the other hand, if there was something that did not fit into them. The categories were 

modified again based on this cross-check, as Flick (2002, 40–45) suggests. Finally, 179 

codes and 30 categories were constructed. 

Simply describing the material by categorizing it is not yet to be considered to amount 

to analysis (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2004, 105). Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2004, 105) warn that 

the problem with many studies conducted with content analysis is this incompleteness 

of the analysis. Rather the analysis should proceed to making conclusions and saying 

something which can be made visible only through interpretive analysis. Similarly, 

Eskola and Suoranta (1998, 176, 180) point out that it is boring to leave the categories 

to the level of pure describing. Like Alasuutari (1995, 71) argues, the speech of the 

interviewees is only a guiding principle for something which is to be clarified. 

5.3.2.3 Conceptualizing the Categories into Themes 

Because of the danger to remain stuck on the descriptive level, the third phase of the 

analysis process, conceptualizing, is essential as well. Until now the analysis process 

had followed the principles of grounded approach since the categories were constructed 

inductively by categorizing the material. However, in theory-bound qualitative content 

analysis, the abductive logic of guiding principles is brought along when grouping the 

categories into main categories, referred here as themes. The analysis is taken to a 

deeper level by abstracting the categories further by interpreting them with the support 

of existing theories and concepts to construct the themes. Comparison between the 

categories was important at this stage, like comparison between the codes was in 

clustering, but now they were compared with existing theories as well. (Tuomi & 

Sarajärvi, 2002, 114–116.) The categories which I considered referring to the same 
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phenomenon, for example Inside jokes and Dedications, were connected underneath the 

same theme, which was named Performing social ties. 

Categories were first connected to each other based on the second specific research 

question, namely the different meanings of offline and online relationships. However, it 

appeared that this bilateral distinction was not functional as a classification principle. 

Instead, level of acquaintanceship proved to be a better one. Therefore the themes were 

formed by connecting the categories referring to similar aspects of acquaintanceship, for 

example how it is possible to know how distant friends are doing or how one can 

initiate contact with total strangers. These themes are presented in the analysis chapter 

by moving from the meaning of already established relationships to contacts with total 

strangers. Theories of social networks are utilized here as support for the interpretations. 

In addition, interviewees' mentions about the ease of being in contact with more distant 

friends and knowing how the other is doing by visiting their profiles inspired me to 

compare these findings to the theories on gossips. 

The last research question, about the ways social networks are performed in IRC-

galleria, was not posed before the analysis but became clarified when analyzing the 

meaning of already existing relationships in the use of IRC-galleria. Here the ritual view 

on communication presented by cultural studies and seen also in the theories of 

Goffman (1963, 1967) on performance and rituals, is taken as a helping hand to 

conceptualize the findings. How the interviewees described their interaction as pointless 

and without any actual informational content led me to wonder what the meaning of this 

“nonsense” communication for social networking could be. The ritual approach on 

communication seemed very useful for explaining this since it approaches interaction 

not solely as a way to transmit information, but to perform the identities and social ties 

of its participants. Moreover, the public and collaborative quality of these performances 

led me to consider the explanatory power of the Goffman's (1963) theories on 

interaction rituals, which focus their attention on how individual identities as well as 

social relationships are reconstructed through common performances.  

The forms in which the social ties are reconstructed were separated from the analysis of 

their subjective meanings, to complement the analysis with a constructionistic view. 

The focus is on the processes how, for example, social networks are reconstructed in 

social interaction (Burr, 2002, 8) rather than the static structures of these networks. In 
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reporting the analysis in the next chapter, The meanings given to IRC-galleria from the 

viewpoint of social networks and Rituals of performing social ties in IRC-galleria are 

presented as the main chapters, and the themes or categories of which they are 

constructed as their subchapters. Some subchapters, for example those related to the 

theme of getting familiarized with the Gallery, can still include several categories so 

that if separated subchapters had been provided for them they would have been very 

short. 

6 Analysis 
In this chapter are presented the results of the analysis process. The presentation is 

organized in two sections according to the research questions. The first two research 

questions are covered in the first subchapter which is concerned with the meanings 

given to IRC-galleria from the viewpoint of social networks and the relation between 

online and offline ties. The second subchapter covers the rituals in which these 

networks are reconstructed.  

6.1 The Meanings Given to IRC-galleria From the Viewpoint of 
Social Networks 

In this subchapter are covered the first and the second research question relating, 

respectively, to the meanings given to IRC-galleria as a medium for maneuvering social 

networks, and the relative meaning of online and offline relationships. This is done by 

focusing on the meaning that friends, new acquaintances and strangers have in being a 

member of IRC-galleria. The central question here is whether the Gallery is defined as a 

means for being in contact with friends known from elsewhere or as a medium for 

making new friends. These findings are compared to theories and previous research 

about the significance of social networks in today's society. The presentation of the 

analysis is organized here by beginning with the significance of already established 

relationships in the use of IRC-galleria, moving on to the making of new acquaintances 

and then concluding with the meaning of strangers. 

6.1.1 Significance of Offline Relationships 

In the early research on virtual communities covered above, the virtual world was 

considered to be a sphere separate from the real world, where playing with identities 

and building idyllic community was possible or on the contrary, which would detach the 
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individual from the real life altogether. I intend to get rid of this artificial distinction and 

treat IRC-galleria as a medium which is used by physical people in a physical world. 

These people have their already established social networks, which are influencing their 

use of the Gallery. The significance of friends who already are members of the Gallery 

in integrating one into its culture is scrutinized in the first section. After the initiation, 

the interest is on the part these friends play as communication partners and audiences. 

Finally, the role of IRC-galleria in maintaining contact with weaker ties is explored.  

6.1.1.1 Getting Introduced to the Culture 

When asking how one would tempt his or her friends to join the Gallery, the 

interviewees defined IRC-galleria as a place where “everybody is”, and stressed the 

possibility of being aware of things happening in their social circles through it. The 

availability of comparatively cheap broadband connections certainly has influenced the 

popularity of the internet, but one should not be limited to explanations characterized by 

technological determinism. As Mustonen (2001, 80) who has studied the media use of 

teenagers notes, using certain media products is a way to acquire acceptance and 

belonging to a peer group. Also in the case of IRC-galleria, this kind of peer pressure 

can be considered a central reason for being a member.  

The significance of informal, often close relationships can be seen in the process of 

getting integrated into the culture of IRC-galleria. Hearing about the Gallery for the first 

time and getting recommendations for joining it are most commonly derived from 

within the closest circle of social relationships, often from school mates or siblings. 

These people might also have helped in the registration, as in the following example.  

Female, 16: I don't know, I mean I guess one of my friends like told me or she 
hung around here a lot, through her really. She told me about it and made me 
register ((laughs)). 
V: Made?  
Female, 16: Well, “made me”, mm.  
V: Did she help you register or? 
Female, 16: I guess she helped me a little with that and showed me around and 
stuff. Of course later on I've found out about some other features myself. 
 

The two interviewees who had heard about IRC-galleria from IRC channels were the 

ones who had registered already when IRC-galleria consisted mostly of IRC users. The 

interviewees described how still in 2004 the IRC users for whom the service was 
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initially meant, despised the new members who were not active IRC users and 

considered IRC-galleria as a place solely for the “real” IRC users. According to the 

interviewees, the situation has changed and nowadays most of the users are not familiar 

with IRC. None of the interviewees mentioned IRC as an important communication 

medium for themselves. Most of the interviewees had registered to IRC-galleria after 

2004, which can be considered to be about the time when the community of IRC users 

transformed to a photo gallery for any Finnish youngster with access to the internet. 

Instead of being a closed community of computer enthusiastics, IRC-galleria is a 

phenomenon in Finnish youth culture, discussed in the school yards as well as in the 

media. 

At the beginning of one's Gallery life, it appeared to be important to first contact people 

already known so as to get started and socialized to the culture. Nicks of these people 

were known because they had been discussed before and their photos had been viewed 

without being a member self. In addition, nicks could be asked from the person with 

whom the registration was done. Nicknames can also be considered as a way to restrict 

the audience to the people one has revealed his or her nick to. You have to know 

something else about the person than just the name to find one's profile. From the 

profiles of friends it is also common to find friends known from elsewhere, even if one 

did not even know that the other has a profile in IRC-galleria. Moreover, the first 

comments were received from friends who welcomed the newcomer.  

V: Well, what did you do first after you had registered? 
Female, 17: Perhaps I went to say to all my friends that hey now I have photos 
here too or I had also before that I had registered I knew that who all of my 
friends have and then I knew that which nickname they had and, then I probably 
just went to say to them that yes I have also photos here and then, everybody 
comes back oh hi! 

 

Liff, Steward & Watts (2002, 78–98) stress as well the importance of informal social 

networks in the process of getting familiarized with new technologies. They have 

studied the significance of public internet access in integrating people in to the 

“information society” and claim that the informal social spheres one has been socialized 

to are far more important in the process than formal education or the latest equipment. 

Places like communal “telecottages” or commercial internet cafes, where people have 

the possibility of learning to use the internet together with people they are used to 
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hanging around with, play the most significant role in supporting inclusion in computer 

and internet use.  

Knowing people who have profiles in IRC-galleria by asking their nicks in physical 

contexts is highly valuable for having friends with whom to exchange comments in the 

Gallery. With a friend it is possible to define IRC-galleria as a medium for personal 

interaction, and therefore to refer to events happened in physical environment. 

Moreover, offline-acquaintances can greet and ask how the other is doing without 

making her or him wonder about the motives for asking. Having friends may further 

contribute to having more friends and extending social networks, as we shall see further 

on the analysis when exploring the enhanced contact with friends of friends and half-

acquaintances. Knowing people who can introduce you to the conventions of the culture 

and most importantly, having someone to comment to and to give comments to you can 

be interpreted to be essential in integrating oneself into the Gallery. This supports 

Putnam's (2000, 177) claims that having social capital is necessary for the effective use 

of computer networks. 

6.1.1.2 Friends as Communication Partners and Audience 

The photo galleries of the internet have been despised in everyday discussion, not only 

because of the risks involved but for being a place where teenagers imitate the overly 

sexual images of the popular media. However, the interviewees withdrew from being 

representatives of this public image of IRC-galleria as a place for teenagers seeking 

attention, although they themselves noted its existence as well. Rather than trying to 

fulfil the ideals of the dominant culture, the interviewees publish photos which they 

interpret as desirable or acceptable in their own subcultures. For a rock fan, admiring 

comments about photos from the front row are important, for an amateur photographer 

praises of one's photos give boost to self-confidence. Telling spontaneously or admitting 

that strangers' praises about appearances are important or even nice did not occur.  

Female, 22: And I get no enjoyment if some sleazy guy comments 
something like “cute”. 
 
V: When you put up a picture do you like think, or is it important for you that 
others post comments about it? 
Female, 21: No, not necessarily, I mean I have mostly posted, I mean something 
new about me for my friends and also I, it's also nice to see new pictures from 
your friends. You can also comment to them that man, you have nice pictures in 
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here. No, I don't do it to get comments like “hey, you have a nice (???) you must 
be good”. No. 
 
V: Is there any sort of a picture that you would not post? 
Female, 18: ((laughs)) Well... I don't really know but something like you know. 
Nothing like that. Like some have pictures just to get comments from some boys 
or something. Things like that, you know. With revealing clothes and stuff. I 
would never do that. 
 

Friends, instead, are regarded as the audience for the photos published in one's own 

profile. It is nice to have the possibility that strangers can comment on the photos, but 

friends were considered the most important ones to whom the photos are shown. In 

addition to having nice comments from the unfamiliar members of one's own subculture, 

having admiring comments from one's closest social circles is meaningful, as the 

following quotes illustrate.  

V: Well, do you have anyone you would really rather not see your pictures? 
Female, 17: Not really. Maybe if I put up new pictures I will put them up more 
for people I know or my friends who see me all the time anyway, but there’s 
really no other people but my friends and yeah, not really anybody else. 
 
V: Which of these (talking about the sociogram of IRC-galleria relationships) 
are the most important people viewing your profile? 
Male, 18: I think they are those real friends. 
 
V: -- If you thing about, like, the future, do you think that you will still be using 
the Gallery in five years time? 
Female, 21: Oh yeah! [V: Yeah] If my friends stay on, so will I. Of course. I will 
not stay there by myself. 
 

By including in the photos the kind of humor only a friend could understand is a way to 

define the interaction as a thing between friends who know each other well. Hence they 

are a way to construct the belonging to the same social circle with a certain kind of 

sense of humor. These photos are often taken in situations that friends recognize and 

can joke about. Photos are often published for the entertainment of the others who can 

comment on them with funny remarks.  

V: Is it important for you that everybody sees your photos or would it be enough 
that only those, your friends could see them? 
Female, 18: Well maybe it is mainly just, or it depends on the picture also. Some 
are, if there is something like, humor things, then like kinda to friends and. It is, 
like these festival photos, it is nice to hear if someone, totally strange guy comes 
to say like a nice picture, it's nice in a way. 
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Typically, the comments to a freshly published photo refer to the photo itself, but the 

topics change when the photo has already been seen. Generally, the comments are 

different depending on how well the interaction partner is known. With weaker ties not 

so well known, the interviewees mostly ask about "how is it going" and other questions 

on a very general level. On the contrary, with close ties the comments do not necessarily 

include any explicit information and similarly with the inside joke communities to be 

described below, they tend to be obscure to the people outside the closest circle.  

Parents or teachers might not either understand the humor in the photos or comments 

which are meant to an audience of peers. That is one reason why when asked about who 

the interviewees would not wish to be viewing their profiles, parents and teachers were 

mentioned most often. Other reasons for this were that they might be upset to see the 

people being drunk or too little clothes on, or the comments might reveal something 

they do not know about one's life.  

Male, 24: I have to check who I'm chatting with. [V: Ok.] ....I can't really think 
about anybody else except the three that I have in here. I mean my family, my 
sisters, they are both in here now (???). [V: Your mum and dad are not?] No. 
Thank god. 
 

Here is recurring the definition of IRC-galleria as a place for interaction with friends or 

other young people interested in and valuing similar behavior. Privacy is defined as 

something that parents or teachers are unaware of. Inside humor and own languages of 

youth cultures can be interpreted as a means to keep the outsiders, especially adults, 

away from IRC-galleria which is defined as a place for communication with peers. The 

interviewees still definitely think through which photos they publish, but considering 

the acceptance of peers rather than the moral codes of the dominant culture. 

V: Is there anybody you would not like, I mean want, to, someone who like, any 
body that you would not like looking at your pictures. 
Male, 25: ...I hope that none of my relatives look at my pictures. I mean like. At 
least the really conservative ones because I have all sorts of drunken pictures in 
there. I mean I would not like my mother for example to check out my pictures in 
the Gallery. Right now I hope that they do not, or think that they don't come 
here, I mean. [V:Mm.] There some like you know. Then again you can also think 
about why do you put up pictures that you would be embarrassed about. Like to 
your parents, but usually they are really the best pictures where the weirdest 
things happen, they are the funniest. I mean like you know. Maybe just the ones 
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that would elicit some choice words afterwards. Not all people have a sense of 
humor that stretches that far. 
 

To VIP members it is possible to, when logging in, get notices if their friends have new 

photos. The non-VIP members instead browse through profiles of their acquaintances 

only to see if they have new photos. Moreover, the photos to be published are often 

taken by friends and received through Messenger for putting to one's own profile. 

Another way to share photos is to download the picture together to the computer from 

the other's camera.  

In the user regulations of IRC-galleria it is determined that the photos uploaded to the 

Gallery must relate to the member's own life and permission must be asked from 

everyone in the picture as well as from the one who has taken the photo. Everyone must 

have at least one photo in their profile and this default photo must be a recognisable 

photo of the owner of the profile. Nevertheless, even if the photos are of the personal 

life of the profile's owner, they are a way to attract interest and comments and hence a 

good way of activating one's social network. Photos and comments which refer to things 

that are important for a network of friends are a way of defining their audience as this 

certain people.  

This research supports the findings made in the studies on the use of e-mail and social 

networking sites presented earlier. Internet is used primarily for maintaining already 

established social networks, even if the particular service was initially designed for 

making new contacts, like Friendster. Even after one is familiarized with the techniques 

of IRC-galleria and has been introduced to what is to be found there, friends remain the 

ones who are regarded as the most important communication partners in IRC-galleria. 

Either the utopic or dystopic visions of early internet research do not seem to be realized.  

6.1.1.3 Enhancing Contact with Dispersed Networks 

One reoccurring theme was that IRC-galleria fostered the possibility to communicate 

with people not seen often. These people might be friends living further away, but also 

old friends who were not in the closest social network anymore. 

V: --- What would you miss if you couldn't use that, Gallery? 
Female, 14: Well, I suppose quite many. Like, just. A contact to more distant 
friends, or so. Well of course you can chat in some Messenger.  
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V: Yeah, well. Now you can picture like really freely what your life would be like 
if the Gallery did not exist. 
Female, 12: Mm, well. Well, I could not, like. They would probably not 
remember me in Helsinki any more. And I would not remember them and. Well. 
Also, it's basically also more expensive to text them on your cell phone. And, 
because I do like to write to my friends you know. It would be much more 
expensive! 
 
V: -- how would you otherwise stay in touch with like your relatives if the 
Gallery did not exist? 
Male, 18: I think that, like, I would communicate less with you relatives or some 
cousins of mine if it didn't exits because. Often you like ((laugh)) think that about 
that like you just see that they have come online and you can chat with them a 
bit. With those that you don't otherwise remember to call a lot. It does help to 
like keep in touch with them. 
 

Both with close and distant friends, photos can serve the eagerness of being aware of 

what is happening in the life of others. This can be motivated by curiosity, but as well 

by the willingness to be a part of each other's lives. They can also function as a non-

disruptive way of knowing how the other is doing. Compared to telephone, IRC-galleria 

is a less obtrusive way for being in touch. One can visit the other's profile without 

leaving a comment. Even if one leaves a comment, the recipient does not necessarily 

have to answer it right away, although comments are often sent to people who are 

online at the same time. IRC-galleria is a place where everyone is in principle open to 

get contacted, which in the offline environment might be hindered by several reasons, 

like the other being engaged in other activity or other people.  

In addition to distant friends, IRC-galleria is defined as enhancing contact with half-

acquainted people. When asked about being in contact with strangers, it was interesting 

that then the interviewees often referred to half-acquainted people. By half-acquainted 

people the interviewees meant people they knew or in Goffman's terms, could recognize 

socially, but with whom they communicate only rarely. These might include friends of 

friends as well. Half-acquaintances are people with whom one has formed a relationship 

which includes the mutual knowledge of the other's social recognition. In IRC-galleria 

these kinds of relationships do not need to be bound to casual face-to-face encounters. 

IRC-galleria appeared to be a medium for being aware of and perhaps even becoming 

closer with people who were not in the immediate social circle. This can happen inside 
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the Gallery or on the other hand, the acquaintanceship to friends of friends from the 

Gallery can function as a way to become closer with them in offline contexts. 

V: Well, uhm, what about if you tried to persuade some person into that, what 
would you say to him or her? 
 Female, 17: Well, probably that it is in a way quite handy, with those half-
acquaintances, to chat, in principle. Like, if, some person with whom you don’t 
talk much for example at school, so here it is very easy to put something and.  
 

 
One of the interviewees described that he does not actually get to know people in the 

Gallery, but when he meets in other contexts people he has commented with, he may 

start talking and mention that they have met in IRC-galleria. These are usually friends 

of friends, not necessarily commented with, but seen in the profile of a friend.  

 
V: -- How would your life be like different without this Gallery?  
Male, 15:  -- I wouldn't probably know so many people because through this one 
like makes friends, like seeing new people and making friends through that. Not 
making friends here but when seeing then one can be like oh you're that one. 
That way you can make friends.  
V: When was the last time you've been like oh, I saw you in the Gallery. 
Male, 15: Well, about a month ago, I met couple of guys and then I was like 
you're from that and that community and we've seen sometimes and so forth. 
V: ---Were those anyone's like friends of friends, or we're they just 
Male, 15: Well yes, usually friends of friends, it's not that one sees a stranger 
and is like hehee, hello! 
 

The usefulness of IRC-galleria in contacting distant friends can be viewed as reflecting 

the considerations of for example Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002) and Wellman 

(1999), who claim that communities in today's society are no longer based on locality or 

dense cohesiveness but rather they are characterized by dispersion. The development of 

rapid transportation of information and people reflects, accelerates and benefits from 

this trend. Because of the increased mobility of people, we need even more efficient 

ways to keep contact with the important people who do not follow us in our moves.  

In the society of dispersed communities it is also advantageous to have weaker ties 

which connect different social spheres to one another, like Granovetter (1973, 1983) 

argued. If weak ties are equaled to acquaintances and friends or friends like Granovetter 

(1973) did, they are clearly playing a central role also in the use of IRC-galleria. 

Nevertheless, even though the Gallery offers the possibility to be in contact with people 

wherever their devices are situated, knowing the person to be contacted beforehand is 
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essential since then the comments can cover other issues than simply things referring to 

the photos. They can refer to events that both participants know of, and with 

acquaintances one can simply greet and ask how the other is doing, or with closer ones, 

just send comments only the other could understand. However, one does not necessarily 

need to interact with these acquaintances, because one can know how they are doing by 

“stalking” their profiles, as presented in the next chapter.  

6.1.1.4 “Stalking”  

Interviewees referred to viewing photos and following the discussion going on with 

comments in other people's profiles with the term stalking. Stalking was a very popular 

hobby among the interviewees. This phenomenon also has many different communities 

dedicated to it, named for example as “galleriavakoilen. oon saletisti tietoinen kaikesta” 

- “I stalk in the Gallery. I'm definitely conscious about everything”.  

V: -- if you'd have some, some friend who wouldn't really be inspired about that 
thing, but anyway you'd like that she or he would be in, how could you persuade 
them, to join it? 
Female, 15: I could show every kind of secret discussions from there like, and 
say just that all of these you miss when you don’t have an account. 
 

Still, it is notable that stalking is considered interesting and meaningful only when the 

people stalked are acquaintances, because otherwise it would be hard to make sense or 

relate the comments or photos to anything. This is a way to keep an account on what is 

happening in one’s personal community. In IRC-galleria, people may have better 

control than in face-to-face encounters over what kind of material they give for other to 

gossip about. Nevertheless, the things published in the Gallery can reveal details of 

one's life that some sections of the social circles would not otherwise know about. 

The functions of stalking can be compared to ones gossiping has in social networks, 

especially in geographically dispersed ones. IRC-galleria offers the opportunity to 

continue acquiring information of friends even when the bond between social networks 

has been broken, and gossips can still easily spread, of course also out from IRC-

galleria as well as vice versa. This possibility to maintain contact with more distant 

acquaintances may also entail problems. Interviewees who had found a partner from 

IRC-galleria talked about the problem of having the possibility of stalking the life of the 

ex-partner in the Gallery after the relationship has ended: 
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Female, 22: Like, like for example, one of my friends always, she goes and views 
her ex-boyfriend's. Some comments of his friends and then she is like oh no they 
are going today to that and that bar so we can't go there. Everything like that.  
 
V: --- What about when the affair ended, did you still visit the profile and viewed 
it, or anything? 
Male, 25: No! I haven't visited the profile once. And, I. I took the name away 
from my friend list. I didn't want that that, name appears on my screen. Like 
away with that, from my mind. 
 

To summarize, already established contacts have the greatest significance both in 

getting familiarized with the service as well as in using it. Photos are published keeping 

friends in mind, and closest friends were considered the most important communication 

partners. The interviewees might say that they are in contact with strangers very rarely, 

but never that they did not communicate with people they knew from other contexts. 

IRC-galleria is therefore seen essentially as a medium for being in contact with familiar 

people. It also makes possible to keep track of existing ties easily and even 

unobtrusively, in a society where communities are dispersed. This might be one 

explanation for the popularity of IRC-galleria. IRC-galleria can also be regarded as a 

way to extend one’s personal community through existing ties functioning as bridges, 

since it is easy to see who is connected to whom from photos and comments. The value 

of weak ties in a society characterized by networked individualism certainly becomes 

evident here.  

6.1.2 Initiating Contact with Strangers 

Even though familiar people are the most important communication partners in IRC-

galleria, taking advantage of the possibility to extend one's social network was apparent 

in the data as well. The research on social networks has been criticized of failing to take 

in account the part that strangers play in our social networks. Our everyday 

surroundings consist, particularly in big urbanized settings, of encounters with people 

we cannot relate to our earlier experiences. (Wellman, 1999, 22–23.) IRC-galleria is as 

well a setting where sudden encounters with strangers are possible. Anyone who is able 

to view the site with a browser can browse through and search the photos that are 

defined public. Only the registered users, however, can make comments below the 

pictures. To overcome the common problem of ignoring strangers in the research on 

social networks, I focused on what is the significance given to strangers in the Gallery. 
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Here it is especially important because strangers are potential new acquaintances, who 

may become close friends. 

This theme was covered in the interview with the questions: “when did you last time 

visit a stranger's profile/put a comment to it” and ”when was the last time a stranger 

commented to you”, but the interviewees referred to the subject also when talking about 

other themes, especially when asking about what they consider as nice or irritating 

behavior in the Gallery. It appeared that even though all the interviewees use IRC-

galleria mainly for keeping in touch with people they know from elsewhere, casual 

comments from total strangers are not exceptional: 

((Talking about the groups with whom the interviewee comments in IG)) 
V: Are those the same guys who send comments to you?  
Male, 24: Yes, well, mainly, then some random guys sometimes comment 
something and. 
 
V: Do you get like, stuff from people you don't know? 
Female, 15: Yes, sometimes. Some are just looking around, I mean really 
clicking on “random” all the time or look at the front page and go like “oh, 
there something” and checks out their pictures and comment on something. 
V: What kind of comments have you gotten?   
Female, 15: All sorts of stuff.  
V: Anything really annoying or really nice? 
Female, 15: Mm. Mm, mm, mm. Well, sometimes. But not, nothing really bad. 
Ever. 
 

6.1.2.1 Shared Interests Fostering Interaction 

In IRC-galleria, people perform their identity by presenting their interests in the list of 

their communities. When sending comments to strangers, often the ones contacted are 

found in the same community, and therefore they are people who share similar interests, 

for example a hobby. If the person to be contacted is found in the same community, the 

comments often refer to the shared interest. The conversation can take place on the 

discussion forum of the community, but it can also take place in the members' own 

profiles. In the case that the interviewee actively utilized a community for keeping in 

touch with people with similar interests, like in the following example, these 

communities were mentioned in the sociogram of reference groups in IRC-galleria. 

Female, 15:---Then, well, um, our dog is a ((the breed of the dog)), I have 
established this community, [V: Oh!] there is a lot of people nowadays. And here 
is like discussing about dogs. For example about taking care of the fur or 
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something, that kind of basic things. 
  

Communities function also as a way to find people who might become closer friends, 

since there the members share some common interest because they have joined the same 

community, and their photos are easily browsed through. Membership in a community 

is a way to present self in a controlled manner. Boyd and Heer (2006) interpret this as a 

means for describing what kind of contacts one wish to receive and apply the concept of 

a conversational anchor, which they borrow from Sit, Holland and Griswold (2006). It 

refers to photos which can serve to initiate and support conversations. In this case, all 

the content in a profile provides reasons to start conversating as well with unacquainted 

as acquainted people. In the following example, visitors have referred to the content of 

the photos in their comments. 

Male, 24: There's been stuff like little girls commenting like really dreamy and 
stuff like that. I don't know what to think about that stuff. He he. There’s one in 
here saying “judging by the caption you play ((name of the game))”. Maybe you 
know about it, it's a game. 
 

Wellman and Gulia (1999, 351–4) claim that even though the internet offers the 

possibility to be connected with distant social circles, social groups and other cultures, 

people still look for others similar to themselves. Social characteristics played a role 

already in text-based communication, and photo galleries have certainly turned upside 

down the notion of mediated communication as essentially cueless. People bring to their 

online interactions their gender, age, culture, social status and offline-relationships. 

However, compared with in-person contact, mediated interaction gives the enhanced 

possibility to control the image given to others or, putting it in Goffmanian terms, to 

maintain one's face. Wellman and Gulia (1999, 351–4) present that the research 

conducted about text-based communities suggests that the absence of cues about one's 

social identity fosters the mixing of different social groups, because the conversation is 

based on shared interests rather than shared social characteristics. (Wellman & Gulia, 

1999, 351–4.) Wellman (1999, 19–21) claims that the significance of communality 

based on shared interests rather than locality or social characteristics is apparent in 

urbanized western societies in their entirety. The internet can be seen as reflecting and 

fostering this new integration of society (Wellman, 1999, 19–21). The ease of finding 
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people who share the same interests and getting support or inspiration from online 

networks is apparent also in the material generated in this study: 

V: -- When have you, err, last commented the profile of someone you don't know 
at all? 
Male, 18: Hmm, I don't know. Probably this month I have commented about 
something, if there's, like, a nice picture you know. A nice photo about 
something. I have posted compliments or asked about something since I'm 
interested in cameras and photography a bit. Asked, like, what sort of camera do 
you have and. That's mostly what I comment to people I don't know, 
complimenting there pictures and stuff. 
 

However, I would question the arguments of Wellman and Gulia (1999, 351–4), 

because often people who share the same interests also share similar social 

characteristics. A shared interest is an essential social characteristic, which includes for 

example same style in clothing or moreover, same kinds of photos published. Cues of 

social characteristics are significant in initiating conversations, like boyd and Heer 

(2006) conclude from their research of an American social network site, Friendster. I 

follow their line and claim that the increased amount of social cues could actually 

bolster the drive to contact people from social networks which are not connected to each 

other. If person's own close personal network cannot afford the resources needed, social 

networking services in the internet can offer help, like Wellman and Gulia (1999, 351) 

suggested, and which can be seen in this research as well:  

V: --- Is this a band or what is this ((name of the band))? 
Female, 18: Yes. I have been very long. Here and, I discuss about everything 
there, because it's one of my favourite bands. There I discuss most often and 
through that I know some of those. But they aren't really my friends here. Maybe 
I can comment on to some photo that. Or discuss something about the music. But 
nothing like that. But, well ok, through that band I have made acquaintance with 
one with whom I'm also nowadays quite good friends. Through this, because she 
had like. There's that weird ihkuboksi [V: Yeh] and she had some picture of that 
band and then I commented that heeey something about that. Then she said 
something back and through that, like, we have been chatting in Messenger and 
I was a while ago visiting her there. In ((name of the town)) and. She like, 
through that I have made acquaintance with her and we are really good friends 
now.  

6.1.2.2 Seeking Company 

However, there does not have to be any practical reason of searching information, but 

IRC-galleria can be utilized simply for having somebody to talk with. Chatting real-time 
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is possible because members who are online at the moment are marked by a blue dot 

after their nick. Contacting strangers is a way to spend time for example in the middle 

of the night when no acquaintances are online to talk with: 

Female, 21: --- Sometimes for example. There's nothing like, what I would do 
here. Everyone is sleep- all friends are sleeping. All friends are sleeping and I'd 
just feel like talking with somebody, then I go to IRC-galleria and talk.  

Exchanging comments with strangers can begin with small talk about the weather: 

V: Have you --- exchanged those comments or something like that with the kind 
of people you hadn't before, [known? 
Female, 14: [Yes. Something like. Um. Nice pictures and, something like that. 
Like. It is a nice weather today, something like this. 

My own experience from the field can be interpreted containing both of these. A 

stranger commented about the weather in the middle of the Friday night: 

30.12.06 03:27 <((nick of the person))> :o there is snow 
30.12.06 03:27 <{((nick of the researcher))>Where? 
30.12.06 03:28 <((nick of the person))> well there 

When the interviewees talk about being bored, they often refer to having nobody around 

to talk with, or even to keep company. IRC-galleria is utilized for escaping boredom, 

which could be interpreted as loneliness as well. A social networking site comes useful 

when the members of the existing network are not available, and one is in need of 

company. It can be interpreted that people take advantage of social networking sites to 

deal with the loneliness that the individualization of today's societies may entail. When 

people are not surrounded by their family or other densely knit groups all the time, 

online communities offer a way to find people to socialize with. On the other hand, they 

can be ways to find people who are more interested in similar things than family or 

neighbours are.  

In addition to seeking support, information or company from others sharing similar 

interests, one can contact strangers simply for having larger networks and therefore 

more possible people for keeping company.  

V: -- Have you like, met others, if there is someone you have. Met in there like 
have to them met them really, I mean live. [Female, 15: Mm] People that you 
have just met in there. 
Female, 15: Yeah, for example that ((nick of the person)) that's right there. He, 
like started to chatting with me, like, a couple of years ago, probably. Then, 
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surprisingly he lived close by and I've seen her a couple of times after that. He's 
nice. 
 

One interviewee described how the assimilation of social circles in two towns close to 

each other began from a flattering comment sent by him. Their relationship functioned 

as a bridge between the two social circles.  

V: What would be, would you give an example that with whom you had made 
friends there? 
Male, 18: Who'd be that kind of. Uhm...With her I'd made friends with some, 
couple of years ago and now we have been like, quite a lot been, like there 
((where she lives)) visited them with all our friends and now everyone like knows 
their friends and we know them. 
 

The interviewees do not consider IRC-galleria essentially as a dating service although it 

has played a central part in the forming of a romantic relationship in the case of two 

interviewees. Other online communication mediums, especially Messenger and IRC, 

also have a significant role in taking the relationship further. Being online at the same 

can foster the development of the relationship. Making a date had not necessarily been 

the aim in commenting to strangers, but “sometimes a small thing can grow into a big 

one”, like one interviewee expressed the idea.  

However, taking advantage of the content published by strangers does not necessarily 

require interaction with them. For the interviewees, browsing through profiles and 

photos in the Gallery is a way to spend time, especially when having nothing better to 

do. On the other hand, browsing can be very active search for interesting, for example 

artistic photos, especially if one is interested in photography or visual art in general. 

IRC-galleria can therefore serve as inspiration and have educational significance for 

one's hobbies, even without making contact with the publishers of the photos.  

To summarize, contacting strangers may be motivated by finding like-minded people 

with whom to share information and other support or to make deeper friendships. 

Another advantage is to have somebody to talk with when feeling bored or lonely. One 

of the interviewees noted that she would rather go to IRC-galleria than watch TV if she 

was alone, because “using the Gallery is more social” (Female, 22). In any case, IRC-

galleria can be considered a complementary socialization environment, as boyd (in press) 

argued in her studies on social networking sites popular among young people. One can 
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attain knowledge about how to act in a culture and how to use its artifacts, like clothes 

or cameras, through browsing the profiles of others or by exposing one's identity to the 

critics of others. IRC-galleria can be seen as a way to prevent anomie, in the sense that 

there it is easy to find out what the norms and ways of behavior in a certain subculture 

are. With the examples performed by “real” people, one may construct one's own 

identity and take guidelines for his or her life, when there is the freedom and the 

obligation to choose.  

6.1.2.3 Undesirable Comments  

Unfortunately, like in the physical world, also in the Gallery the possibility of 

presenting one's efforts in public and getting feedback from them always includes the 

risk of being subjected to negative remarks. The male interviewees interpreted the 

comments about their looks from younger girls as positive, although baffling. Females 

instead pointed out the controversial nature of positive comments. Even praises are not 

always pleasant, especially when the contact is not casual but when the stranger will not 

give up making comments even if the object makes clear that she is not interested in 

keeping in touch. 

Female, 21:  There's this weird geezer in here that would not leave me alone. 
Sometimes I really feel like I would like to blacklist all the people I don't know. 
It's just so annoying when someone sends you a message and then you don't 
reply because you don't feel like replying to that person. 
 

Comments from strangers were considered irritating when the motives for contacting 

remain unclear. It is harder to build a common definition of a situation with the 

decreased amount of social cues. Even if the commenting is casual or in the form of 

apparently positive remarks, sexual harassment in the form of unwanted comments 

about appearances is an instance of antisocial behavior in the Gallery, and vulgar, 

perverse or pointless comments often in the form of lousy humor another.  

Insulting, negative comments are unfortunately received as well, often from total 

strangers for no clear reason. A central concern in the public discussion is that bullying 

continues in the net in new forms, and that it is considered more acceptable there, as 

noted in the MLL (2006) report. Abusive remarks from familiar people, often school 

mates, were mentioned only in the case of the youngest interviewees. Here it has to be 
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mentioned as well that the internet is not separated from other spheres of life. The 

bullies in IRC-galleria are the same as in school: 

 V: What sorts of things have happened? 
Female, 12: They call everybody names, lol whore and stuff like that. 
--- 
V: Are they the same at school that they call people names? 
Female, 12: Yes.  
 

The interviewees react to hostile comments by simply ignoring or deleting them. If the 

commenting continues, they put those nicks to the black list, which inhibits the 

comments from a certain person. “I just didn't answer to her, so she quit at some 

point.“ (Male, 25). Apparently, “turning the other cheek” or acting brave is a morally 

acceptable or even appreciated way to react to harassment, in contrast to an aggressive 

revenge. Continuing the chain of insults by answering something back was considered 

to provoke the abuser. This way to deal with harassment is sensible also according to 

the maintenance: it is hard to find out who has started the fight if there is a chain of 

revenges of revenges. Harassment is still, fortunately, rare compared to the pleasant and 

mutual communication: “They are really rare cases.” Female, 21. “No, I haven't got 

them for a really long time.” Female, 22. Most importantly, strangers in IRC-galleria 

can constitute a meaningful part of the social networks of the members. 

6.1.3 Deepening Relationships in Other Spaces 

Considering the question of how relationships in IRC-galleria relate to relationships in 

other contexts, the data was analyzed looking for mentions of communicative 

relationships that stayed solely in the Gallery or at the most were transferred to 

Messenger. The sociograms that the interviewees had drawn were analyzed in parallel 

with the interviews. It was obvious that new friendships made in the Gallery do not stay 

there, but IRC-galleria intertwines with the use of other online communication mediums.  

Two interviewees, both over 20 years, mentioned having meaningful relationships that 

stayed solely in the Gallery. “Net acquaintances” were mentioned in the sociograms of 

the younger ones as well, but these were known from other contexts than IRC-galleria, 

usually from IRC. 
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6.1.3.1 The Role of Other Mediums 

As has been noted in the studies of e-mail use (Boase et. al. 2006), the internet is just 

another medium among others. Using this medium adds to the total amount of 

communication rather than decreases it. IRC-galleria is not an exception, not even in the 

case of communication with new acquaintances. E-mail addresses and phone numbers 

are changed with new acquaintances in order to continue chatting in other media, 

especially MSN Messenger. Before meeting in person, the communication was always 

transferred to other mediums than IRC-galleria, like in the case presented below. 

V: How did it start? That, thing. 
Male, 18: I wonder how it began. Somewhere, something like co- well I mean, I 
think I've commented to her or she commented to me, I can't remember. Then we 
just added each other to Messenger and we've seen each other somewhere 
couple of times. Then my friend actually dated with her, half a year. Like that. 
 

IRC-galleria and Messenger are together regarded as important media for being in 

contact also with closer friends. Messenger was mentioned as the most common means 

for sending photos to each other. On the contrary, e-mail is considered mainly as a 

medium for formal communication that relates for example to school. IRC-galleria 

offers a space for informal communication, which is often described by the interviewees 

as light, exchanging of how-do-you-dos and low in informative content. The 

interviewees did not see any particular reasons why they keep exchanging comments in 

the Gallery even if both were online in Messenger.  

I would suggest the same explanations for this as for the enhanced contact with half-

acquaintances. Compared with Messenger, IRC-galleria allows checking what the other 

is up to without having to disturb him or her personally. One may not have published 

new photos, written diary or joined new communities, but the comments from others 

and the comments one has made can tell about what is going on in one's life and 

especially, in one's social life. In more private communication mediums like Messenger 

or cell phones, this is not possible. Being able to contact the other without disturbing 

requires a common contract between the users, because this would not work if nobody 

would be presenting their personal life there.  

One reason for preferring IRC-galleria to Messenger is therefore the public nature of the 

conversation. I would emphasize here the opportunity to keep track of the other 
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interaction partners a person has. In fully private media, others cannot see with whom 

one is communicating, which would give a lot more information about the life of the 

person in question. By looking at who is commenting a particular person, one can tell in 

what kind of social circles he or she is engaging in. This interpretation receives support 

from boyd's (2004) and boyd and Heer's (2006) research on social networking sites. 

They argue that social networking sites and their friend lists are media for the public 

articulation of the profile owner's social networks, and these networks construct the 

online identity of the profile owner. Even though IRC-galleria has no friend lists, 

through comments it is possible to have a similar effect.  

Publicity also offers the opportunity for others join the conversation, as one interviewee 

assumed to be the reason behind preferring IRC-galleria to Messenger. There is always 

the possibility that someone, familiar or stranger gets “provoked” by the contents of the 

public profile to comment on them. Therefore the service functions for maintaining 

social networks or initiating new ones. These possibilities are comparable to gossips 

because they help to see a more varied picture of the person in different roles. On the 

other hand, this requires more control and consideration about what is revealed, since 

people from different social circles are able to know what is happening in others. Except 

for ex-partners, this was not considered as a problem among the interviewees. People 

who might be upset about the images one gives in IRC-galleria, like parents and 

teachers, were not conceived as potential audience.  

In summary, IRC-galleria has distinctive features, even though other media are 

important in communicating with the same people with whom one communicates in the 

Gallery. The most distinctive feature is the opportunity to “stalk” others and get 

information about their lives without having to disturb them. This can be interpreted as 

a way to satisfy one's curiosity, but as seen in the theories about gossips (Koskinen, 

2000), they are also important ways to keep track how friends and acquaintances are 

doing. When considering the macro-level, this can be concluded to function for the 

integration of informal social networks or even subcultures by fostering the flow of 

information and cultural ideas, as Fine and Kleinman (1979) argued already in the times 

of offline pen pals. Nonetheless, as they noted, the communication flow is not enough, 

but the integration requires that the participants identify with the social network.  
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6.1.3.2 Meeting New Acquaintances in Person 

Meeting face to face with whom one had made acquaintance in IRC-galleria was 

common among the interviewees, although not for the younger (12–14 years) ones. 

Usually, exchanging comments in IRC-galleria and other mediums had continued for a 

while before arranging to meet. If the parties lived far away from each other, meetings 

were arranged when both had the opportunity to be in the same place. Meetings were 

often included in a trip that would have been made in any case. 

V: How did you then decided to see each other?  
Male, 25: Uhm. Well we knew that we'll be both in Helsinki then and then. I was 
in a bar with a friend and then she came over. 
 
V: Where did you manage to, like, meet back then? 
Male, 18:  Well, always when you like go somewhere. Or, I went to ((name of the 
friend's home town)) last summer and visited a friend there. Also, we drive past 
((name of the friend's home town)) almost always if we for example go visit our 
parents so I always go and say hi to a friend there.  

 

Moreover, the interviewees told that when they met their new friends from the Gallery, 

there were always many other friends present as well or they met in a public place. It 

seems that people are already acting the way the worried authorities and parents advise. 

Similarly, Enochsson (2005) notes that one young girl who had made the acquaintance 

of a boy in LunarStorm met him together with her sisters, and nowadays the whole 

family is good friends with the boy. Friends from IRC-galleria are also met by chance, 

and then mentioning that they have exchanged comments there is a way to make closer 

contact, like the following examples show. 

V: When was the last time you made friends, with someone, or? 
Female, 21: Uhm...I think it was one boy. He, we saw, lots of chatting in 
Messenger and everything and, in IRC-galleria and everything then, was it the 
Midsummer's night. We saw on the Midsummer's night that yea hey, you're ((the 
nick of the guy)), of course not with names but right away, ((laughs)) with nicks! 
 
Male, 25: ((Name of the girl)), with her I chat. I saw her yesterday for the first 
time in a bar. And then she recognized me and then we exchanged a couple of 
words. 
 

It appears that by communicating solely through IRC-galleria is by no means sufficient 

to maintain emotionally satisfactory relationships. People are eager to see the people 

face-to-face, if they are interested in knowing the person more closely. IRC-galleria 
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offers the possibility to establish new relationships and to maintain the existing ones, 

but it is only one way to communicate among other media and complementary to face-

to-face meetings. Contrary to the science-fiction-like visions of virtual presence without 

having to care of what happens in the physical world, the interviewees strongly 

differentiate communication in IRC-galleria from in-person encounters: 

V: Well, how about vice versa -- what if you could not communicate face to face 
any more so that you could only use the Gallery? 
Female, 22: ((Hehehe)). Nothing. Just kidding. It would be pretty terrible. I 
would probably rather give up the Gallery, ((heh)).  
 

6.1.3.3 Face Engagement with Familiar Strangers  

It is possible in offline contexts to run into people known by looks from IRC-galleria, 

but interviewees considered making contact with them as intrusive: when asked about if 

they would go to the person and mention that she or he is familiar from the Gallery, the 

interviewees gave laughs of wonder. If a person is known by looks from IRC-galleria 

but not recognized socially in Goffmanian terms, making contact is considered 

inappropriate, although this has been experienced too:  

Female, 18: I remember at least that when in Provinssi there was this ((band 
whose community she belongs to)) in the year 2004 so yes I remember that I saw 
there some people who were like. I remembered photos from Galleria that hey 
that is that. And some other time also on festivals, last time it was in Ruisrock. 
There was someone, that I recognized that hey that is that, or like remembered 
that I had viewed his/her photos when they'd been somehow like, very so that 
they had stucked in my mind and then remembered that that is that. Or it is 
somehow funny.   
V: Have you ever gone and talked to them, like made friends?  
Female, 18: Well I haven't bothered but. One of my friends commented or I 
mean, comm-((laughs)) said live to him/her that, you have beautiful pictures.  
V: What did s/he say then?  
Female, 18: S/he was just “thanks”. It must be a bit weird though. 
  

These persons could be regarded as familiar strangers, a term defined by Stanley 

Milgram (1992b, 68–71). He uses this concept to refer to people who are repeatedly 

observed but without any interaction. Being a familiar stranger requires a mutual 

definition of a situation by both of the participants as an encounter between strangers. 

Goffman (1963, 132) refers to this same phenomenon of mutual, non-hostile but 

purposeful ignorance as “civil inattention”. According to Milgram (1992b, 68–71), we 
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have real relationships with the familiar strangers we meet for example on a bus. 

Familiar strangers are the missing link between our acquaintances we can greet and the 

total strangers that pass us by only once (Milgram, 1992b, 68–71). This civil inattention 

has to be reconsidered when meeting people who are familiar strangers from IRC-

galleria.  

The big difference with meeting people familiar from the Gallery compared to purely 

face-to-face encounters is that the other does necessarily know that you have recognized 

him or her, so the definition of the situation is not mutual. You can recognize people 

cognitively, but the norms relating to face engagement with people known from IRC-

galleria are controversial. This can be interpreted as reflecting the nature of IRC-galleria 

not as a community but rather as a public place consisting of several small communities, 

where you might see some people several times but still not know them personally. If 

IRC-galleria were a community large enough for the people to go above the nod line, 

then it could be more acceptable simply to refer to belonging to the same community 

when starting a conversation.  

This can be further explained by the definition of IRC-galleria as a place for 

maintaining connection with friends or making contact with interesting people. Even 

though the interviewees are well aware that the photos and conversations are open to 

anyone, telling a stranger that one has seen his or her profile in IRC-galleria is 

considered strange because it breaks this definition. It is important for the functioning of 

IRC-galleria as well as real life society to have strangers that are not supposed to be 

closer friends in any way, similarly as urban life would get really complicated if 

everyone we pass by were above the nod line, as Simmel (1903/1950) explained the 

reasons behind urban arrogance. Initiating contact with a familiar stranger would mean 

redefining the relationship, and at the same time the civil ignorance in future situations 

would be considered impolite (Goffman, 1963, 120). Total strangers, on the contrary, 

are easier to approach because facing them again is unlikely (Milgram, 1992b, 69). 

The same thing is apparent when familiar strangers from offline life are met in IRC-

galleria. The “virtual” world of the Gallery does not break the conventions and moral 

codes of the “real” world, because the virtual is part of the real as well, even though 

sending comments is considered easier than saying something face-to-face. Social 

networks outside IRC-galleria are significant, because if you do not communicate with 
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the people face-to-face but know them just by looks, sending comments to them is not 

considered appropriate. This contradicts the “powerful rule” relating to interaction with 

familiar strangers: if strangers are met in completely different surroundings than usually, 

they will probable initiate interaction (Milgram, 1992b, 69). However, this further 

supports the assumption that IRC-galleria is not a completely different environment, 

like the early theories of virtual community would suppose, but rather a part of the total 

social surroundings. To comment to a person who is a familiar stranger in the physical 

world would break the definition of mutual unfamiliarity, as the quote below 

demonstrates.  

V: How about, have you or could you, if there's someone at, say, school that you 
have never talked with in real life or life and then you notice that hey, I've seen 
you that I know your face can you tell them that? 
Female, 17: Well, I guess you could, but it's mostly if you have something to say, 
like something to tell them but not like people you don't really know you 
probably won't say anything to them, but if it's like someone from school, then, 
no, you wouldn't probably just go like “nice picture” except if it was a really 
nice picture but something like if they are in the same class with you you could 
ask about homework or whatever. 
 

It can be concluded that IRC-galleria offers a way to socialize in to the culture where 

one is suppose to act. Moreover, it allows the flow of cultural ideas and information, 

which may lead to social integration. It has to be taken in account that these cultures are 

very strongly bound to the cultures to which the actors belong to in offline contexts. 

Socialization in IRC-galleria is not passive, but as Fine and Kleinman (1979) noticed, it 

always requires active identification to the culture, and only through this identification 

(sub)cultural integration is possible. IRC-galleria can be understood as a place where 

social identities are formed and maintained through social networks, to which also 

unfamiliar people belong to. The strength of weak ties takes a new form here, since 

unfamiliar or half-acquainted people can be considered as acquaintances who belong to 

a person's social network. Instead of para-social relationships, which is a term used for 

having a one-sided intimate relationship to a celebrity or fictional character in mass 

media (Horton & Wohl, 1956), in social networking sites real contacts can be initiated 

with these people.  

It has to be remembered that based on this research, in IRC-galleria strong ties are the 

most valued. Strong ties function as significant others who play an important role in 
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socialization and offer guidelines for how to behave in a certain culture. It can be 

concluded that their opinions matter the most also in IRC-galleria, since they are the 

ones with whom interacts in other contexts as well. With them it is also possible to refer 

to things happened elsewhere. In the next chapter, this finding is further supported 

through presenting the various ways in which these strong ties are reconstructed in IRC-

galleria.  

6.2 Rituals of Performing Social Ties in IRC-galleria 

In the previous chapters it was presented how IRC-galleria is defined primarily as a 

medium for communicating with friends who are known from offline contexts. This 

chapter analyzes the forms in which the social relationships and networks, constructed 

in physical environments or in the Gallery, are maintained in IRC-galleria. These forms 

are approached as ritual performances, since it appeared to be a useful concept for 

analysing interaction which follows certain cultural conventions which the participants 

are aware of, and which is articulative of the social relations of its participants. They are 

formed in within a certain culture, and they are implemented by following certain 

conventions about how they are to be followed through. They are regarded with piety by 

the participants who admit that certain rules have to be followed in conducting them. 

The essential thing is that in these rituals the social order is performed and reconstructed. 

The social networks, whose meaning was scrutinized in the previous chapter, are now 

approached as constructions to be built in ritualistic interaction. The attention is paid to 

how the drama of interaction is acted together to build a common performance of social 

relationships. Descriptions of the rituals are constructed by analyzing both the 

interviews and field observations. Had observation been used as the single method of 

data collection, the meaning of these rituals for their performers would have been left 

outside the analysis.  

6.2.1 Performing Local Identities 

Communities established for a shared locality like a birth place, a neighbourhood, a 

hanging out place, or a hobby team, are common in IRC-galleria. Communities of 

schools could be also included in this group, as well as informal friend communities. In 

these communities, people often know each other personally, or at least have personal 

experience about the place or group the community name refers to. However, in this 
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research it is supposed that even the communities referring to a “real” physical place do 

not exist without continuous maintenance through symbolic actions. Communities 

based on locality can be interpreted to perform identification with a community which 

exists in the physical world and constructing togetherness with the others belonging to 

the same community.  

V: How about your school? 
Female, 16: I think I found it from one of the kids at my school and then I like 
you know. There's quite a lot of people I know in there. Promoting the ((name of 
the school)), umm. 
 

Compared to other communication channels like e-mail or phone, these kinds of 

communities are not necessarily important for obtaining official information for 

example about forthcoming events. Instead they provide essential information about the 

group identity of a person and therefore also about the kind of people from whom one 

wishes to have comments. Often these are the ones who might be familiar from other 

contexts, for example the same home town. Hampton and Wellman (2002) describe that 

communication mediated by computer networks fosters “glocalization”: even though it 

is possible to connect distant people through the internet, it is often used also to contact 

people living nearby. This can be seen in IRC-galleria as well, even though this study 

focused on the importance of the contacts rather than the reported amount of them, like 

in the research mentioned above. It can be concluded that identity based on physical 

places and the groups bound to these has not lost their significance in a service which 

allows contacting people nationwide.  

The importance of identities bound to certain physical places and events comes up as 

well with communities built around the organising of future events, like parties. They 

can also be sources of information about the time and place of the event or the people 

who are going to participate. In addition to organizing and informing, these kinds of 

communities can be interpreted to function for arousing excitement and spirit among the 

people who are going to participate in the event. After the event, these event 

communities can turn into “memorial” communities, including comments about what 

happened or longing for the good time that the participants had there. These 

communities are a common performance of local identity, both for the individual who 

has the community in one's profile and for every member of the community in 

constructing a feeling of belonging to the same group. 
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6.3.2 “Pointless” Communication 

The interviewees described their communication with close friends primarily as 

“senseless” and ”pointless” exchanging of how-do-you-do's or occasional inside jokes. 

The exception is when close friends are online at the same time, when it is possible to 

exchange meaningful information as well. Even with close friends, the interviewees 

describe their communication as light-hearted. Serious topics are avoided in the Gallery, 

as well as more detailed questions of what happened or what will happen in some event.  

V: By the way, do you ever read those older comments?  
Female, 17: Well, I don't read them. Because they usually don't contain anything 
important, they are always the same. I mean pointless and stuff. The old ones 
don't make any more sense. 
 
Male, 13: Well, like in there. I like first said hi, and then he said hi and then I 
asked him how he's doing and stuff.  (???) [V: M] I ask him what he's doing 
today and. 
 

I would, on the other hand, interpret this pointless communication as an important way 

of maintaining social relationships and constructing a sense of togetherness. Like in 

face-to-face encounters, the superficially pointless communication is an important ritual 

which serves the continuance of one's social networks. It is a performance in which the 

relationship is reconstructed. This ritual is also emphasizing the importance of friends as 

communication partners in IRC-galleria. Even when including humor, the ritual is put 

into practice with serious respect for the meaningful relationship between the 

participants. When commenting with friends, the interviewees may refer with senseless 

comments to things that only the closest circle would understand and more distinct 

friends could even be offended if one would send similar comments to them as to closer 

friends, as in the following example: 

V: Well there's a comment that is related to the photo. 
Male, 24: Yes...Here exactly, here is now some of these senseless, little sister has 
put that, “you gay” 
 

Therefore, this ritual serves to make a distinction between the ones who are in the 

ingroup that understands the joke and those in the outgroup that does not get it. 
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6.2.3 Challenges 

One feature of the culture in IRC-galleria are challenges which are in the form of 

questionnaires, consisting of questions the challenged person is supposed to answer. 

Often the questions cover personal characteristics or experiences. A similar 

phenomenon is found in the blogging culture of the internet. In blogs these kinds of 

challenges are called memes, after the theories of Richard Dawkins (1976). The original 

concept referred to units of cultural information which are transmitted from one person 

to another verbally or by repeated action, such as tunes that people cannot keep from 

humming and “infecting” to others as well. The important difference here, though, is 

that when challenges or blog memes are spread, the transmitter contributes to the meme 

by adding one's own answers, and often purposefully requires another person to 

contribute and spread the challenge further as well. 

When discussing the use of the diary feature in IRC-galleria, the interviewees 

mentioned challenges instead of the reporting of the events of the day. Similarly as in 

the case of gossips, this kind of network works well for spreading memes, because they 

are easily transferred to separate social circles through bridging weak ties. The ritual of 

challenging is conducted by sending a comment that one has challenged the other, or by 

writing underneath the challenge itself the names of the friends challenged. The 

challenged person copies the challenge from the other's diary and pastes it to his or her 

own diary with one's own answers.  

Challenges are a reason to make contact, and therefore with challenges it is as well 

possible to activate social networks. Challenging a person tells that the challenger has 

thought about the other person and moreover, this challenge is often visible to the 

visitors of the profile. Therefore they are as well ritual performances of one's social 

networks. All the interviewees had got their challenges from people with whom they 

had commented in the Gallery. Moreover, also other features on the profile, like the 

contents of the ihkuboksi, can be copied from friends and therefore function as symbols 

for affinity.  

6.2.4 Inside Joke Communities 

Communities in IRC-galleria are not nearly always built around a shared interest, hobby 

or locality. They often function more like a symbol for the togetherness of an informal 
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group which is based on friendship. They are ceremonial ways to celebrate the ingroup 

affinity and differentiating the ingroup from outgroups. Communities that derive from 

inside jokes are a common phenomenon. Despite one community only being able to 

have one moderator, communities are often founded together with friends. Communities 

are often named in a way that only the ones establishing the community can understand 

what the community is all about. The names of the communities are often inspired by an 

expression somebody had uttered in some situation, like in the following example. 

V: Yes, would you like to show the others what there is. Sharp start, to what does 
that relate to?  
Male, 24: This like, this refers to an event, these are my mates, an inside thing. 
Do I have to tell to whole story? 
V: Yes, please. 
Male, 24: Yes okay it’s was the New Years Eve before last, no, last Christmas. 
Christmas day, we were there in ((name of his home town)), drinking in a local 
bar, then we went to a friend's place. Then we from there passed out somewhere 
to some floors and so on. Then this one friend who isn’t neither of these ((people 
belonging to the particular community in IRC-galleria)) actually. Then. In the 
morning he like. Woke up there, put on his coat right away, and stood up and 
said bye bye and got out without saying anything. Then this my friend told about 
this case and we thought this was such a sharp start that we. Had to establish a 
community. 

 

The meaning of inside joke communities for constructing a feeling of affinity is 

emphasized in the observation that interviewees rarely use inside joke communities for 

information exchange. Discussion on the discussion board of the community was 

considered senseless, and the significance of it was that it was “just being there”.  

Asking people to join communities is common in IRC-galleria. If the one asking you to 

join is an acquaintance, joining the community is more likely. The maintenance of IRC-

galleria had noticed this same phenomenon: at the same time I was conducting the 

interviews, the community feature in IRC-galleria was renewed, and an option for 

inviting people to communities was added. Moreover, the inspiration to join a certain 

community can be derived from other people's profiles. This is the case especially with 

inside joke communities: noticing and understanding an inside joke from a community 

list of an acquaintance can be interpreted as constructing and reproducing the 

conception of a closed circle. 
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In a case when a stranger had joined a community which was an inside joke for three 

sisters, he was accepted as a member because apparently he shared the same last name. 

Other interviewees had not experienced strangers joining their own inside communities. 

However, when asked about the hypothetic situation of a stranger joining one, the 

interviewees imagined that they would react with wonder about the motives of the 

stranger to join the community. Still, they would not be offended in any other way. 

Even though people who do not get the joke are not aggressively despised, there is 

always a distinction made to outsiders who do not get the joke by the ingroup which 

understands it. It can be concluded that inside joke communities are a tool for 

constructing and reproducing the affinity of a group of friends. 

6.2.5 Dedicating Photos and the Ihkuboksi 

Another way of performing close relationships in IRC-galleria is the dedicating, 

“ommaus”, of photos to friends. The custom is that you publish a photo and a friend 

sends you a comment and asks you to dedicate the photo to him or her. The one who 

dedicates writes the real name or the nick of the person to whom the photo is dedicated 

in the caption. This can be done also by adding note boxes to the picture itself, if the 

one dedicating is a VIP member. The texts attached to the boxes become visible when 

one hovers over the box with the cursor. The illustration below is a parody of this 

phenomenon by a member of IRC-galleria.  

The text in the balloon in the illustration refers to another characteristic of 

communication in IRC-galleria comparable to the dedicating of photos: writing names 

of friends into the “ihkuboksi”, the box under the list of communities. The names are 

often followed by symbols like hearts (<3) and adjectives (e.g. ”important!”) 

underscoring the meaning of the person. Underneath the names is usually a text “tell me 

if you're missing”. Names can be put in the box by the profile owner's own initiative, or 

people can ask themselves to be included similarly as with dedicating photos. These 

forms of performing one's social relationships are popular especially among the younger 

(12–14 years) interviewees, whereas older ones do not actually use them at all. 
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Picture 2: Dedications in a photo. "Yo brother <3 do ya wanna b in my ihkuboxi? ;>". Photo of the 
day 10.1.2007. (Permission for publishing granted from the profile owner) 
 

Like “pointless” communication, challenges and inside jokes, dedicating is interpreted 

here as a ritual where the social relationships are reproduced through a certain 

performance. Here the publicity of the profiles is essential, because without the 

audience a performance would not be a performance. The friend lists which boyd (2004) 

and boyd and Heer (2006) approached as articulations of social relationships, are 

missing from IRC-galleria. Nonetheless, the presentation of social networks is clearly 

very important for the members, since other forms serving the same purpose like the 

ones represented here have been invented, even though they were not given as ready-

made features by the developers. However, in contrast to boyd (2004) and boyd and 

Heer (2006), I would not interpret the friends present in one's profile solely as a way to 
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“advertise” one's own identity through the people one communicates with. Based on the 

analysis presented above, I would consider them rather as ways to perform the group 

identity and to foster the affinity between the people involved in this ritual.  

7 Discussion 
In this chapter, I evaluate the credibility of this research process in producing the 

conclusions presented. Firstly, the epistemological suppositions of the research, i.e. 

what kind of knowledge can be attained through interviews, are reconsidered. Secondly, 

the researcher's position in the research process and the choices made during it are 

evaluated. The credibility of the analysis process and the possibility of making 

generalizations from the findings of this research are considered thereafter. Finally, 

other possible perspectives for approaching social networking sites in social 

psychological research and ideas for further study are presented.  

7.1 Epistemogical Considerations 

Using interviews as a method of generating material has faced critique about its 

epistemological assumptions, which present that knowledge about people's behavior and 

experiences can be obtained through asking them questions. It is criticized that 

interviews only capture the norms, not the actual behavior or the “authentic” feelings. 

This can be apparent also in the case of surveys, as a research by Acquisti and Gross 

(2006) shows. They explored the reported purposes of Facebook usage with a survey as 

a part of their studies concerning privacy in social networking sites. They were quite 

clever at asking on the one hand what the person him- or herself uses the service for, 

and on the other, what the respondents think their peers use it for. No one admitted 

using it for dating or self-promotion, but reported that it was useful mostly for being in 

contact with friends. Concerning peers, instead, the case was different. The respondents 

reported that peers use it exactly for self-promotion or finding dates.  

The distinction between the meanings given to one's own membership in IRC-galleria 

and the views about other members' motivations differed in this research in the same 

way as in the survey conducted by Acquisti and Gross (2006). However, in this research 

this distinction came up only when talking about the behavior and motivations of 

unfamiliar people. When talking about peers who were well known, this phenomenon 

did not occur. Of course, the intention can be to protect the ingroup from criticism, but 
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also the ingroup members have more information for being able to understand their 

peers' behavior. Degrading arguments refer more probably to the motivations and 

behavior of a generic IRC-galleria member, which reflects the general representation of 

IRC-galleria as a place for attention-seeking teenagers.  

Even if the significance given to already established relationships were only reflecting 

the ideal of having many friends, it offers information about the things that are valued 

among the members of IRC-galleria. Playing with new identities, hiding behind 

anonymity or being able to initiate contacts with random people are not considered 

essential in being a member of IRC-galleria. On the contrary, the meaning of already 

established acquaintanceship is interpreted in this research to be a central issue. If 

relationships are initiated, these are often based on shared interests and continued to 

other media and face-to-face interaction. 

7.2 Researcher's Position in the Research Process 

In qualitative research, the most important thing for judging the credibility of the 

research is that the researcher describes all the phases and explains the choices she or he 

has made in the research, from the topic to conclusions, so that the reader is able to 

scrutinize them (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 214). In this study, these decisions are 

explained in the corresponding chapters. This chapter evaluates how these choices 

affected the material generated and the kinds of interpretations made. In addition, 

researcher's position concerning the aims and the socio-political context of this study is 

evaluated. 

The sampling of the interviewees was designed so that in the end it provided variable 

viewpoints to the issue, which was assured by paying careful attention to the saturation 

of the research material. New interviews were conducted until new issues did not come 

up. The composition of the group of interviewees was not restricted to a particular age 

group, gender or even dwelling place, but was related to the composition in IRC-galleria. 

This research did not treat IRC-galleria solely as a place for teenagers, but was as well 

interested in the views of young adults. Despite the differences in the forms in which 

different age groups maintain their established social networks, they can nevertheless be 

regarded as linked by the importance of having these networks maintained. Variance in 

age or gender is of course not the only factor producing differences in viewpoints, even 
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though they are common background variables in survey studies. Youth subcultures are 

probably even a stronger factor causing differences in what kind of meanings are given 

to IRC-galleria. Choosing the interviewees from different social circles ensured that 

they did not represent only one particular subculture. However, representatives of some 

distinctive youth subcultures, for example manga or heavy metal fans were missing. 

Examining the meanings of IRC-galleria for a certain subculture would be a relevant 

subject for further research. 

The selection of the interviewees was evaluated above, but researcher's position is even 

more essential when conducting the interviews. Information is not simply teased out 

from the interviewees, but the material is always generated in interaction between the 

interviewer and the interviewee. The point in evaluating the interaction in the interview 

is not to make sure that the influence of the researcher on the material generated is 

minimized, but rather to understand how this interaction works. (Mason, 2002, 65, 74.) 

Alasuutari (1995, 149) applies the principles of symbolic interactionism and Goffman's 

(1974) concept of frame to conceptualize how the participants define the situation 

together and act according to their interpretations. Different interaction situations 

therefore generate different research material. (Alasuutari, 1995, 149.) 

Conducting the interviews in front of the computer where the interviewee could use 

IRC-galleria at the same time proved to be essential because that way it was easy for the 

interviewees to show examples of the things they talked about. Moreover, having 

something to do with your hands and to look at helped the interviewees to be at ease in 

the situation. Conducting the interviews in a place familiar to the interviewee most 

probably made the situation even more comfortable. The questions inspired the 

interviewees to talk about their experiences, only the interviews with people who go to 

junior high school required more effort since there it was most difficult to construct a 

situation where the interviewees could open up about their experiences. I interpret that 

this was because they interpreted the situation as a place where they were accused of 

suspicious behavior, especially because of the negative publicity IRC-galleria had 

received at the time. Instead of a researcher, I might have been identified as a teacher or 

parent grilling the respondent with questions. These kind of setbacks need not be treated 

as negative because they can provide meaningful cues about the topic of research 

(Alasuutari, 1995, 149). In this case, this provided support for the interpretations that 
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IRC-galleria is something which is considered a private space for interacting with peers, 

and adults with their worries are acknowledged but treated as outsiders.  

Moreover, I believe that asking the interviewees to describe the last time they for 

example commented to a stranger helped them to describe the situation and produced 

more detailed information, than asking about a general incident. However, stranger 

might still have been a too value-laden word for the interviewees to disclose about their 

experiences. For example, interacting with “a person not known before” would perhaps 

have raised more connotations of courage than foolhardiness. The only thing that I 

would reconsider is the form in which the sociograms were asked. Although the 

sociograms allowed the interviewees to freely name the groups and individuals which 

they regarded as important for them, a template with pre-defined questions, e.g. name 

three closest friends, in school, in hobbies, etc., would have improved their 

comparability.  

It was notable considering the sociograms that the older (up from 15 years) interviewees 

produced abstract groups, and specifying questions were asked to find out who in 

particular belonged to them. On the contrary, the younger ones listed all the people they 

considered important to themselves, and the groups were constructed with specifying 

questions. This can be explained by the differences in the levels of cognitive 

development. Piaget’s theory of cognitive development argues that by the age of 16, 

adolescents have proceeded to the stage of formal thought. It means that the individual 

is able to detach his or her thoughts from the "concrete" reality and action and to think 

about them reflectively and theoretically (Demetriou, 1998, 186; Piaget 1950, 147–150), 

and in this case to consider the separate individuals as abstract groups. The level of the 

cognitive development of the interviewees would be relevant to take into account in 

further studies. Nevertheless, this research offers background information about the 

groups and individuals that the interviewees might regard important, for designing the 

templates in further studies. 

In the case of participant observation, the position of the researcher was not equally 

essential in generating the material. Contrary to participant observation conducted in 

physical places or smaller online communities where the researcher is necessarily a part 

of the interaction environment, in IRC-galleria the researcher can participate without 

being noticed. Without actively making contact with other members, interaction with 
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them was rare. Participant observation therefore supported the findings that without 

established offline contacts the service is not nearly as attractive.  

In the case of analysis, it must be made clear how the researcher ended up with the 

conclusions presented. The systematic description of the analysis process was presented 

in chapter 5, in order to allow the reader to follow how codes, categories and themes 

were formulated and how they relate to the presentation of the results of the analysis. 

Silverman (2001, 238–240) and Mason (2002, 197) emphasize the constant evaluation 

of researcher's explanations: they have to be put to test during the whole research 

process to enhance the validity of the research. Researchers should constantly attempt to 

falsify their presumptions of the material.  

Constant evaluation and attempts to falsify my own interpretations were realized in the 

analysis process in all the phases of coding, categorizing and conceptualizing. Having 

made the codes, categories or themes the material was examined again to see if there 

were instances which did not fit the constructed model. If such instances were found, 

the categories were reconstructed. For example, having first categorized the codes under 

the categories of negative and positive encounters, going through the material again 

showed that not all speech about strangers fits into these categories. Then the categories 

were modified again, and neutral encounters and the contradictory positive comments 

were separated to their own categories. In addition, the offline–online distinction 

derived from previous research appeared to be an irrelevant categorization, since the 

level of acquaintanceship appeared to play a more significant role in the social networks 

related to IRC-galleria. The reader can judge the credibility of the categorization 

through quotations represented in corresponding chapters.  

Researcher's position has to be evaluated also in wider scope than just inside the 

research itself. This means considering how the values and interests of both the 

researcher, the other parties involved in the research and the socio-political environment, 

affect the choices done during the research. The question about implicit values is not 

limited to methodology, but starts from the choosing and conceptualizing the research 

topic and continues to the practical implications of the research. (Silverman, 2001, 260.) 

The purpose of research is never just to produce more knowledge to the world, but 

different parties involved in the process may have divergent interests, for example about 
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social and political change, economic benefits or personal advancement. Therefore, the 

societal context of the research should always be considered. (Mason, 2002, 21.)  

Since this research is a case study in a research project where the Finnish pulp and paper 

industry is involved, the question of how their interests affect the research has to be 

taken into account as well. I would argue that in conducting this case study, the 

influence of the industry was not remarkable. Their influence was limited to choosing 

the particular photo gallery for the case study, and giving the very general research 

problem of finding out what the service is about. The conceptualizing of the research 

questions and choosing the methods was on my responsibility. Moreover, all the results 

in this case study are public. Although the purpose of this research project is to develop 

knowledge for the needs of the pulp and paper industry, the point is to approach IRC-

galleria from a user-centered viewpoint. This means that members of a certain 

community are involved in the concept design process. 

I consider that this point is not in contradiction to my own interests and values, since I 

was as well interested in how the members themselves view IRC-galleria as a medium 

for social interaction. My purpose was to bring alternative explanations for the despise 

internet photo galleries have received in media and public discussion, which have 

explained the popularity by the possibility to get attention and stressed the dangerous 

encounters with strangers. The approach was emancipatory in the sense that the voice of 

the subjects of all media publicity was heard, and I do not see that the aims of the 

research project would contradict this.  

7.3 Possibilities for Generalizations 

Generalizing in qualitative research differs from the logic of generalization in 

quantitative research where the explanations should be generalized from an empirical 

sample to a defined population (Alasuutari, 1995, 241). In qualitative research, 

generalizations are not made from the empirical material, but instead from the 

conclusions which are made of the material. Therefore, the generalizations that can be 

made in qualitative studies have been characterized as theoretical instead of empirical. 

(Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 67–68.) This means that the research is an example of a 

more general cultural structure, not a representative of a defined population (Alasuutari, 

1995, 241). Alasuutari (1995, 243) emphasizes local explaining in qualitative research. 

Explanations given to the phenomenon studied must fit the empirical material as neatly 
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as possible and guiding principles found in the material must support the conclusions. 

When the inner coherence of the particular case is well-grounded, the general 

significance of the results of the analysis may then be scrutinized. (Alasuutari, 1995, 

244; Flick, 2002, 230–231.)  

In exploring a particular phenomenon, qualitative research aims to explain what the 

phenomenon is actually all about, by offering an explanation model which would give a 

new perspective to a phenomenon which is well known but which people are not 

conscious of (Alasuutari, 1995, 234–236). IRC-galleria is certainly a phenomenon very 

well known to its members, who recognize the significance of established relationships 

and the rituals of interaction. If the research is valid, they will also recognize the 

explanations given to them. IRC-galleria has also derived a lot of attention in the media, 

and moreover, parents might know about the existence of the Gallery if their children 

use it. It is a strange culture for the ones outside it, but raises a lot of interest because of 

its popularity and controversial relation to privacy. This research offers explanations for 

the outsiders who are wondering why the service has gained such popularity among 

young people. However, as well, the members who are inside the culture may not have 

thought about how being a member of the service relates to the forming and maintaining 

of their social networks. Therefore, this research also offers another perspective for 

them to view their everyday interaction.  

Since the aim was to understand the meanings IRC-galleria for its members, a possible 

procedure for validation could be respondent validation. In respondent validation, the 

interpretations made in this research are given back to the interviewees or other 

members of IRC-galleria for evaluating. The purpose is to see how the researcher's 

interpretations fit in with the experiences the interviewees themselves have. (Silverman, 

2001, 235; Mason, 2002, 193.) However, both Silverman (2001, 235) and Mason (2002, 

193) claim that respondent validation is not a quick fix for enhancing the credibility of 

the research. The biggest problem in it usually is that the subjects of research are not 

familiar with all the social scientific jargon in which the research report is written. This 

problem could be overcome in the case of this study by giving the interpretations for 

evaluation after clustering, before conceptualizing where the jargon enters the stage. 

Moreover, as Silverman (2001, 235) argues, respondent validation can still have value 
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in offering guiding principles to which the research could turn its focus. Therefore, 

respondent validation would be a relevant part of further research. 

By abstracting the explanations to a sufficient level the explanations can be applied to 

other similar contexts as well (Alasuutari, 1995, 235, Flick, 2002, 230–231). The aim of 

this research is not to generalize its findings to all or even the majority of the members, 

but its conclusions could be utilized as one possible explanation to understand the 

behavior of the members of IRC-galleria or similar social network sites. It has to be 

remembered that this research examined a social networking site from the viewpoint of 

social networks and left out its meanings concerning other aspects of life. These might 

be found if the focus would be on the motivations of use in general or for example on 

how the service is used just for browsing, not interaction. In Finland there exist other 

photo galleries popular among young people as well, and the cultures in them are very 

probably different, especially concerning the regulations about what kind of photos can 

be published. Therefore, more than relating the findings to the photo galleries of the 

internet, they might better apply to social networking sites.  

Being able to compare the conclusions with previous research improves generalizability 

(Alasuutari, 1995, 66). When comparing the results of this research to previous research 

on social networking sites, the issues of the significance of already established networks 

and performing these appear as well, especially in the studies of boyd (in press, 2004, 

boyd & Heer, 2006). This research adds to this pioneering research on social 

networking sites the perspective which views profiles and communities as performances 

of social networks, not solely of personal identities. Moreover, this study offers support 

for the findings of Wellman and his colleagues from their research on computer 

networks as social networks, namely that people use computer networks both for being 

in contact with their existing networks and for enlarging them, founding on shared 

interests or need of company. 

7.4 Ideas for Further Research 

Active members are only one user group of IRC-galleria. Studying groups that relate to 

IRC-galleria in some other way would give very different perspectives on what IRC-

galleria is considered to be among the Finnish youth and what its meanings for social 

networks are. A suggestion for further research would be to study statistically atypical 

members of IRC-galleria, like people over 25 years. Moreover, non-users, ex-members 
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or people who have a profile in IRC-galleria but do not visit it would further shed light 

on the issue. Lurkers, people who are not registered to the service but view the photos 

without seeing the comments, could also be a relevant group for studying. In their case 

is not fulfilled the implicit mutual contract of revealing things about one's personal life 

necessary for the functioning of social networking sites. Asking why people do not 

register to IRC-galleria could generate information about the significance of joining it 

by offering a different perspective. Nevertheless, in studying these groups, the 

researcher will have to pay careful attention to not treating them as deviants, which 

would affect their willingness for self-disclosure. 

The culture in IRC-galleria is constantly changing, and the possibilities for maintaining 

social networks are developed. Although the ways to maintain social networks may take 

new forms, the proposed idea about constructing social networks through ritual 

interaction might still be applied to them. Even though the members do not regard IRC-

galleria as a community they belong to, they share similar rituals of reproducing their 

own personal communities. Now when this research has concluded that members have a 

variety of ways to perform their social networks even without friends lists, these ways 

could be more closely scrutinized. Further research could focus on how these rituals are 

developed in the framework of a particular site. This requires paying more attention to 

the role of technology, which could be explored by finding out which features of IRC-

galleria foster social networking, and how the users develop their own ways to use these 

features.  

On the other hand, further research could also go to the other extreme considering the 

relation between technology and society. In studying the meanings given to IRC-

galleria research could go further to social constructionism by examining the processes 

through which these meanings are constructed in social interaction, in the spirit of Grint 

and Woolgar (1997, 32–33). In their view, technology does not have any “true” essence, 

but it is brought into existence only through symbolic representation. Following 

Foucault (1980), they argue that since power and knowledge are inextricable, power is 

always present in these representations. By examining what kinds of discourses (ways 

to construct our reality symbolically) different groups reproduce when they describe the 

service, it could be examined who actually has the power to define IRC-galleria and the 

meanings attached to it. 
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For complementing the findings of this research, quantitative social network analysis 

would be very illuminating. This has been realized by boyd and Heer (2006) in their 

studies of Friendster. They studied social networking sites with qualitative interviews 

and found out that friend groups of offline life are the ones with whom one interacts in 

online contexts. By using a social network visualizer to map the social networks of a 

user through friend lists in Friendster, they were able to support their findings. Since 

IRC-galleria has no public friend lists, this requires a way to define the criteria of being 

connected to each other: is visiting a person's profile a sufficient criterion, or does it 

require commenting or even dedicating photos. The different forms of contacting found 

in this research can help in defining this or at least knowing that also other forms of 

being in contact than commenting exist.  

Although the Gallery consists of networks of people, there may exist inside these 

networks subcultures and groups who share the same values and interests. With social 

network analysis, it would be possible to map these groups by finding out what kind of 

communicative clusters there are to be found in IRC-galleria and to compare them with 

offline relations. Nevertheless, the need to enhance group identities in dispersed 

networks has its drawbacks. It can lead to excluding or even aggressively attacking 

certain groups or individuals. This is why it would be important also to study which 

groups do not use photo galleries or social networking sites and the meanings they give 

to them. It would help to understand the meaning of social networking sites and photo 

galleries in society and culture, not just in the lives of their active members. 

Quantitative network analysis supposes that it can use the reports of a sample of 

respondents to draw conclusions about their networks. There is again the difficulty of 

knowing whether people report their actual behavior or just norms relating to it. To 

access actual behavior, collecting data about to whom people comment and which pages 

they visit should be used as methods. Nevertheless, without actors explaining their 

behavior, researchers would have to rely on their own interpretations of this data. If the 

interest would focus on the actual behavior of the members when they use the service, 

observing people in the concrete situation where they use the service and by 

interviewing them about their use would be relevant methods. It would bring the 

materiality of the technology better into focus, compared to approaches that concentrate 

only on the social interactions taking place through the technology. In any case when 

studying the use of technology, choosing the level of analysis becomes an essential 
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question. It can vary from studying the ways of using the technology in physical 

contexts, through concentrating on the interaction mediated by them to examining social 

representations or discourses about them. 

Choosing the perspective depends on what aspect of the use of a social networking site 

is the focus of interest: the actual use and its motives, interaction, or the everyday 

conceptualizations of them. In order to get a complete picture about what a social 

networking site is all about requires the triangulation of methods as well as theories. 

The complete picture could be capable of being studied for example with an 

ethnographic approach, for example by generating data with a single school class, which 

would include also people who are not members of IRC-galleria. This research has 

already contributed to the issue by exploring the significance of IRC-galleria in social 

networking, but possibilities for examining social networking sites solely from social 

psychological perspectives are still innumerable. 

8 Conclusions 
This research explored the meanings given to IRC-galleria in maintaining and extending 

social networks. These meanings were explored with a phenomenologico-hermeneutical 

approach complemented with constructionistic views. The research problem was 

specified by questions about the relation of online and offline networks and the forms in 

which these are reconstructed. This chapter summarizes the results of the analysis which 

are then reflected to the discussion and the questions imposed in the Introduction about 

the transformation of both the internet and our society. 

The central conclusion in the analysis was that in being a member of IRC-galleria more 

value is given to already established offline ties, which also play a significant role in 

getting familiarized with the Gallery. Friends are considered as the audience of the 

photos and kept in mind when choosing the photos to be published. Offline friends are 

as well considered the most important interaction partners compared to unfamiliar 

people, who did not play such a significant role in IRC-galleria. These findings 

contradict the hyped notion of virtual communities and internet as media that allow 

being in contact with people from around the world, and as well the fears of internet 

destroying close relationships. The distinction between offline and online social 

networks seems even to be unsuitable for examining the social networks around a social 
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networking site. When studying social networking sites from the perspective of social 

networks, it can be concluded from this research that social networks should be 

approached considering the level of acquaintanceship, instead of the bilateral distinction 

to online and offline networks. It was notable that even when talking about strangers the 

interviewees referred to half-acquaintances or friends of friends, with whom contacts 

are enhanced in IRC-galleria by finding them through the profiles of common friends or 

in shared communities.  

Moreover, IRC-galleria is utilized for being in contact with dispersed networks and 

connecting them unobtrusively. In social networking sites like IRC-galleria, the 

transition towards using the internet for maintaining already established relationships is 

evident if this phenomenon ever was absent. This research supports the views, presented 

for example by Wellman and his associates (see chapters 3.2.4, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3), that it 

is time to pay attention to the role of ”offline” ties in being a member of these services. 

The interaction in computer networks is - despite its “globality” - strongly connected to 

locality. IRC-galleria is used in a particular physical place and the social networks in 

this place are significant in its use.  

Despite the central part which the already existing relationships play, IRC-galleria can 

also be considered as a medium to initiate contact with strangers, for example to find 

soul mates outside one's closest social networks, or just someone to talk to. However, as 

a whole, IRC-galleria is not considered a community, where simply being a member 

could act as a common denominator. This may also be due to the structure of the 

Gallery: even though a central point in the concept of Web 2.0 is the possibility to 

participate and contribute in creating content for the good of the whole community, the 

starting point in the sites is practically always the personal profile of an individual. This 

differs from the earlier notion of virtual communities as places where anonymous 

people contribute to the common discussion around a particular topic. That is why I 

consider Wellman's concept of a personal community to fit social networking sites and 

other sites typical for Web 2.0 better than the concept of a virtual community in the 

traditional sense. Rather than an imagined community, IRC-galleria is considered more 

like a public space where “everybody is” and an easy way to know how others are doing 

without disturbing them. Similarly as in other public spaces, strangers are a part of the 

social environment, and encounters with them are unfortunately not always positive.  
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Since inside these networks there can still exist groups of friends - often established in 

offline contexts - I would not throw aside the concept of group identity. To be more 

faithful to the theories of Wellman and his colleagues, who claim that relationships in 

today's society should not be seen as closed communities but rather as open social 

networks, the concept of group identity could be refined to network identity. 

Nevertheless, as can be seen from this study, these ties do not exist as such, but they 

have to be constructed and reconstructed in social interaction. The same efforts, which 

have to be done to initiate and reconstruct them in face-to-face interaction, are equally 

evident, but take new forms in IRC-galleria. Revealing personal details of one's life and 

social relationships can be interpreted to foster social networks through performing 

them publicly. In online environments, the power of interaction rituals to construct 

togetherness may perhaps even be strengthened, since through this technology these 

performances become public and stay visible longer than in face-to-face interaction. 

In addition to considering the performance of established social networks as a way to 

reconstruct them in mediated communication, it can be interpreted to reflect the 

importance given to them. Social relationships can still be concluded to be important, 

even the personal profiles are always the “property” of an individual. Constructing 

togetherness through ritual performance is reflecting the significance of social 

relationships in using a medium that has been considered in public discussion and in 

media as a stage for self-promotion. Profiles are not solely put up for self-performance 

but for performing social relationships as well. The appreciation of social contacts has 

not disappeared. IRC-galleria is a way to interact with people, to maintain established 

relationships and to initiate new ones, not just a way to boost one's ego. 

Since the internet is not a separate entity but a part among others, of our society, it is 

relevant to reflect the changes happening in the ways to use the internet to the changes 

taking place in the whole society. IRC-galleria is an interesting example where the 

dilemma of second modernity mentioned by Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002) - 

between individualistic self-promotion and construction of community - is evident. 

Maneuvering social networks in social networking sites is not a lone project, but carried 

out together with others. IRC-galleria could be interpreted as a useful way to manage 

one's social networks in the time of dispersed and shattered relationships, and to find 

people with whom to socialize. Like adults, younger people also use the service for 
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forming and maintaining social networks, through which they may gain cultural capital. 

IRC-galleria offers a way to both maintain existing ties and to initiate new ones. Most 

peculiarly, it is utilized for achieving resources through weak ties: half-acquaintances 

and friends of friends. Resources like cultural capital may flow in the networks and to 

achieve these resources the networks have to be kept alive.  

One explanation for the popularity of IRC-galleria could therefore be that if ready-made 

values, identities and models for behavior cannot be obtained anymore from densely 

knit communities, services like the Gallery offer a good forum for searching and testing 

them. The feedback does not have to be in the form of explicit praises or name-calling, 

but having no comments at all may be important feedback as well. In addition to getting 

feedback from other members of IRC-galleria, the members can themselves “stalk” 

others' profiles to find out how one should behave to be accepted, for example in a 

certain subculture. Social networking sites could therefore be understood as a new kind 

of socialization environment in a networked society.  

Even though the values of the dominant culture are definitely reflected in internet photo 

galleries and marketing forces are involved with them, they can be speculated to offer 

an uncompelled way to construct subcultures. By interacting in social networking sites, 

subcultures could be constructed without having to rely on the representations of the 

mass media. IRC-galleria may sometimes be the stage for self-promotion and excessive 

exhibitionism, but from this research it can be concluded that this exhibitionism is 

functional for maintaining and extending social networks and the subcultures these form. 

Based on the study at hand, I would object the individualistic assumption that using 

photo galleries would just be a way to boost one’s shaky identity in the turmoils of 

adolescence. Rather, I would consider that their popularity is characteristic of the new 

generation which has quite a different attitude towards shame and public embarrassment 

compared to older generations. This different attitude could as well be an explanation 

for why adults have great difficulties in understanding the “shameless” behavior of the 

younger generation. In Goffmanian terms, it could be speculated that the members of 

the new generation put the face of their social networks above their personal face and 

engage in performance teams to maintain their social networks for the price of their own 

face.  
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Appendixes 
 
Appendix 1: The Interview Structure 

Lämmittelynä taustatietojen kyselyä: ikä, missä käy koulua/työskentelee, harrastukset. 
Esittelisitkö oman profiilisi? 

Kertoisitko siitä, miten tutustuit Galleriaan. 

• Milloin ensimmäisen kerran kuulit Galleriasta? 
• Mistä kuulit siitä? 
• Kauanko siitä meni siihen, kun rekisteröidyit?  
• Kenen kanssa teit rekisteröitymisen? 
• Mitä teit ensimmäiseksi kun olit rekisteröitynyt?  
• Milloin sait ensimmäiset kommentit? Keneltä? 

• Muistele edellistä kertaa, kun käytit Galleriaa.  
o Missä käytit? 
o Mihin aikaan vuorokaudesta kävit? 
o Keitä muita oli paikalla? Olitteko yhdessä koneen ääressä? 
o Kauanko olit kirjautuneena? 
o Oliko tämä tyypillinen käyttökerta? -> Miten kuvailisit yleisesti omaa 

Galleriankäyttöäsi? 

Verkostokartan tekeminen  

Pyytäisin piirtämään paperin keskelle ympyrän, joka kuvaa itseäsi. Ympyrän ympärille piirrä 
erikseen suurempia ympyröitä, jotka kuvaavat ryhmiä, porukoita, jengejä, joukkoja joihin kuulut 
ja kirjoita ympyrän sisälle kutakin ryhmää kuvaava nimi. Ryhmät voivat olla niin suuria, että et 
ole koskaan tavannutkaan kaikkia niihin kuuluvia, tai toisaalta voit tuntea henkilökohtaisesti 
kaikki ryhmään kuuluvat ihmiset. Voit samalla myös kertoa, kuinka läheisesti kuulut kuhunkin 
ryhmään.  

Vertaaminen galzusuhteisiin  

Nyt pyytäisin samaan tyyliin laittamaan tähän toiselle paperille ne ryhmät, joukot, porukat tai 
jengit, joihin kuuluvien ihmisten kanssa vaihdat kommentteja tai joiden kuvia käyt katsomassa 
Galleriassa.  

• Mihin ryhmiin kuuluvien profiileihin kommentoit useimmiten? 
• Entä ketkä kommentoivat sinun profiiliasi? 
• Mistä puhutte? Mitä juuri nyt näkyvät kommentit käsittelevät? 
• Milloin joku on viimeksi suuttunut kommentistasi? 
• Entä kommentoimatta jättämisestä? 
• Milloin olet viimeksi katsonut vanhoja kommentteja? 
• Missä muualla näette kuin Galleriassa? 
• Oletko ottanut Gallerian puheenaiheita esille sen ulkopuolella? 
• Minkälaisista asioista puhut mieluummin kasvokkain / entä mielummin Galleriassa? 
• Mieti rauhassa: miten Galleriassa puhutut asiat eroavat kasvokkain puhutuista? 
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Miten kuvailisit Galleriaa? 

• Jos kertoisit IRC-galleriasta jollekin joka ei ole koskaan kuullutkaan siitä, miten kuvailisit 
sitä? 

• Kuvitellaan, että kaverisi ei oikein innoistuisi Galleriasta, mutta haluaisit hänen tulevan 
mukaan. Mitä sanoisit, kun suostuttelisit kaveriasi käymään Galleriassa tai 
rekisteröitymään sinne? 

• Mikä Galleriassa on kivointa? 
• Entä tyhmintä/ärsyttävintä/tylsintä? 
• Minkälainen on Gallerian tyypillinen käyttäjä? – Onko galleria tehty sinulle? No kelle? 
• Entä epätyypillisin? 
• Minkälaiset ihmiset eivät käytä Galleriaa omista tutuistasi? 
• Minkälainen Galleriakäyttäytyminen tuntuu mukavalta? 
• Minkälainen Galleriakäyttäytyminen ärsyttää sinua? 

Uudet tuttavuudet 

• Kommentoitko keidenkään profiileja, joita et tunne? 
• Milloin kävit viimeksi katselemassa tuntemattomien profiileja? 
• Milloin viimeksi käytit satunnaishakua? 
• Oletko tutustunut Galleriassa uusiin ihmisiin, joita et ole tuntenut entuudestaan? 
• Ajattele viimeisintä Galleriassa tapaamaasi uutta ihmistä. Miten löysit hänet? 
• Oletko tavannut hänet “livenä”? 

“Yleisö”  

• Mihin ryhmiin kuuluvien ihmisten tiedät katsovan profiiliasi?  
• Keiden haluaisit katsovan profiiliasi? 
• Keiden et haluaisi katselevan sitä? 
• Onko sinulle tärkeää, että kuka vaan voi nähdä profiilisi?  
• Keitä pidät itsellesi tärkeimpinä kuviesi katsojina? 

Yhteisöt : Esittelisitkö, minkälaisiin yhteisöihin kuulut?  

Ajattele viimeisintä yhteisöä, johon liityit. Miten löysit tämän yhteisön? 

• Miten sait selville, keitä muita yhteisöön kuuluu? 
• Minkälaisia muut yhteisöön kuuluvat ihmiset ovat? 
• Keitä olet pyytänyt liittymään yhteisöön? 
• Keiden et haluaisi liittyvän siihen? 
• Milloin viimeksi kirjoitit yhteisön “keskustelupalstalle”? 
• Milloin viimeksi erosit jostakin yhteisöstä? 
• Minkälaisiin yhteisöihin sinua on pyydetty mukaan? 
• Minkälaisessa yhteisössä olet keskustellut, mutta et ole lisännyt sitä listallesi? 
• Oletko tietoisesti jättänyt liittymättä johonkin yhteisöön, johon olisit ehkä halunnut liittyä? 

Kuvat 

• Muistele kuvaa, jota viimeksi kommentoit. Minkälainen se oli? Mitä kommentoit? Miten 
löysit kuvan? 

• Minkälaisia kuvia yleensä laitat galleriaan? 
• Mitä aiheita? 
• Minkälaista kuvaa et ikinä laittaisi galleriaan? 
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• Ajattele edellistä kuvaa, jonka laitoit galleriaan. Mikä kuvassa oli sellaista, että halusit 
laittaa sen Galleriaan? Kauanko mietit, ennen kuin laitoit kuvan galleriaan?  

• Kuka on ottanut kuvat, jotka olet laittanut esille? 
• Mitä keinoja olet käyttänyt, että muut kommentoisivat kuviasi? 

Ihkuboxi: Millä perusteella valitsit juuri kyseisen jutskan ihkuboxiisi? 

Päiväkirja: Mitä kirjoitit viimeksi päiväkirjaasi? Mistä sait idean kirjoittaa juuri tuosta aiheesta? 

Muun median käyttö 

• Mitä muuta teet koneella kuin olet Galleriassa & millä nettisivuilla käyt? 
• Millä muilla välineillä juttelet niiden ihmisten kanssa, jotka myös ovat galleriassa?  

o Milloin mielummin soitat puhelimella/käytät meseä... kuin menet galleriaan? 
o Oletko joskus mielummin mennyt galleriaan kuin katsonut telkkaria, lukenut 

lehtiä tai soittanut kaverillesi? 

Tulevaisuus 

• Kuvitellaan että Galleria ei toimisi ja sinulla olisi tärkeää asiaa kaverillesi, miten ottaisit 
yhteyttä häneen? 

• Miten elämäsi olisi erilaista ilman Galleriaa? 
• Mitä menettäisit, jos et voisi käyttää Galzua? 
• Mitä menettäisit, jos et voisi enää olla yhteydessä kasvokkain? 
• Kuvittele itsesi viiden vuoden päästä. Käytätkö vielä galleriaa? Keiden kanssa juttelet 

galleriassa? Entä minkälaisia kuvia laitat? Minkälaisiin yhteisöihin kuulut
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Appendix 2:  Interviewee's Contract  
 

Haastateltavan sopimus 
 

Tämä sopimus on osa Tietotekniikan tutkimuslaitos HIIT:n Pamphlet-

projektia. Allekirjoittamalla tämän sopimuksen haastateltava antaa 

tutkimusryhmälle (HIIT:n tutkijat) oikeuden käyttää haastattelumateriaalia 

tutkimustarkoituksiin. Tutkimustarkoituksilla tarkoitetaan materiaalin 

käyttämistä tutkimuksen edistämiseksi. Haastattelumateriaalilla 

tarkoitetaan haastattelun aikana tallennettavaa kuva- ja ääninauhaa. 

Kaikkea haastattelumateriaalia käsitellään ehdottoman luottamuksellisesti, 

eikä sitä luovuteta kolmansille osapuolille.  

 

Tutkimustuloksia voidaan käyttää HIIT:n tutkimuksessa ja tuloksia, eli 

raportteja ja artikkeleita, voidaan luovuttaa kolmansille osapuolille. 

Tutkimustulosten yhteydessä haastateltavan henkilöllisyys pidetään 

salassa.  

 

 

Paikka ja pvm: 

 

 

Haastateltavan allekirjoitus ja nimenselvennys: 

 

 

 

Huoltajan allekirjoitus ja nimenselvennys: 

 

 

 

Tutkijan allekirjoitus: 
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Appendix 3: Original Quotes in Finnish 

The quotes are in the same order as in the text, under the corresponding chapters.  

Getting Introduced to the Culture  

Nainen, 16: Mä en tiedä oisko mun, tai se mun yks kaveri tais sit sanoo sillee tai 
se aika paljo täällä pyöri ni sit sillee, sen kautta oikeestaan sitte. Tutustutti 
minut ja pakotti tänne, ((naurahtaa)). 
V: Pakotti?  
Nainen, 16: Niin no pakotti lainausmerkeissä mut, mm.  
V: Auttoks se sua tekee ton, rekisteröitymisen, vai? 
Nainen, 16: Kyl se tais siinä vähän auttaa joo sillee et vähän et kattoo ensin et 
mitenkä tää nyt toimii ja näin sitte. Kyl sitte on itte tietysti huomannu et ai täs on 
tämmönenki ja, sillee.  
 
V: No, mitä sä teit ihan ekaks sen jälkee ku sä olit rekisteröityny? 
Nainen, 17: Mm, no varmaan just, ehkä ehkä mä kävin sanoo mun kaikille 
kavereille et hei nyt mulki on tääl kuvii tai siis kyl mä olin ennen ku mä olin 
rekisteröityny ni mä tiesin et keil kaikil mun kavereil on ja sit mä tiesin et mil 
nimimerkil niil on ja, sit varmaan just kävin niille sanomas et joo et mullaki on 
nyt kuvii tääl ja sit, kaikki tulee takas ai moi!  

Friends as Communication Partners and Audience 

Nainen, 22: Enkä mä saa mitään nautintoo siitä et jos joku ällö mies on et 
“söpö”.  
 
V: Aa, ku sä laitat jonku kuvan ni mietitsä sä jotenki aa sillee, tai onks sulle 
tärkeetä et muut, kommentoi sitä? 
Nainen, 21: Ei, ei välttämättä. Siis mä oon laittanu enimmäkseen tota. Mun, 
kavereille jotain uutta minusta, ja sitte myöskin mun, just sen takia on kiva et jos 
kavereillakin on jotain uusii kuvia ni näkee. Voi pistää heilleki viestiä voi vitsi 
sul on kivoja kuvia tääl. Ei, ei o semmonen tarkotus että ku et vois tulla viestii et 
voi vitsi onpas sulla hyvä var(???) ootpas sä varmaan hyvä. Eih. 
 
V: Mm. Onks sul sit tai et minkälaista sä niinku et tonne laittais, millast kuvaa? 
Sinne.  
Nainen, 18: ((Naurahtaa)) Äää...En mä oikein osaa sanoa mut jotain sellasta 
justiin että. En ainakaan mitään sellasia. Mihin on justiin, mitä ny joillaki täällä 
on että haluaa vaan kommentteja joiltaki pojilta tai jotain. Sellaasilla, niinku. 
Mitä nyt paljastavat vaatteet päällä ja kaikkia. En ikinä laittais. 

 
V: No tota, aa, onks ketää sellasii, ihmisiä joita sä erityisesti haluisit et kävis 
kattoo, noit sun kuvia? 
Nainen, 17: No ei mul oikeestaa. Ehkä, ehkä jos mä laitan uusii kuvii ni ehkä mä 
laitan enemmän niit mun sellasii, kavereit tai ystävii varten jotka muutenki 
näkee mua koko ajan mut, sillee et ei mul ketää muuta ku just, kaverit ja, nii, ei 
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mul erityisemmin mut. 
 
V: No aa, ketkä näist on sulle niinku sillai tärkeimpii ketkä käy sun profiilii 
kattomas että 
Mies, 18: Eiköhän ne oo ne oikeet kaverit.  
 
V: -- jos ajatellaan niinku tulevaisuutta luuletsä et viel vaik viiden vuoden pääst 
sä käytät tätä Galleriaa?  
Nainen, 21: Joo-o! [V: Joo.] Jos kaverit pysyy siinä niin pysyn minäkin. 
Tottakai, en mä sinne yksin jää. 
 
V: Nii onks sulle tärkeet et et niinku tavallaan kaikki näkee noi kuvat vai 
riittäiskö sulle sellanen et vaa noi, ihan sun tutut niit näkis. 
Nainen, 18: Mm....No ehkä se on pääasias vaan niinku, niinku sillä lailla, tai 
riippuu ihan kuvastaki että. Et jotku niinku on, jos on jotain sellasta, niinku 
huumorijuttuja niin sitten niinku, niinku sillä lailla kaverille ja. Onhan se, niinku 
justiin nää festarikuvatki ni se on niinku kiva kuulla jos joku niinku ihan, ihan 
joku tuntematon tyyppiki jos tulee sanomaa niinku et hieno kuva ni on se kiva 
siis sinällään.  
 
Mies, 24: Pitääpä tarkistaa kenen kanssa mä keskustelen. [V: Joo.] ....Ei tuu 
oikeen mieleen ku kolme tuosta mitä oon merkinny tähän. Elikkä perhe, siskoni, 
molemmilla on täällä nykyään (???). [V: Äiti ja isä ei oo?] Ei oo. Luojan kiitos. 
 
V: Onks ketää sellast ketä sä et, tai niinku sä haluisit, joku joka niinku, ketää 
sellast ketä- kenen sä et haluais kattovan sun, kuvia?  
Mies, 25: ...Mä toivon et ketkää sukulaiset ei kattele mun kuvia. Sillee niinku et. 
Ainakaa mitkää semmoset kauheen vanhoilliset koska mul on kaiken näköst 
kännikuvaa sielä. Niinku, niinku en mä kyl toivois et mun äiti kävis esimerkiks 
kattelemas mun Galtsukuvia. Mut et mä nyt elän siinä toivossa että ei ne, tai 
uskossa et ei ne kyl käykää (täälä) et tota. [V: Mm.] Just on jotkuu sellaset 
niinku. Sitä voi sit taas miettiä et minkä takii joku laittaa semmosii kuvii 
ittestään et joutuis häpeilemään niinku. Niinku vanhempiensa silmissä 
esimerkiks mut niinku että. Sitä pitää itte tavallaan niin, normaaliin siis nehän 
on ihan parhaita kuvia kaikki semmoset mitä, mitä oudompii asioit siinä 
tapahtuu niin ne on just niinku hauskoja. (Et) tota. Tota tota. Ehkä just 
semmoset et joist- joista tulis sit niinku sanomista jälkikäteen että. Kaikil ei ehkä 
ihan niinku huumori sit välttämättä riitä.  
 

Enhancing Contact with Dispersed Networks  

V: No tota, mm. No mites sitte, tota. Aa, mitä sä menettäisit jos et sä vois enää 
käyttää tota, galleriaa? 
Tyttö, 14: No, kyl varmaa aika monen. Niinku, just. Kaukasempaan kaveriin 
yhteyden, tai sillee. Kyl nyt jossain meses voi jutella.  
 
V: Jees, tota. Joo, no. Nyt saat kuvitella tällee tosi, vapaasti että, minkälaist sun 
elämä ois niinku, miten se ois niinku erilaista jos, tätä Galleriaa ei ois? 
Tyttö, 12: Mm, no. No, mä en pystyis, niinku. Mä, tuskin ne enää muistais mua 
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Helsingissä. Ja mä niitä ja. No. Sitte, tulee periaattees kalliimmaks kännykäl 
lähettää tekstareita. Ja, koska mä kuiteski tykkään aina kirjotella kavereille niin. 
Kyl se ois paljo kalliimpaa!  
 
V: -- miten muuten sä oisit jos ei tätä ois ni vaikka, aa, noitten, sukulaisten kans. 
Yhteyksissä jos ei tota Galleriaa ois? 
Mies, 18: Must tuntuu et mä oisin kyl ehkä sukulaisten kaa vähemmän yhteydes 
tai noitten serkkujen jos ei tota olis koska. Usein niinku ((naurahtaa)) muistuu 
mieleen et, tostaki niinku, nä- tai näkee just et on niinku se on tullu online tonne 
tai jotain sit muistaa et voih- vois varmaa vaihtaa pari sanaa niinku. Noidenki 
kanssa ku ei muuten muista yleensä soittaa hirveesti. Kyl se sillee edesauttaa 
sitä ainaki et, tulee enemmän pidettyy yhteyttä niihin.  
 
V: No tota, mm, mites sit jos sä koittaisit houkutella jonkuu ihmisen tonne ni, 
mitä sä sille sanoisit? 
Nainen, 17: No, varmaan just sitä et se on sillee ihan kätevä, noiden 
puolituttujen kans, puhumisessa, periaatteessa. Et, jos, joku semmonen tyyppi 
just et jolle ei vaik koulus kauheesti juttele ni tääl on tosi helppo sillee laittaa 
jotain ja. 
 
V: Täs oikeestaan lopuks tälläsii, voi käyttää mielikuvitusta, että tässä näin, että 
miten sun elämä ois niinku, erilaista jos tätä galleriaa ei olis? 
Poika, 15: Hmm emmä tiiä, mä en varmaa tuntis nii paljoo, ihmisii ku tätä, 
kautta kuitenki niinku tutustuu, tavallaa sillee näkee uusii tyyppejä ja sitä kautta 
tutustuu. Sillei ei, täälä tutustustu mutku sitku näkee niin sit o ai sä oot se. Sillei 
tutustuu. 
V: Millon sä oot sit viimeks, menny, sit, sanoo sillai et aa, mä näin sut gallerias 
Poika, 15: No joku, no ehkä joku kuukaus sitte, pari tyyppii nii mä olin sit sillai 
et te ootte sielt, sä oot sieltä ja sieltä yhteisöstä ja, ollaan joskus nähty ja nii 
eespäin 
V: Olitsä sit. (???) Oliksne kenekään niinku tutuntuttuja vai, oliks ne vaan ihan 
vaan 
Poika, 15: Jaa no, yleensä tutuntuttuja, et, ei nyt ihan niinku tuntemattomii 
kuitenkaa sit nää (???) sit o sillee et hahaa moro! 

“Stalking”  

V: -- jos sul ois joku, kaveri joka ei oikein innostuis tost hommasta, [H#2: Mm-
m] mut sä haluisit kuiteski et se ois siel mukana ni miten sä voisit houkutella 
sitä, sinne liittymään? 
Tyttö, 15: Mä voisin näyttää sielt kaikkii salaisii keskusteluja tyylii et, ja sanoo 
vaa sillee niinku et nää sä menetät kaikki sul ei o käyttäjätunnust. 
 
Nainen, 22: Just, just esimerkiks, yks mun kaveri aina, se käy kattoo sen entisen 
poikaystävän. Jotain kavereiden kommentteja ja sit se on sillee voi ei ne on 
tänää menos sinne ja sinne baariin et ei voida mennä sinne. Kaikkee tommosta. 
 
V: Mites sitte tota, entäs sitte ku se suhde niinku päätty ni, aa, kävit sä sit viel 
kattoo et mitä, sen niinku, profiilii tai [mitenkää? 
Mies, 25: [Eh! Mä en oo käyny sen profiilis kertaakaa. Ja, mää. Mä poistin sen 
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heti niinku kaverilistalta. Mä en ees halunnu et se, nimi vilahtaa mun ruudussa. 
Sillee niinku et pois se, mielestä (???). [V: Joo] Mä oon nähny et se on käyny 
kaks kertaa mun, tota, profiilissa, ku siin on se vieraslista (nytte). Niinku. Ei. Ei 
mitää yhteyttä.  

Initiating Contact with Strangers  

V: Onks noi ne samat tyypit jotka sulleki sit kommentoi?  
Mies, 24: Joo, no, pääasiassa, sitte jotain randomityyppejä joskus niinku, 
kommentoi jotain ja.  
 
V: Tuleeks sulle niinku muuten, tuntemattomil jotain? 
Tyttö, 15: Tulee välillä. Just sillee joku bongailee, varmaan harrastaa oikeesti 
sitä et painaa satunnaist koko ajan tai, sit etusivul käy niinku kattoo et aha, tuol 
on tommonen, ja sitte käy kattoo sen kuvii ja kommentoi johonki kuvaa.  
V: Minkälaisii sielt on tullu?  
Tyttö, 15: Laidasta laitaan.  
V: Onks mitään tosi ärsyttävii tai tosi kivoi? 
Tyttö, 15: Mm. Mm, mm, mm. No kyl välillä. Mut ei sen, mitään kauheen pahaa 
tullu. Koskaan. 

Shared Interests Fostering Interaction  

Tyttö, 15: -- meidän koira on rodultaan ((koiran rotu)), mä olen perustanu 
tämän yhteisön, [V: Ahaa!] siellä on nykyään hyvin paljon ihmisiä. Ja tääl just 
silleen käy koirakeskusteluu just niinku. Vaikka turkinhoidost ja jostain, 
tämmösist perusjutuista.  
 
Mies, 24: On siis joskus jotain, joku pikkutyttö kommentoi et tosi ihana ja he-
tällasta näin. En oikeen tienny oikeen et miten suhtautuis näihin. Hihi. Tänne on 
tullu tällanen “kuvatekstistä päätellen pelaat ((pelin nimi))”. Jos tiedät tän 
pelin.  
 
V: -- Milloin sä oot aa, viimeks kommentoinu jonku niiku, ihan tuntemattoman 
profiilii?  
Mies, 18: Mm...Koska mä oisin...(???) varmaan mä tässäki kuussa ni laittanu 
jostaki, jos on esimerkiks joku, niinku, hieno kuva, siis sillee niinku. Hieno 
valokuva jostain. Tullu kehuttuu just tai. Kysyttyy et, jotain niinku (ni), 
kiinnostaa kamerat ja kuvaaminen sillee kuiteski jonki verran ni. Kysyny just 
jotain et minkälainen kamera on ja. Sun muuta. Enimmäkseen just sillee et 
tuntemattomille tulee sanottuu tommosii ja, kehuttuu jotain kuvia ja näin.  
 
V: No sä voit miettii tai et jos sulle tulee viel jotain mieleen [Nainen, 18: (Ookke, 
joo)] ni voit sanoo, tost, tost mä viel kysyn tai onks tää joku bändi vai mikä toi 
on toi ((bändin nimi))? 
Nainen, 18: Joo. Se on sellanen mi(???) mä oon ollu tosi kauan. Täällä ja siis, 
keskustelen yleensä kaikista siellä, ku se on niinku yks lempibändeistä ja. Nii, ni 
siel tulee keskusteltua kaikista eniten ja, tiedän sen kautta niitä jotain. Mut ei ne 
sinänsä oo mitään mun niinku, ystäviä täällä. Niinku ehkä voin kommentoida 
johonki kuvaan että. Tai jotain keskustella siitä musiikista. Mut ei mitään 
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sellasta. Mut, no, tuon bändin kautta mä oon kyllä tutustunu yhteen jonka kans 
mä on niinku nykysinki aika hyviä kavereita. Tän kautta, tai ku sillä oli niin. Kun 
on se ihme ihkuboksi, [V: Joo] ni sil oli joku kuva siellä. Niin siitä bändistä ni 
sitte mä kommentoin jotain et heei et (tota) jotain siitä. Nii sitte seki niinku mun-
mulle jotai ja sitte sen kautta niinku me ollaa nyt meses sitte juteltu ja mä olin 
nyt hetki sitte sen luona tual. ((Paikkakunnan nimi)) ja. Se niinku, sen kaut mä 
oon tutustunu siihen et me ollaan tosi hyviä kavereita nykysin.  

Seeking for Company  

Nainen, 21: Välillä (vaik ku on). Ei o mitään semmosta et, mitähän täällä tekis. 
Kaikki nuk- kaikki tutut nukkuu. Kaikki tutut nukkuu ja (tekis) mieli vaan jutella 
jonku kanssa, menee IRC-galleriaan juttelemaan. 
 
V: Joo. Ookka, ookka. Ooksä sit niinku, mm, alkanu, aa niinku, tai oikeestaan 
tutustunu tai kommentoinu iha, tai vaihtanu niinku noit kommentteja tai jotain 
niinku joidenki sellasten, ihmisten kaa ketä sä et ois aikasemmin, [tuntenu? 
Tyttö, 14: [Joo. Just jotain niinku et. Mm. Kivoi kuvii ja sitte, just jotain tällast. 
Niiku et. Onpa kiva sää tänää, jotai tällast. [V: Okei] Tai et, niiku et. No, jos se 
on vaik samas yhteisössä. Nii, sit voidaan ehkä puhuu siit jotain, esim jos vaik 
musiikkiyhteisössä, ni sit voidaa puhuu siit musii-sen tyypin musiikista. Tai 
jotain tällast. 
 
30.12.06 03:27 <((kommentoijan nikki))> :o siel o lunta 
30.12.06 03:27 <((tutkijan nikki))> Mis? 
30.12.06 03:28 <((kommentoijan nikki))> no siel 
 
V: --Oot sä muita niinku, tavannu sitte, tai et jos sul oli joku et ketä sä oot. Tuol 
vaa tavannu ni oot sä sit niit näin niinku oikeesti, tai livenä nähny sitte, [Tyttö, 
15: Mm] sellasii kehen sä oisit vaa tuol tutustunu. 
Tyttö, 15: Joo esimerkiks ton ((henkilön nikki))n joka on tossa noin. Se, rupes 
juttelee mulle joskus, mm, niinku muutama vuos sitte varmaa. Sit, ku se asu 
niinku yllättäen täs lähellä ja sit me ollaa sen jälkee nähty pari kertaa ja sillee. 
Se on just iha kiva tyyppi.  
 
V: Mikä ois, oisko sul esimerkki et kenelt sä oisit niinku ihan tuola, [Mies, 18: 
Mm] tutustunu? 
Mies, 18: Kukahan ois semmonen. Hmm...(???)...Tähän mä oon tutustunu tääl 
joskus, pari vuot sitte ja nyt me ollaa niinku, aika paljo oltu, niinku siel 
((paikkakunta)) sit käyty kaikkien meidän kavereitten kaa ja nyt kaikki niinku 
tuntee tyyliin noitten kaverit ja me tunnetaan ne. 

Undesirable Comments 

Nainen, 21: Tääl on yks joku ihme ukko ja, joka ei antanu yhtää rauhaa. Välillä 
tuntuu oikeesti että, tuntemattomille tekis mieli pistää vaan kaikki tuntemattomat 
mustalle listalle ku ei, ehkä häi- se on vaan niin häiritsevää joku pistää viestin 
sit ei vastaakaa siihen, koska ei kiinnosta vastata sille ihmiselle.  
 
V: Minkälaisii juttui ne on käyny niinku? 
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Tyttö, 12: Nimittelee kaikkii, lol huora ja tämmöstä. 
--- 
V: Joo, onks ne koulussa samanlaisii että [nimittelee kaikkee tollasta? 
Tyttö, 12: On.  
 
Mies, 25 :Mä en vaan vastannu sille mitään ni sit se, lopetti sen jossain 
vaiheessa. 

The Role of Other Mediums  

V: Mites se lähti sitte? Toi, juttu. 
Mies, 18: Mitenköhän se lähti. Just jossain, jotain niinku ko- tai siis, mä oon 
kommentoinu varmaan tolle tai toi mulle alunperin mä en muista sitte on vaan 
lisätty Messengeriin ja nähty jossain pari kertaa ja, tällee. Sit se mun, yks kaveri 
itseasias seurusteli ton kans tos, puol vuotta. Silleen. 

Meeting New Acquaintances in Person  

V: Miten te silloin päätitte tota, nähä sit ihan. 
Mies, 25: Öm. No me tiedettiin et me ollaan molemmat Helsingissä silloin ja sit 
tota. Mä olin baarissa, ((kaverin nimi)) kanssa ja sit ((Galleriatuttavuuden 
nimi)) tuli sinne käymään. 
 
V: Missä te silloin onnistuitte niinku, tapaamaan tai (???) 
Mies, 18: No, just ku on käyny niinku jossain. Tai, kävin ((paikkakunta)) viime 
kesänä ni mä kävin moikkaa yht kaverii siellä ja. Sit ((paikkakunta)) ohi ajetaa 
aina melkee siit, jos mennää vaik vanhemmil meen käymää ni sitte, siel käy aina 
moikkaa yht kaverii.  
 
V: Aa, milloin sä oisit viimeks, johonki tutustunu, tai? 
Nainen, 21: Mmm...Se taitaa olla yks poika. Se, me nähtiin, tosi paljo juteltii 
mesessä ja kaikkee ja, irc-gallerias ja kaikkee sitten, oliks se juhannuksena. 
Nähtiin juhannuksena et joo moi, sä oot ((pojan nimi)), ei tietysti nimellä vaan 
heti, ((naurahtaa)) nikillä! 
 
Mies, 25: ((Naisen nimi)), sen kans mä juttelen. Mä näin sen eilen ensimmäist 
kertaa baarissa. Ja se tunnisti mut ja sit me vaihdettii muutama sana.  
 
V: Tota, mm, miten sit päinvastoin tai tosta että, mitä sä menettäisit jos et sä 
vois olla enää kasvokkain et sä pystyisit olee vaan gallerias. 
Nainen, 22: ((Hehehe)). En mitään, no ei. No se ois aika kauheet. Mä 
mielummin luopuisin ehkä galleriasta, ((heh)). 
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Face engagement with familiar strangers from IRC-galleria 

Nainen, 18: Joo, että. Mä muistan ainaki, ku Provinssis oli tuo ((bändin nimi)) 
kakstuhattaneljä vuonna niin niin kyl mä muistan et mä näin siel jotain ihmisiä 
jotka niinku oli. Muistin niin Galleriakuvista että hei tuo on tuo. Ja joskus 
muutenki festareilla, viimeksi nyt Ruisrokis. Ni oli joku, et tunnisti hei tuo on tuo, 
tai niinku muisti et on kattonu sen kuvia ku ne on ollu jotenki niinku, tosi hienoja 
ni jääny mieleen ne ja sitte muisti että tuo on tuo. Tai se on jotenki hauskaa.  
V: Oot sä niille, menny puhuu joskus, (sillee et) tutustunu? 
Nainen, 18: No en mä sinällään oo viittiny mennä mutta. Yks mun kaveri ni 
kommeentoi tai siis, kommen-heh sano näin livenä sille että, sul on hienoja 
kuvia. [V: Mitä se sit?] Se oli vaa et aa kiitti. [V: Joo] Se on varmaan vähä 
outoo kyllä. 
 
V: Miten tota, aa, ooks sä, sillai tehny, tai voiks sillai tehdä jos on vaik koulust 
joku kenen kaa ei o, tai ei ois niinku ollenkaa puhunu, niinku li-, oikees elämäs 
tai livenä, ja sit niinku näkee et ai hei että mä oon niinku nähny sun, et, et sä oot 
niinku naamalt tuttu, ni voiks sille sit mennä sanoo että. 
Nainen, 17: No voi mennä sanoo mut varmaa just lähinnä jos on jotai, jotain 
sanottavaa -- lähinnä sillee jos on jotain asiaa mut ei sillee, puolitutuille tai 
tuntemattomille ehkä muuten mee sanoo mitää, tai jos se ois vaik just joku 
koulusta, ni, ei, ei nyt sillee ehkä sille vaa menis sanoo että kiva kuva, paitsi jos 
se ois joku tosi kiva, kuva, mut vaik jotain, tai jos se on vaik jollain samal kurssil 
ni voi sellaselt kysyy jotain läksyjä tai ihan mitä vaa.  

Performing local identities 

V: Mites toi teidän koulu.  
Nainen, 16: Se on (muista) mä taisin kanssa (joltain) meidän koululaiselta taisin 
löytää sen ni sit mä sillee että. Siellä aika paljo tuttuja sitte on siinä niin. 
Mainostettaan ((koulun nimi)), mm. 

“Pointless” communication 

V: Öö luet sä muuten, noita vanhempii kommentteja joskus? 
Nainen, 17: No, en mä lue niit. Koska ei niis yleensä oo mitään tärkeet, ne on 
aika tota samaa aina. Tai, just tollast, päätöntä ja. Ei niis kauheesti oo mitään 
ideaa niis vanhoissakaa. 
 
Poika, 13: No esim tos. Sillee niinku sanoin eka moi ja sit se, sit mä kysyn silt 
mitä se, mitä- mitä sille kuuluu ja kaikkee tämmöst. (???) [V: M] kysyn et mitä 
se tekee tänään ja. 
 
V: No siinä on ainakin kuvaan liittyvä kommentti. Tullu. 
Mies, 24: Kyllä....Just että täs, täs nyt jotain tällasia päättömiä pikkusisko 
laittanu et, you gay 
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Inside Joke Communities 

V: Jees, haluut sä näyttää niit muit mitä siel on. ((yhteisön nimi)) – mihis toi 
viittaa? 
Mies, 24: Tämä niinkun, tämä viittaa sellaseen tapaukseen, nää on mun 
kavereita, sisäpiirijuttu. [V: Joo] Aa, elikkäs. Pitääkö mun kertoo tarina tämän 
takana vaikka? [V: Joo, ihmeessä] Ää, elikkä se oli toissa uutenavuoten, eiku 
viime jouluna. Joulupäivänä, oltiin siellä ((kotikaupungissa)), paikallisessa 
ryypiskelemässä, sitten mentiin jatkoille yhelle kaverille ja. Sieltä sitte johonkin 
paikkaan kaikki sammuttiin sinne jonneki lattioille sun muille ja. Sitten tämä yks 
kaverini joka ei o kumpikaan kyllä näistä. Niin. Se aamulla niinku. Heräs siinä, 
pisti suoraan takin päälle, ja nousi pystyyn ja sano moimoi ja painu pois ilman 
mitään. Sitten niinku tämä ((nimi)) -ystäväni kertoi tästä tapauksesta ja meist 
tää oli semmonen niin ((yhteisön nimi)) että. Piti perustaa oma yhteisö. 

 

 




